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I N T R O D U C T I O  N

Scholars in the field of Bantu languages have from 
an early stage drawn attention to the tonal features in 
various Bantu languages and to the possibility thau tone 
might be an Important factor in the system of these 
languages. But it was not until recently that any 
appreciable effort was made to study tone in Bantu

I)languages.
In the field of Sotho, apart from odd references to

2)tone In grammar books and dictionaries, the first real study 
was made by Professor Daniel Jones in conjunction with Mr. 
Sol.T. Plaaijje in ,rA Sechuana Reader"(dated 1916), and 
“Tones of Secwana Nouns"(dated 1929). Dr. A.N. Tucker^ 
work on tone contained in “A Comparative Phonetics of the

3)
Suto-Chuana Group of Bantu Languages" went a step further. 
These preliminary works point the direction and give a 
basis for further investigation.

But even if there were not so much direction as that 
given by these earlier works, it is not difficult for the 
observer to discover that any particular act of speech in 
Sotho Is characterised, among other things by tone, that in 
the same sentence there Is a high degree of consistency in 
tonal pattern, and that despite slight variations from one 
individual speaker to another or from one set of circumstan
ces to another, the basic, pattern is consistently 
maintained. For instance:-



nta*te *ua~ngola father writes-  *—v

  .  _  5
nta* te *u ’abala father reads

In each of the Sotoo examples the tonal pattern is 
constant* For some reason these two examples which appear 
to he the same kind of sentence have different tonal 
patterns*

The object then is, first to establish the consistent 
tones which appear to he an integral part of the sentence 
and are not due merely to subjective factors such as the 
emotional state of the speaker, eta* Secondly, to discover 
the part played by tone in the general linguistic, system* 
Field* I have- chosen Southern Sotho (SS) as my field*
All the data is drawn from my personal experience with this 
language which is my mother tongue, and has been confirmed 
from time to time from Southern Sotho speakers who have 
visited London at different times during the last three1 
years*
Method* In order to establish the system underlying the 
tonal patterns of the sentence it proves to be convenient 
to make use of smaller units, and then by determining the 
tonal make-up and behaviour of such units to establish the 
system*
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It is obvious from this that the immediate conside
rations are*
(1) The choice of suitable units*
(2) The analysis of the tonal features and tonal behaviour

of such units*
•if

(3) The description of the sentence in terms of these units*
Since the choice of units is dictated primarily by the 

need for a method of describing the tonal features of the 
sentence, the validity of the choice must be judged by the 
suitability of the units for such description* These units 
have been arrived at by employing certain criteria of 
grammatical form, namely, (composition (e*g. the nature of 
the elements composing the unit), and behaviour in context* 
These features are amply demonstrated in the body of this 
thesi s*

• -*' ■ - * * / • * *
The essential basis of analysis is by observing the

tonal features of comparable units in identical contexts*
By the application of this principle of substitution the
units can be classified according to tonal characteristics,
and certain inferences can be drawn about their tonal
behaviour* From these Inferences It proves to be possible to
describe the tone patterns of the sentence*
Tone-marking and Orthography* As a preliminary to this study 
It is necessary to have a suitable method of indicating tones* 

Tone* Tone is indicated in three different ways, as 
followsJ

- 4 - sraphicaily...



i Graphically, by means of short horizontal lines showing
the relative tonal levels, e.g. ba^nana (girls)

La-ba*na (children) - 
Curved brackets round these marks show that they represent 
the tones as they actually occur in speech. Square brackets 
then could be used to show that the marks represent essential 
tones* Gliding tones are indicated by oblique lines drawn 
from the point of origin of the tone t thus  ̂ for a high 
tone falling to low, for a low tone falling to a still
lower level, and for a mid rising tone*
2. By means of symbols} It is often necessary to refer to 
tones individually. At a later stage when the tones are 
assigned such reference names as low tone, high tone, mid 
tone, the first letter in each name will be used to denote 
the tonej: the lower case letter to denote speech tones and 
the upper case letters for essential tones.1̂  To represent a 
tonal pattern the symbols are separated by dots, e.g. ba1na
l.h or L.H.
To represent gliding tomes the symbols marking the end points 
of the tone are used without interspacing dots, e.g.
1 twa!(  ̂) hi or HL, *hlooho (head) ( ̂  -) mh.m or HH.M
3. By means of diacritics} Where it Is necessary to 
indicate tone in the body of the written word the following 
convention is used} A vertical stroke before a syllable 
denotes a high tone' on that syllable, e.g. ba*na (where the 
syllable na has high tone). A circumflex is used instead of



a vertical stroke when the high syllable is 
immediately followed by a syllable with mid tone* e.g. 
ba*nana (where the last two syllables form a pattern

sj

high-mid)*
Except in the case of the mid tone syllable which 

is shown by the circumflex before the preceding syllable, 
absence of a tone mark implies low tone* e.g. masafka 
(kraals) wheme the first two syllables have low tone* 
Orthography? In a description of tone such as this one 
the orthography adopted must be of such a kind that tone 
can be indicated simply and clearly* The current SS 
orthography is already encumbOTted with too many diacritics 
and the addition of further diacritics to indicate tone 
would be confusing* For the purpose of this description, 
therefore* a special orthography is used* It is a modified 
form of the orthography suggested by Dr. Tucker in 
"Sotho-Mguni Orthography and Tone Marking.” (1949)* Itsar
main features are indicated in Appendix I.*

It will be observed In the course of this study
that the junction of words in a sentence is marked by a
tone-step (cf. Tonal Transition on pp# '*2> - ). This
characteristic Is made use of in determining a method of
dividing and linking words* In this orthography therefore,
a space or hyphen between words implies a tone-step.
The hyphen is used where, (for various reasons, one ox the
components giving rise to the tone-step cannot be regarded / 
as a word* - 6 -



TONS LEVELS,
Tin order to describe the tonal features or the SS

sentence three tone levels have to be recognised, namely
low level, high level and mid level. Since tone is relative
the interval from one tone level to another varies. The
variation is due to objective, as well a3 to subjective
factors a3 will become clear later. Ordinarixy the interval
from low to high levex would be about five or six musical
aemitones while that from mid to high levex wouxd be about
one to two semitones, as the following diagram illustrates:

___________  high level_____________ mid M
___________  low ,f

Figure I.
The low and high tones contrast sharply enough to be
< • £ ' ' *always distinguishable from one another in one and the same

pattern. The mid tone, as an Essential Tone,'* onxy occurs
'* «. - /  *after a high tone. In all other positions the occurrence 

of a tone at mid level is usually a speech reaxisation of 
what is essentially a low or high tone*
TONE PATTERNS: All woras, phrases and sentences of S3 are

Itf- ,0! ' A Xr s *characterised by Tone Patterns. That is to say, each 
syllable of a word has tone. The succession of individual 
tones on the syllables of a word constitute the Tone Pattern 
of that word*

-7- /SPEECH TONES....
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SPEEOH TONES: Tone Patterns in actual speech are determined
to some extent by various factors in each context. The 
determining factors may be the proximity of one tone to 
another, the rate of speaking, the intensity of the voice, 
stress or emphasis. The following is an account of some of 
these factors, the circumstances in which they regularly occur 
and the part they play in determining Speech tones.
LENGTH: It is a natural phenomenon in SS speech that the 
speaker can hold a syllable at a given tone level for only 
a certain duration beyond which the voice tends to lose pitch 
and to drift downward to a lower level. The optimum duration 
(i.e. the norm) is long enough to allow for each syllable to 
be pronounced easily and yet not so long that downward 
drifting is observed. In SS the speech tones are generally 
static, but on long syllables they are realised as gliding 
tones. (Long syllables are those which have a duration about 
twice the duration of the average syllable in normal speech.
In the same way the term Length is used here to denote longer 
duration than that of the average syllable).

Length regularly occurs in the following situations:
(a) On the penultimate syllable of a sentence, a.g.

"ki-muregna (he Is a chief) - where the sign : denotes 
that the preceding syllable has length.

u fi!Ba:ng? (who are you?)
Where interrogative words as mang? are not used absence of 

Length on the penultimate syllable distinguishes interrogativ© 
sentences from non-interrogatlve sentences, e.g.

- 8 ~



*kl-murena? (Is hs a chief?) cf. *kl-mure»na (He is a chief).
err rvxei**

(b) On Long VowelB t When two^Identical vowels occur in
Juxtaposition the tendency ia speech is to pronounce
them as on© long vowel* e#g#

fhoomela (cf phohomela) realised as phosmela (____ )loud crying) *
aatamela (he approached) ” ” ajtamela (_____  )
*'batsj-,l*1© mlla^u ,1 ” ,ba,stj,le ( )(they Have left the sticks

behind) , , ,.-•••• i ->batatsamava (they are going) * " •baitsamaya ( ______ )

ha^a ^ a  (he is not gone) ,1 " has* *ya \  ' )

hata,atlu,ha (he has not left) ” " hai* tlu'ha   S  _  ')
(In the last two examples, hag**va and has* tlu*ha. the 
laas raxal gliding tones on the long vowels are not 
indicated by the diacritic tone-marks)*

In all the above examples there is the alternative of 
pronouncing the Juxtaposed vowels as separate syllables, 
although in instances such ae the last two examples this 
alternative is not easily achieved.

There are some words which have an essentially long 
vowel, which is not the result of Juxtaposition of two 
vowels, though they may without ambiguity be written with 
two vowel letters* Thee© are ©# the fei&ewing The 
following are typical examples* apesr--
^phooko (wether) realised as *pho*ko ( " -)
^kweetsa (whirlpool) ” ~kwestea ( S  •)



*■£}«*

*fc$,|la (gizzard) ‘ TQollaod as *k$jla (-***)

li^tuupe (the shakes) " " li*tu:pe (- ****»} -
(For such words the essential tone on the long vowel la 
worked with an oblique line *  , or with the symbols HH (see p
0.6. "phooko 6) I *  or HH.M ).ul - r * * •

hi. u&W '.jpftMfrrw are the boys?/
Some Jdeophonic and Inter J ective worda (categories V

and VI ) have long vowels. ̂ *g. ,^  Va • ̂ ' ■ V -4 • ,,-BS S« c\l. 1 J
*twa:i (white) % (Ideophone) , - — .•• ••“* ^ cm? I » j
tsut J (swoop) C
etl (yes) C_^) (Interactive)

Some of the Domone tratives (Category II type 3) occur 
with Ideophonic^ length in some circumstances, e.g.
thaha 1tsela:J ( \  ) (those mountains far away).

i..c ny ■' ̂tiaX*Xy HttsdLiattd is 3naiAh as 
It is clear from these instances that Length. either

aa a regular feature of the sentence construction or as a
lexical feature of the word, plays a part in determining
Speech tones. It will also he observed that Length plays a
part in the other situations (described below) which ,eyixabsle as®
determine Speech tones..

The Proximity of different tones to one another under certain 
circumstances is a factor in determining speech tones. The

:■ ™ ", *Fa** . if vwljv  v- •« . » v , vf*. *» *r*> *• v  •« • »» ^  ^  ^ i  ^

extent to which such proximity determines speech tones depends 
largely on the rate of speaking. In rapid speech, for

. _r. , -4>- ■■ f * *  &  w  &

instance, It is as if the decreased duration of the syllables



dees not allow for the adjustment necessary for the voice 
to reach fully from one tone level to another* raIn such 
clrctmstancee, therefore, the interval between tonal levels 
is comparatively small, as in the following instancest

an essentially low tone is realised at about mid level, 
(1) When it occurs between two high tones, e.g. 

ba’Sima'nl ' ba'kal? (where are the boys?^ 
ba* Slma*nl ... ~ ~  1 realised as ~ ~ ^  in 'he

ha'fcimu'tsi'bi ha'ntle (1 do not knotv him well) 
ha'kimu'tal'bl... realised as (_pirr- 'j

(ii) In the Tone.pattern L.H.M the tone on the initial^ 
syllable Is normally realised as a aid tone in most speech
contexts, o.g* ba^sad! (women) realised as («'* -)

•re a down-step is higher than preceding high tones
An essential high tone immediately following a long - swhere T7\? neTTwora an>7r tttb uiwn*Trirwp .. sr wno

syllable of low tone is usually realised in speeoh as a-,\I. -V. n Idx 11 h x syl 11.QX©»\ w  luiî  i sx Lum ̂ >1 uxpuamc j •
mid tone. e.g. the final syllable of llaa’ka (kraal) ]4 i ne occun r rtsra w w s w > J
is realised as a mid tone in kietsa lisa'ka ( X 4 _—)n fa xg tone) xs lc.» *«— —  r*T!i»«RF.sve.wH 3 •
(I am putting up a kraal), cf. lisa'ka 'llwile <( “ I.n  -4- S^thu (EFTs •» "UJT7!!” cf *Si-fcusVWs'! TIs
(the kraal has fallen) where the final syllable of lisa'ka

ip: yosotho? )
Is realised as a high tone since the preceding syllable has

A low tone occurring on a long ayliasne^is' reaiiBoa
no penultimate Length* . .;ow falling tone (i,e. falling ^rom low level to a

Under the following circumstances tfo© interval from" u3^
one tonal level to another is comparatively greater than• *vqul this account it should ae ciea"tnarr
it is in other circumstances! , ,. „i\; ;:..iixusstances that determine the speech realisation

or taxv*. first set



Before a down-step tonal transition (cf p it ) 
a high tone is slightly higher than it is in most 
other circumstances e.g. re*ki* si*tse diphahlo (he has 
sold the goods)
>utre<kilsitse *pe,re 1 lisali (he has sold horse and saddle)

In both examples the underlined syllables in each word 
are a shade higher than preceding high syllables in the 
same word. A succession of high tones in a word, as in 
the first word lutrekisl1tse Tin these examples, is usually 
heard in speech as a crescendo, with the tone on the last 
syllable before the down-step as the highest. The first 
example •u're^i'si1 tse diphahlo shows that a high tone 
before a down-step is higher than preceding high tones 
even where the next word after the down-step has low tone 
on its initial syllable, (cf Tone Pattern of diphahlo).

A low tone occurring after a long high tone (i.e.
gy 9 ’fo»; ‘i 01 C. " '•

a high falling tone), is lower than in other circumstances 
e.g. tki-mu>su:thu (he is a Mosotho) cf 'ki-musuthu? (Is 
he a Mosotho?)

A low tone occurring on a long syllable is realised 
as a low falling tone (i.e. falling from low level to a 
still lower level) e.g. ha,balriba:tli (they do not want us)

From this account it should be clear that in most 
of the circumstances that determine the speech realisation 
of tones Length is an important factor. In the first set 
of circumstances (described oh pp 1 ~ *) Length is the
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the* main determining factor. In the second set 

of circumstances (pp  ̂- \o ) the absence of Length seems to 
be a necessary condition* In the last set of circumstances 
(p U ) the occurrence of Length is again the main deter
mining factor.

It is also clear from this account that the realisation 
of tones and Tone Patterns in speech depends on a large 
variety of factors. Some of these factors, as Length, 
Proximity of tones to one another, are objective and consis
tent enough to be treated as integral features of the 

/

language. But there are also other factors, as rate of 
speaking, intensity, emphasis, which are mainly subjective. 
These vary considerably from one situation to another and 
cannot be predicted. The Speech realisation of the Tone 
Pattern of a word can therefore be represented only for a 
particular act of speech.

By comparing the Tone Patterns of a word as they are 
realised in a number of similar speech contexts, It is 
found that although the interval from one tone to another 
differs from one context to another, the outline of the 
Tone Pattern is practically the same in all these contexts. 
Essential Tone: It is clear then that the constant feature
of a Tone Pattern is the relative position of the individual 
tones in it. Thus, for example, if the Tone Pattern of a 
word (e.g. n*tho - thing) is realised as low-high in a 
particular act of speech - i.e.. the first tone lower than

—13“ the,,«



the second - it may be concluded that in any other similar**
\

act of speech, the Tone Pattern of that word will be 
realised as low-high (i.e. the first tone will always be 
lower than the second tone), but that the interval betweee 
these tones will not be the same in any two acts of speech.

This feature of consistency in outline - i.e. in th© 
relative position of the individual tones in a Tone 
Pattern - provides a convenient means of representing 
essential Tone Patterns of words* By simply indicating 
schematically the relative level of each tone (as low, high, 
or mid) without giving any indication of the actual interval

Ofromatone level to another, the Essential Tone Pattern is 
thus represented*

TONAL TRANSITION.
The individual word-units which make up the sentence 

consist of not more than three/ tone levels. The average 
S3 sentence pattern may consist of as many as five, six or

cl z . b ' M -  AsK
even more tone levels. It stands to reason

7)therefore that the word patterns occur in different keys
-  t A  ,in the sentence. For example the sentence

nta*te 'u're’k^Ie *pere "tse-Hharu (father has bought
three horses)

t ~ " i  L- • — ] t- -1 t - ( 3 Jwhich has an over-all pattern of at least six tonal levels
can be represented tonally as a succession of three-level
patterns occurring in different keys* ttes ;-

\ ^
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This changing from one key to another is what is meant 
by tonal transition or tone-step*

A transition from a higher to a lower key is called 
a down-step transition and a transition from a lower to 
a higher key is called an up-step transition*

Transitions may he indicated graphically by bracket® 
or rectangles of unequal height, as in the following 
diagrams:

for words in down-step relation 
^ j*-* “ “ or j for words in up-step relation*
In the written sentence a space or hyphen separating two 
words denotes a down-step transition, e.g. 
ba*na ,ki-,ba#hau (the children are yours)c-1 nt'MThe up-step transition is shown by doubling the tone mark 
on the higher syllable, e.g* ba*na "bau (those children)

(where the syllable Mba- of 1bau is higher than the 
syllable *na of ba*na).

-15-
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WORDS AND WORD-C ATEG-ORISS: In order to describe the
tonal features of the sentence it is best to make use of 
smaller units, (cf p|> Whatever units are adopted
they must be suitable for this purpose.

The units adopted here are determined by employing 
certain criteria of grammatical form, namely, the nature of 
the elements composing the unit, and the behaviour of the 
unit in contexts.

The process of determining and classifying the various 
units Is a lengthy one. Only a few illustrations can be 
given here.
DIVISIONS OF THE SSNTSNCS: The first step is to divide the
sentence up into units which seem to have, distinctive 
grammatical characteristics. For instance it Is obvious 
that one kind of unit, (cf verbs on pp has a large
variety of forms whose incidence is determined by such 
circumstances as grammatical time, mood, aspect, implication 
etc (cf tense forms pp?7-"7)> a feature which other words 
do not possess.
There are also the Ideophones and interjectives which can be 
distinguished by their peculiar form and behaviour.
(cf pp/^-/*y) Interjectives for instance do not as a rule 
occur in syntax relation with other words. Neither inter-

njectives nor ideophones occur in conjunction with infle
ctional elements such as occur In nominal words.

-16- These.....
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These characteristics, as well’ as other peculiarities of 
tone, length, stress, distinguish ideophonic and inter- 
jective word-units from other words. Of the remaining kinds 
of units (or words) it is found that: the large majority 
are what may "be called nominal words. These may be further 
sub-dtv&ded into Independent nominais (nouns), Dependent 
nominals-., and Classless nominais. (see pp 21 - t7r.

By proceeding in this way the various kinds of units 
which occur in sentences are established. Such units are 
referred to here as words.

Basic forms: As an illustration, a word, 1ba1buhlaswa
(they are c/areiess) is taken at random. Then a list is

10)made or all the free-forms  ̂ which appear to be regular
variants of this word, thus: * ba-buhlaswa (careless ones), 
fka-buhlaswa (with carelessness), 1 li1buhlaswa (and 
carelessness), 1 ha1buhlaswa (carelessly), fki-buhlaswa 
(it is carelessness), buhlaswa (carelessness), ha1ba-buhlaswa 
(they are not careless), buhlasweng (in carelessness), etc.

reasons which aro toe lengthy— Lo~bn gone into 
tuch a series of related words as this one is regarded^*' 

as a grammatical series.. This means ̂ nong that
all the forms in such a series can be described in terms of
one of tne forms in the same series. Supposing the minimum
or smallest form in the series (i.e. buhlaswa) is selected
as the basic form, then ail the other forms would be
described as grammatical variants of tnis form. e.g.
1ba1buhlaswa (they are careless) could then be described as
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nBasic Form "buhlaswa occuring in conjuction with the

—  A

prefixal concord element 1ba- ('ba is the subject concord
of class 2). The variants of the Basic form are referred

*■

to here as Inflected Forms, and the prefixal or suffixal 
elements which distinguish them from the Basic Form are 
called Inflectional elements*

The following list of the six principal word-categories 
does not include all the possible kinds of words which occur 
in S3* There are a few words which require special 
classification since they do noi conform to the general 
characteristics of any of the categories listed here*
For the purpose of tonar description, however, it is not 
necessary to distinguish all the sub-categories except 
where such distinction is relevant to tonal description.
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W 0 R D C A T E G O R I E S .

On the basis of* grammatical form (see pp 15-17)
words may be divided into the following main categories;
Category I.
Nouns:
mef,tsi (water)
bu’hlali (wisdom.)
*hlooha (head)
Nomino-verbs:
hu'ja (to eat)
hutsamaya(to walk)
husiHsibi (not to 

know)

yCategory II.
1. bo’na (they)
2. ^bohie (all)
3. I:bau (those)
4. "ba'hai (his

VCategory III, 
l/ifo (on the hearth) 
hu1dimu (above, up )
2* ha*raru (three times 

‘hangata (often much)
5. ba'fi? (which?) 3. ’hae'su (in my coun- 

mufTng? 1 moot (there)
6. bangata (many) 1kwanu (this way)

*jwalo (like that)
7. 1thata (hard) 4. ’thuko (aside)

^kai? (where?)
8. f,ba-l,’lang ‘ka^jenu (today)

(mourners) 'kgale (long ago)

Category IV.
*ja (eat)
*’reka (buy)
1sebetsa (work) 
tla (come) 
batla (seek) 
tsamaya (walk)

Category V.
,!po! (cold)
1 nye1 lel(quiet)
1tle^ke’le1 lei
'twaal (white)
rid (be even)
lore!’ (burnt to 

ashes)

4̂Category VI0 
tshe’el (no) 
e’ul (is it so?) 
eel (yes)
’ hele (ohl alasI) 
l!joI (ah! wo el )> rUV ' ' *

\

a n f 

•<£' s
In each Category the words are shown in their basic form.
kn The abbreviations C.I. for Category I, C. II for

Category II, and so on, are oceasionally used to refer to
these Categories.

The mark I of exclamation is used in Categories V andy i  
to dkouy Hxat lke*e tvor̂ s L*V* Ahei olk&e 'featuresca«.Kot iy fc>ne
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TONAL GROUPING.

Tonal grouping of words is made from two different 
aspects* ' The first grouping is mainly lexical and applies
to all categoi&es* It is made Tby comparing the tonal

l3- ft.level of the first syllable or the radical or stem of 
words In similar contexts. From this comparison two 
major Tone Groups emerges X-words which consist of a high 
tone on the first syllable of the radical or stem e.g.
II1fa (wealth), 1reka (buy), 'ifo_(on the hearth), 1tlerel 
(of red.)*
Y-words which consist of a low tone on the first syllable 
of the radical or stem e.g. muthu (person) bo1na (they,them) 
bala (read, count) etc.

The Importance of this grouping becomes clear later
jl -i

on,particularly e in the section on inflection and wore
formation*

The second tonal grouping is based mainly on the
14-Jbehaviour of words In contexts. Each category,as far as 

this tonal grouping is concerned, is a separate system.
Eut for practical purposes the categories are treated in 
three main divisions, namely, (a) Categories I - III (i.e. 
nominal words), (b) Category IV (verbal words), (c) Categories 
V and Vl(ldeophonic ana Interjective words).

In the analysis of the Individual word categories
-20- that.....



that follows, it will he observed that tone is studied on 
three distinct planes:
1. On the lexical plane concerning the role of tone in 
word-formation. The word is analysed in order to establish

another and to those of corresponding words.
On the inflectional plane concerning the tonal behaviour

of the Basic word when it occurs in conjunction with various
inflectional elements.
3. On the Syntactical plane concerning the tonal behaviour 
of word3 (Basic and Inflected forms) in syntax relation 
with other words.

\

i

/. / „ ■ . - . '

the tonal reiationsnip of its constituent elements to one

n

0  O '  A

21 /t’ART II....
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M O n  H A L  W O R D S  (Categories I - III).

As a preliminary to this section a table is given here,
showing the tonal groups into which nominal words are divided.
The arrangement of the table is based on, and Illustrated from,
words of Category I since it is in this Category that the
largest variety of tonal patterns is to be found.

Tonal Grouping of Nominal words
A-wordst

Tone  ̂. , t.. ,  ̂ ? *
groups
!♦ 11*tsha, n* tho Li

(Iak©T~ (’Ehing)
*!♦ 11 *tshana» n*thwana ) • _ ~ f_ ] f "" -j(little lake) (little thing)I

/ffiulsuthu J(a Mosotho)nm f-i .O
'phoo* folo L _ ” ] f -  ”1(animal) „ • ,

III. li'tsha^nyana, n'tho^nyana(little lake) (little thing) 
mu't h w an a  >(little Mosotho) jf-T ‘ -]-

(*11. . **•> • i **
* tshi^ngwana ~1
(little fFeld) U  J
f • if* *•* •' * r * *M-r
mu'*sadi (woxaan) -J
“hlooho (headjOJ I ̂  - ]

/IV-1 ....

-21a-
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y-words (continued)
Tone - ,
group i
IV-l n* thwananyana T

(■Einy little thing)
mU«
'(Iltlls MosotSoJ l“ _ ~ _J
'Mlj-'aunyana [ ~ ___]
(small field}
mu*salana (little <if,iilL 1woman)* hlohwana f 1

(TimFhead) u
IV-2. mu* slmartl (hoy) ..................... ~~

•tsjetsl (difficulty) [“ J  f~ _ “ j
m ^ k w g ^ k w a n i  L  " J  _ J  L  _ _ ](giddiness)

Y-wo rdf tTon© c " or* vhe eat-\ ct t*:?rd£,
groups . _I* llsatka (kraal) f__ ]

k£Q*mu (cow) L ~  J
llkulwa*nl £ ~ ]

(youth after Initiation)? ': * ■ ip ft ff&«
II. 11 sa*kana(email kraal) ( " j !_ _ j l_ _ f|

kgo1 ngwana (heifer) ~ ' _ ] L ~ -]
a

, lltoiwa'nyanl [ ~ J) [------~ -“ K -----(as f w  llkulwa*hl) ■ ■ • r
111. 11 sa1 ka*nyana(small k r a a l ) -]

teo^u^nyana (heifer, etc) -j
IV-l. muflta>katslla (pa»aer-tff) ______  ]  ̂ h

j f‘Hbm- *ikTS' VfIV—2*«. » .
-21V ‘3
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Y-wojpda (continued)
IV-2, slna1 kangwedj (glow worm) ‘__ ~ ___ \  ~ _ ~ ]

hlohlo * din, ,wani (somersaul%) {___~ ___ _ !T 1

V* muthu (person) I___\ntlu (house) /' J
muthwana (small person) [_____]
murena (chief) • f ;i, u.
muthunyana (little person) f. ^ imfiriflrl (trouble) U;

The main division of words into X and Y Tone Groups is 
based on the tonal level of the Inti Initial syllable of the 
stem, as explained on page 19* Bturther grouping into Tone 
Groups I to V is primarily based on the end pattern of words, 
ii*e* on the tone pattern described by the last two syllables* 
of a word) (See pp 68 - 70)* For instance, in Tone Group I
all words in the basic form occur In an end pattern L*H in

It-'iJU4- esc&i&l&  f*$ase IV %x* Frosts •all syntax contexts* (See p 69 et seq.),
In Tone Group II a word of category I may occur in

any of three distinct tonal patterns, depending on the kind
of syntax context in which it occurs. There are three kinds
of syntax contexts, each requiring a particular tonal pattern
in nouns of Tone Group II# thus#
Context Is ki’a’hVle 11*rako | ~ _] (I have built a wall)
Context 2, ll^ a Vto llwlla. [_ " "] ^  ^  ^

Context 3» kl’sJhi'l® 11**rako "leu -] (I built that wall)
-21c-
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It will to© observed that the tone patterns of 11 * rako
• ' r* -ffi ' V  'K- . V  •• *'■ ir- I'f-. '• * • •w* . r> V l T J  I  : ,*• •*' ’-t ’* * * .-.

In these three contexts differ from one another in respect 
of the tonal level of the last syllable. This syllable has 
fr»gh low tone In the first Context, high tone in the second 
Context, mid tone in the third Context, (i.e. the end pattern 
of this noun is H.L, H.H, and H.H in Contexts 1, 2 and 3 
respectively). Similarly if any other noun of Tone Croup II 
(X or X) is substituted for ll'rako in the above Contexts 
its end pattern will occur as BUL, H.H and H.M in Contexts 
1, 2 and 3 respectively. (In Categories II and III nominal 
words of Tone Croup II occur in tone patterns which end as 
H.i and H.H, but never In the third tone pattern which
faSGfy P* ■'/ z'•. ! p°> JhtiSfw*'*3* ft? ' ,;AflS-̂-K #*$% ’*£“»& r \ Vt* - V *£*

ends H.K). words of Tone Group XV-2* eiR. 'inuHlotlwanl (hut),
occur with an end pattern L*L In Context lp L.H in Contexts 2
and 3* (See pp 68 - 75)

It is necessary to explain Tone Group IV in greater detail. 
Tone Group IV is sub-divided into Tone Groups IV-1 and IV-2#  ̂• 
The following table shows how these groups compare with one
another and with Tone Group V* §}$ It :i u ,1

gattern 1* , fattarn* 2 3 *
IV-2 mu’slmanl f “  J f “
IV-1 mu>rweteana f f 111...'" — — * —. _ _ j
V* nuthunyana [_______ ] {_______
V) Pattern 1, Pattern 2, Pattern 3 denote the Tone Pattern 
of a word In Contexts 1, 2, 3 respectively

-21d- *
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<• ■ £' 1 K38St rr*;#X •£ •£ aSMS*’ j v
It 1b obvious that Ton® Groups IV-1 and V have the same
* C #$'1 "- ” ’tWCt Till ffcf :%y,:>2wv.lfi *5 a*
end pattern, L.L, and on this basis should be grouped together. 
It Is also obvious that Tone Group IV-2, with an end pattern
L.H in Contexts 2 & 3, is a group by itself. A more logical
arrangement then would be to number IV-2 as Tone Group IV,
and IV-1 as Tone Group V. Such an arrangement, however, is

have, a b&-s$,c to it* cousieting not adopted here because it is not always possible to draw a
i- ̂ ,*.<>,» i Jr** ̂*v A j&% jr. hSL ** ‘virjrv e ;*VW-sharp dividing line between Tone Group IV-1 and Tone Group IV-2.

Many words which one speaker regards as belonging to Tone ftx 
Group IV-1 are regarded as belonging to IV-2 by another speaker, 
or by the same individual ft£ different occasions, e.g. 
ba>sltsam tbalkai? or ba>sltsalna fba*kal? (where are the 
girls? )* The examples ba* sitsana (girls), ba'dlsana *(herd- , 
boys), ma*futiBralmd̂  (ladies), &i1 fu* tafuta (many kinds), are 
typical of the greater proportion of words in Tone Group IV 
as a whole, in so far as they consist of high tone on the 
pre-penultimate syllable ?i(i.e* they have an ending •. .H.L.L 
in Context 1). A comparatively ®m*ll number in Tone Group IV-1 
have an ending ..H.L.L.L (e.g* ba*sltsanvana), or even i 
• *H.L.L. L.L (e.g. be*dj.sananyana)i In such examples att>refi& 
alternative grouping under IV-2 is not possible. But the
vast majority of words in Tone Group IV consist of an ending

f l W . f l l  1  * r  V j r t n w , ,  p . A     A  _. - m •«. *■ is-' w ŝ pptiar VvH.L.L. It is more practicable to group all these words simply 
as TonG Group IV (which Implies further sub-grouping into 
IV-1 or IV-2 or both), and to indicate the sub-group where iti 
has been definitely established .

) -21e-
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CATSSORY I. (Nouns and Nomino-verbs),

This category consists of two main kinds of words, e.g.
Noune Nomlno-verbs

‘

bathu (people) hu'Ja (to eat)
m'pho (gift) hu'ee^betea (to work)
mu*ae’betsj (work) husi*se'betsl (not to work) .
•pyla (rain) hu'tehwa*ra-bathtvj-ha*ntle
m'no (mother) (to treat people well)the clftss prerax c.oe© rot o(tci s.3 a

Both noun© and nomine-verbs have a basic form consisting
■ K ■•’i- •* ̂ jf J*- ct JL e> 4 . •

of two componentst a class prefix and a stem. e.g.Class rtaln oias-^a the non--, may occur witB9*T- its
prefix stemta- ,r':*3Kfiiis happens In syntax contexts where the

-’se'betsi 
-•p*la j rt-1

mu-
lowed by another wor^ which is Ik

hu- -‘se^betsa 
hu- : -•tshwa'ra-bathu-ha'ntl® °un (see p- > - ’ . )
Saoh and ; every noun belongs to One or other of the 

twelve classes or concord agreement series ehown in Table I .  

(These classes are set out in the order givenvbyaMeinhof.refk . 
Komino-verbs belong to class 15).r Each clgaa has ite lE^di 
characteristic olase-preflx and words of this Category 
usually have , as their Initial component*; the characteristic 
prefix of the class ito which they belong. »<For Instance in 
the noun bathu (see class 2 in Table I) tha characteristic 
prefix is ba-, and all nouns of class 2 consist of this prefix 
as their x initial component. ana behaviour whic be.-ong to

A comparatively small number of nouns do not appear to
. -k * _ ;  ̂ < i v v]' ̂  m  distinguish the unit as a wholehave a class prefix* e*g.

- - i a;; er* the plane of grammaticalJwa'la (beer) - class 14. ngwa'na (child) - class 1.
jwa'ng (grasB) - class 14. (cf. ba'na (children) cl. 2)lutj. (mountain range) cl., 5.
(also lllut* —  cl. 5) th? purely L- . :a: features of nouns



In class 9, the class-prefix as^distinct syllable only
occurs in conduction with monosyllablic stems, e.g.

m^ho (gift) 
nkwe (leopara) 
nts^ (eagle)

(where the initial consonant is a syllaole representing 
the class-prefix)* Ih all other nouns which have a stem of 
more than one syllable, the class prefix does not occur as a 
separate syllable*

In certain classes the noun may occur without its 
class-prefix. This happens in syntax contexts where the 
noun is immediately followed by another word which is in 
direct concord agreement with such noun (see pp J3 )
e.g. one may say sa'ka !<lar dikgomu instead of lfe 
lisa’ka "la1 dikgomu for "cattle kraal1’

In class la nouns do not, as a rule, have a class-prefk, 
e.g. m* me (mo ther) ma1lume (maternal uncle/aunt), ra*kgadi 
(paternal aunt)
LEXICAL FEATURES: From the foregoing account it should be
clear that the basic forms e in this category consist of 
only two components: the class-prefix and the stem. These 
two components together constitute a single unit with 
characteristics of form, tone and behaviour which belong to 
it as a unit.
Thefc* characteristics which distinguish the unit as a whole
are more appropriately examined on the plane of grammatical

(
form (see fav.ft ??. . .. )

In this section the. purely lexical features of nouns
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and nomino-verhals are examined with a view to

fita.yeJ’
establishing the part/hy tone on the lexical plane.
The Class-prefix, is generally a distinetfsyllable with 
low tone, as in the examples he low (see also pp S Z - S j  )

The stem? Taking the stem to he the part immediately after 
the class prefix, then the underlined element in the 
following examples is the stem;
muthu (person), masafka (kraal), muthwana (little person), 
masa(
masa^asaka (many kraals)
kgo^mu (cow), Kgo1 ngwana (little cow), kgotmuthadj. (large c«r

- cow)
mulimi (farmer), timo (agriculture), silimo (year), etc.) 
tifma' (plot,pattern), ti^anaflittle plot), tdjj^nyana

(little plot)
hururna (ourselves) huhajnfi( nearness) hufkallenu(this day) 
hu>kau>fela(total-entiretvl> lihu1 dintu (heavens, sky),
humaldj-mahi (misfortune), tsje-ha^imu (locust),
kulube-mu1ru (hushpig), si**rwal a-nf*kgwana (praying mantis),
madala-^ala^tswi(recruits in the army).

These examples show that the stems vary considerably
in their composition. In some examples the stem is a
primary element e.g. (muthu). In others it corresponds to
parts of other words, as may he seen from the analysis given
below.

In the following analysis the structure or the stem i© 
examined in order to determine the elements which compose it > 
their tonal relationship to one another and to equivalent 
elements in other words*



OTOUN-STEMS: The basis on which stems are studied could 
be illustrated by considering groups of words such as the 
followings
(a) mulimi (farmer), balimi (farmers), timo (agriculture) 

siliifco’(year, Spring Season), dilimo (years), ti’ma 
(plot.), lima (plough, plant.)

(b) ta*u (lion), ta*wana (lion-cub), ta'u^nyana (little 
lion), ta^'hadi (lionness). - ^
Allowing for slight differences in phonological

shape
shape which are determined by established phonological 
laws,* it is possible to abstract from each group of words * 
a common element or root which occurs in all the words of 
such a group* This common root, as it may be called, is 
LIM in group (a), TA*TJ in group (b). By making use of such 
a root as a common reference, words can be compared, and 
from such comparison a system of correspondence between 
various words and kinds of words is established. For
instance, in group (a) all the words are described in
terms of their similarity or dissimilarity to the common 
root LIM* e.g. the nouns consist of stems which may be 
described as forms in which the root LIM occurs in conjun
ction with a nominal suffixal formative -i, -o, or -a. 
Similarly in the verb lima the root LIM occurs as a, » . „ i i.■$"T* ' ■ ? Jr * ■
verbal-radical (where the tense-suffix is -a).
' mrniHrifr1 i i V -yi— ’ *

In group (b) where the common root is TA*U the st&m
of the noun ta*ulhadi for example, is described as a form

. .. •
in which the root TA*U occurs in conjunction with the

-25- formative0.*
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foraatlve suffix -haai. Similarly In the stem of the 
noun ta*u the root TA*U occurs as a noun stem.

The same inter-relationship may be indicated 
dlagrammatically as follows:
(a)verbs NOUNS

LIMa <—  muLIMi TIMo TI'Ma
laaLIMi siLIMo 

diLIMo
P

Nouns
(b) TA*U — v TA*U TA*Wana, TAf U^nyana, TAfyfhadi

For practical purposes, however, it is usual to
simplify such a description by expressing one word in
terms of another as if the relationship were direct and
not through the medium of a common root. In this way the
noun stems in (a) above would simply be described as forms
in which the verbal radical -Urn- (as found in the verb
lima) occurs In conjunction with the suffixal formatives
-i, -o, or -a. (See pp )

Purely as a descriptive device it is convenient to
regard one of the words in such a series as basic or
primary and to describe the other words in the same series
as lexical variants of the primary word. The most suitable
word to take as the primary form is the one that differs
least from the common root. Thus in group (a) the verb
lima Is taken as the primary form and the nouns are then
described in terms of the radical of this verb. Similarly
in group (b) the primary form is taken as the stem# of the
noun tafu. The other nouns ta*wana, ta^^nyana, t a ^ ’hadi

-26- may ....
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may then be described as occurrences of the stem ta*u in 
conjunction with the lexical formative suffixes -ana, 
-nvana. -hadi, respectively.

The nouns in group (a) are characteristic of a 
large lexical series of nouns which relate to verbs on 
the basis illustrated here. The endings -i, -o, -a are 
typical of such nouns and therefore distinguish such 
nouns in most cases from, nouns which do not bear a 
similar relationship with verbs. The verb lima, on the 
other hand,, has no such distinctive features to indicate 
a possible relationship with nouns. The same may be said 
of the stems of tafwana, taVu^nvana. tafu!hadi. Their 
endings (-ana, -nyana, -hadi) distinguish them as belonging 
to a large lexical series of nominal words which may be 
compared with other nominal words in the same way as 
these words are compared with the primary word tafu. 
the word tata, on the other hand, lacks such distinctive 
features.

In the following analysis noun-stems are classified 
as Primary stems and Secondary stems on the basis illus
trated above.
PRIMARY ST.1M5 are usually simple forms which cannot be 
further reduced to simpler or smaller components on any 
systematic basis. They consist of not more than two 
syllables in most instances. (There are a small number of

-27- primary....



primary stems which consist of more than two syllables)* 
Monosyllabic stems fall Into two tone groups only*

X-stems* those which have high tone« e.g. the underlined 
syllable In the following nounss m^ra (son), 111 teha (lake), 
Y-stemss those with ft low tone* ©,g# muthu (person), 
ntlu (house).
■ ” W 4 •

Monosyllabic noun stems always occur in conjunction 
with the class-prefix. Since the class-prefix is basically 
(I.e. in the basic fora of the noun) a syllable of low tone 
it stands to reason thats

X-stems in conjunction with the class-prefix will occur 
in nouns of a Tone Pattern [ ~  j

Y-stems In conjunction with the class-prefix will occur 
in nouns of a Tone Pattern ^  j# n ..

Dissyllabic noun stemst The greater proportion of-,v-  ̂ 4 . • *■ "d * pj >:#>«'■ > '. - V- m ' Si

primary noun stems consist of two syllables. e#g.
X-atems (i.e. those with high tone on the first syllable)*
mu'suthu (a Mosotho), mu'futa (kind), ma'rlha (winter),
*Pula (rain)# mu^nna (man), ll'hapu (melon), "tshutso (suet), 

6)~hlooho (head), ^nyooko (gall).

Y-Btems (i.e. those with low tone on the first syllable)t 
slbaka (space, chance), aulala (neck), sitlrma (weed),
•x* f\ V> «. J-1 .j- £.'* 1-Rw  * - I T J T S V x s E . J •£» v  A v x i  5. ► *•

phufu (meal, powder), taba (affair, matter), nana (meat)# 
mula'mu (stick), llna'ka (horn), pi*tea (pot), th}* pa (knife).

Nouns with monosyllabic and dissyllabic stems consist



of the following Tone Patterns#
Tone Group. x-stems „ ^ tiv
I* ~  j e.g. liftsha (lake)
II. L H  - ] U. ~ ~ 1 L * *} mu’suthu (a Mosotho)
IX* |~ «J 1 j [~ -] 1 *pvla (rain)
III* ~ *1' minima (man)
III. i~ -j ~ *•■»••'■ ^tshutso (suet)

Y-stems ind

V. [___ } e.g. muthu (person)
V. [___ _] - - eltlaxaa (weed) ^
V. f j taba (a matter)
I. L _ ~ ]  e.g. lisafka (kraal)
I* —  ~ ]  pi1 tea (pot) it
(aee p 21 et eeq. Also p*52, p.54i pp •  ̂oh t A n n
£%0QNMBY 8TSMSI As thebillusirations given above show, (pp.26- )p 

secondary stems are regarded as regular or systematic variants
of other units and are expressed in terms of such units.

i IV-1 \X) II (x)On the basis of their relationship to other units 
| .. *Tli^.w>hala TM'I&tteta 'st&'X'tAfksecondary stems may be grouped in the following wayst * « » N

1. Reduplicated stems* These are equivalent to extension of
* r%>.. TJA nati n' s&i? ff& 1 ffnatl tsi* XkTla unit by th® process of doubling, f B® \ j.i or u («Measures)

(a) Tone Group I(y) Conaon Root Tone grow IV-2(Y) »,-3 1
N*KQ (no&a) M#KO dlN'&Gnko (large nose)
NfTHO (thing) NfTHC diH'THQntho (variety of things)
M*PA (stomach) KfPA diM'JPItapa (large stomach)
N*tSa (dog) N*tSA:; maKtT§AntSa (many breeds of dogs)

Group V(Y) ; . yoaotpc ton, group V(XJ .otho oeonle)
NTSHJ (fly) I /  a NTSHJ NTSHDltshi (flies).; A "A 5)



In the above examples the common root is equivalent 
to a complete noun (including the class prefix). In the 
first example the common root is N*KO. In the primary 
word it occurs as n'ko (where the initial element n is the 
class prefix). In the secondary stem it occurs in what is 
best described as a doubled form - I.e. it is as it were, 
extended by repeating Itself, in both the primary and 
secondary words the part snown in upper case letters 
corresponds to the common root. The class prefix of the 
primary word corresponds to the initial syllable of the 
reduplicated stem. Since the tonal level of the class 
prefix Is basically low (of. p $8) it stands to reason that 
the reduplicated stem will have low tone on the initial 
syllable - I.e. will be a Y-stem.
(b) non- 
duplicated
Group II (X)
bu* THATA 
(difficulty)

mu1NATI 
(pleasure)
mu*FUTA 
(kind) 
bafHULU 
(elders) 
bu1 NOLO 
(softness) 
mu1SUTHU 
(Mosotho) 
bu*SJU 
(night, at 
night)

non-
re d u p l i c a t e d  duplicated
III (X) IV-1 (X) II (X)

bu1 THATÂ tha t a ma1 THA1TA tha ta ma1 THAT A 
(the difficulty) (many difficul- (difficulties)

ties)
mu*NATI*nati 
(very pleasant 
taste, etc)

mi1NA1 TInati mi* NATI 
(many pleasures) (pleasures)
mitFy1TAfyta 
(many kinas)

mi 1 FtlTA
(kinds)

ba,HULUr‘hulu 
(ancestors)
bufNOLOnolo - -
(great softness)
mu*SUTHU*suthu --  ba*SUTHU
(proper Mosotho) (Basotho people)

bu’SIU^siu mafS3*ysiu ma*Siy
(at dead of (many‘nights) (nights)
nig|rtO -30- /TONS...
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Tone
Group III(X) III (X) III (X) III (X)
li'FESLA
(vanity)

li~FEELA~feela
(vanity)

ma**FEELA*feela 
(vanities)

ma^fiEHLA
(vanities)

ai'DIKWE
(circle)

si# DIKWEr aikwe 
(circle)-

di1DIKWE** dikwe 
(circles)

n^NITI
(truth),

n'NITl'niti 
(the real truth)

di^NITI 
(facts, trutths)

Tone
Group I (Y) III (Y)
muIAttlU mu LA1 TlT la tu 
(trouble) (the real trouble) 
(aebt)

IV-2 (Y)
miLA'TUlatu 
(many faults 
or debts)

I (Y)
miLA'TU 

(faults, debts)

liSA*KA 
(kraal)

liSA’KAsaka
(kraal)-

.1 .̂A. i’t 4;W., I k -V - ■
maS^KAsaka 

(several kraals)
maSA'KA
(kraals)

liTSA'TSI 
(day,sun)

maTSA'TSItsatsi 
(many days)

maTSA*TSI 
(days)*

Tone / 
Group JfV (Y) III (Y) V (Y) V (Y)
TABA
(matter
affair)

TABA**taba 
(the-crux of 
the matter)

diTABAtaba 
(many matters)

diTABA
(matters,
affairs)

muHLOLO 
(wonder)

muHLOLOhlolo 
(great wonder)

miHLOLOhlolo 
(strange things)

miHLOLO
(wonders)

liTSHWILX
(crowd)

maTSHWILItshwili 
(several crowds)

maTSHWILI
(crowds)

In all the above examples the non-duplicated stem 
consists of two syllables, and the corresponding reduplicated

* f p ’ .
stem cohsists of four syllables. In the examples in (c)
below the non-duplicated stems consist of more than two

■ ;
syllables.

- 3 1 -  (c) .... •
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(c) (Th© figures after each word indicate the tone group) 
Non-duplicated reduplicated
* tshelete (IV-2)(X) dif tsfce1le1tetihelete (IV-1) (X)
(money) maHshele1 tetshelete (IV-1) (X)

(various sums of money)
•phoo'folo (II)(X) di'phoo'fo'lophofolo (IV-1) (X)
(animal) (many/different animals)
ditl^mana (II)Cy) diti1 ma^atimana (IV-1) ( X )

(verse) (several verses)
dihloishwana (V)(Y) dihiotshwanahlotshwana (V)(Y)
"(small groups) ’(many small groups)

marantha (V)(Y) marantharantha (V)(Y)
(rags,ragged thing) (rags and tatters,

very ragged thing)
matsaranka (V)(Y) matsarankatsaranka (V)(Y)
(jagged edge) (jagged edge)

The following are some of several words wxiich appear to 
he reduplicated hut for which corresponding non-duplicated 
forms either do not occur or may he traced in other word 
categories*
Tone Group II (Y)
TSIKlHsiki (muddle heaaed person) of verb -TSIKIla (he dizzy) Y 
llPUTLAfputIa (haste) of. verh -PUTLAka (hurry) (Y)
Tone Group III.(X)
ma1IDI^idi(unconsciousness) cf verh 1i1DIhana(become unconscious)

* * * (x)
mu*TWAI^twai (vagabond) cf ideophone TWAI^slow walk) 
silLAl/'lani (cry baby) cf* verb -LLA (cry) (X)
Tone Group IV-2 si*BUTSM1 butswani (roasted pumpkin) cf. 
vero -fBUTSWA (ripen) (X).

-32- Tone Group V (Y)....
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Tone Group V (Y)
muFIRIfiri (confusion) cf verb -FIRIkana (become confused.^) 
muTHEKEtheke (giddiness) cf verb THSKSseia (waver, reei)(Y) 
siKGURUkguru (noisy vehicle,tracotr)cf.KGURU^(a sound 
imitative of the noise of a tractor).

In all the examples given above there is no instance 
of a duplicated stem corresponding to a nonduplicated unit 
of less than two syllables. In the examples in (a) the 
non-duplicated unit consists of a class prefix and stem.
The odd examples mu*SIsi (dress) cf mu*SI (dresa), 
si'THWAthwa (epileptic, fit), could possibly be regarded as 
Instances of a duplicated stem corresponding to a monosy
llabic unit.

The main tonal grouping (X or Y) of the reduplicated 
stem depends on the tonal level of the syllable in the non- 
dupjicatea unit which corresponds to the initial syllable
of the reduplicated stem. For instance, a non-duplicated

:
unit of two syllables A-B corresponds to a stem A-b-a-b 
(reduplicated). The tonal level of syllable A which is 
always the same in corresponding stems determines the 
grouping. The tonal levels of A and a or B and b are not 
necessarily the same.. (The example in (d) above of the 
stem in si’lal^iani corresponding to a verb -11a -—  i.e.
an X-stem corresponding to a Y-verb   is obviously a
case of dropping the initial syllable: thus 

/  ail'

-33- Under (b)....
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Under (b) above there are examples where tnere are two 

distinct reduplicated stems corresponding to one non-reaup- 
licated stem. With regard to notion, the first reduplicated 
word generally denotes a particularised or more specific 
notion as compared with the notion conveyed by the correspon
ding non-duplicated word. The second reduplicated word 
generally denotes a collective or quantitative notion, e.g.

(i)taba (matter,subject) -- #aba~taba(the crux of the matter,
» the specific point of the subject)

(ii)ditaba (matters,,) -- > d^tabataba (several matters)
(subjects)

A similar notion to the one expressed in (i) is 
alternatively conveyed by repetition of a word, e.g. 
u'bulela Iifkgu*wa Ii*kguwa? (do you mean a proper European?) 
or by qualifying words, e.g.
q/bu^Xela ii'kga^wa hafntle? (do you mean a European proper?) 
u!bu*lela li^kguwa "Xan^niti? (do you mean a genuine European?) 
Similarly the collective or quantitative notion which is 
conveyed by reduplication as in (ii) may be expressed alter
natively by means of qualifying words, e.g. 
mi*fu*tafuta (many varieties) or mi'sfuta "e-mingata, or 
mi1 fu*ta •ka-mi*fy.ta, (all meaning many varieties). The 
class 6 prefix ma- in some words conveys a similar notion, 
e.g. li'bisi (milk) cf. ma'bisi(several quantities/kinds of 
milk).
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It stands to reason that the second type of reduplicated

words (denoting collective or quantitative notions; will
correspond to words which denote plurality or quantity,
while the first type of reduplicated words will correspond
In most cases to words (non-duplicated) which denote a singular
object or a quality. This means then that a word such as 

*
bufthata**thata (III) (X) the specific point of difficulty) 
corresponds to the word bufthata (a/the difficulty), and that

I *¥ma1thatathata (many difficulties) (IV)(X) corresponds to 
ma*thata (II) (difficulties). It is not enough merely to 
compare the stem -*thata with the stems -1thata*thata,
-*tha1tathata, without taking the word as a complete unit into 
consideration,
2. Noun stems corresponding to noun-stems plus suffix -ana, 
-nyana, or -hadi:

In these examples the common root (realised as the stem
of the word shown in the first column) occurs in the secondaryt •- ...__
stem in conjunction with the formative suffix -ana, -nyana or 
-hadi, e.g.V
u 'tSHA ' TSHA II * TSHA* nyana li'TSMM ii'TSH&'hadi
(lake) (little lake) (little lake) (large lake)
(where the element in upper case letters in each word represents 
the realisation of the common root *TSKA),

In the following examples the meaning is given for the
first word only. The correspondence In meaning of the other
words In the series is as Illustrated by the aoove series, i.e.
the words ending in -ana, -nyana express the diminutive of
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the meaning expressed by the first word, while the word 
ending in -hadi expresses the augmentative. Occasionally 
where the first word denotes animate objects, the correspon
ding word ending in -hadi denotes the female, e.g. ta!u (lion)- 
ta'^hadj. (lioness). Where this is the case, or where 
correspondence in meaning Is not as illustrated above, 
indication is given.
X-stems: 
Tone , 
Group I

i* tsha TSHA 
J[lake)
•ku *KU
sheep)

n*kgo
(water
jpitcher)
fmu'kgwe) 

Tone
Group II 
li * sapo
(boH5T~
Ji'rako

KGO

II
li1tshana

ko1nyana 
TTamb)
n'kgwana

III
li* tsha*nyana

nfku* nyana 
(liTtle sheep)
n'kgo* nyana

II
li1 tsha1 hadi

nfku'hadi 
(big sheep)
nlkgolhadi

'KGWE mu1kgwenyana (IV-1) mu1k&wehadi (IV)
(son-in-law)

IV-
•SA'PO
’R&'KO
' SU1 THU

III
II1 sa*plana li1 saxony ana 
II1ra*kwana li1ra'konyana

N/ *
mu1su* thwana mu * su1thunyana

(mother-in-law i.e 
wife*s mother)

IV-1
lif sa'pohadi 
li * ra^kohadi 
mu1su1thuhadi(wall)

■u1suthu 1Mosotho)
Iphoo1folo 'PHOO'FO'LO 'phofo*tswana 1phoo1fo*lonyana 'pho* fo*lohadi 
1animal) -
Tone 
Group III
nu*nna
UaiTT■a* sadi 
■woman) 
banana 
(girlsj 
Bu*dlsa 
iher^boy) 
uare taker)

'n m

‘SADI 
' M m  
' DISA

IV-1 
mu * nnana 
mu1sajana 
ba1nananyana 
mu1dj sana

IV-1
mu1 nnanyana
mu1saajnyana
ba1nananyana
mu1djsanyana 
mu'djsananyana

IV-1
mu1nnahadi 
mu'sadjhadi 
ba1nanahadi



Tone
G-roup IV-1

*■ 7
-i
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J. V

IV-1
mu * rwetsana * RWETSANA mu * rwe tsanyana 
(maiden)
’pha'ello 'PHA'ELLO 
(profit, interest)
Tone _
G-roup IV-2
li1 fielo 
(broom)
mu1aimani 
(boy)
*tsletsl 
(problem)
Y-s terns:
Group V
muthu
(person)
ntlu 
(house)

* FIELO 

s i m ’Ni
'Vl

'TSIE'TSI

/ thu

TLU

IV-1 IV-1
na

mu1rwetsanyana mu1rwetsanahadi 
mu * rwe tsa * na1 hadi ’ 

(III)1 Pbafellonyana 1 pha* ellohadi

II
li* fie*Iwana

III II

V
muthwana

ntlwana

111 fie* lo**nyana li1 fie1lo1had!

mur simafni'" nyana mu1 sima1 ni* hadi 
mu1 Sima'’ nyana
* tsje* tsi*nyana 1tsie*tsi1hadi

V
muthunyana

ntlunyana

V
muthuhadi

ntluhadi

•ii \ iii
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3• Noun stems corresponding to a verbal radical plus suffix

In the following examples the noun stem corresponds to a 
verbal radical (primary or secondary) plus a suffix, -i -o, -a, or
(-u)*

For this particular comparison the verbal stem (rather than the 
verbal radical) is given in the form and Tone Pattern in which it is 
realised in A-tense forms (see pp. 7^’ 77 )•
X-s terns:
Verbs
Tone
Group I •

Nouns
■JE i. i.

-• ja
(eat)
~*nwa
(drink)
-•fa
(give)

tor

'f

sl*ji di#jo 
(eater) (food)
si’nwi si*no 
(drinker) (a-drink)

I.
Ma*ja (name of person - shown by 

capital letters as here)

-* sa *S
(clear*cease 
to rain)
-1 kga 'k g-
(draw - water) 
Tone
Group II*

m’pho (li!fa) (doubtful correspondence) 
(girt), (inheritanc e)
mi1so ma* sa 

(dawn) (strange things)

II*

n’kgo
(water pitcher) 

II* III.
li^tshepatshepa ’TSHE’P mu'tshepi ’tshepo li tsh 

(hone) - - (aspirer) (hope), (hope)(hope)
-•rata 
( lo v e )

m s

-’hya lBU,W
(speak)

si*rati 
(lover)

si’bui 
(speaker, 
orator)

lfrato, thato —
(love) (will)
•puo, mfmuo —
(speech)(manner of speaking)

-•kgura 
(be satiated)
-’hi tsa 
(call)

•k g u’r
ed)
1BI * TS l &Lbltiaa

*kgura 
(satiety)

li’bitso m*mitsa 
(name) (attraction)

Apitso(gathering)
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VERBS
Tone
Group III

NOUNS
III III

-* lahleha ’IA^HLSH mu* la^hlehj 1 taf hleho 
(get lost) (lost-person). (loss)
-1 tsl ~ etsa 1 TSflSTS 
(puzzle, etc)

* tsi^etso 
(puzzle)

IV-2
li1lahleha 

(lost animal/thing)
* tsjetsl 
(difficulty)

/ ■

-* tshwafntsha 
(illustrate)
-’raftywa
(beloved)
-’e^letsa
(advise)
Group IV.

TSHWA^NTSH

RA*TUW’

1tshwantsho si1tshwantsho 
(illustration) (picture,likeness)

mu’ratuwa 
(beloved one)

eTLETS mu’e^letsi
(councillor)

IV.

’ke*letso
(advice)
IV.

-* se’beletsa ’SE’BELETS Wsebeletsi 'tshebeletso 
(work for) (servers) * (service)
re’kjsetsana ’RE'KISETS&N 

(sell to one another)
-*hlonoIofatsa { HLO1HONOLOFATS 
(bless)

* the’kisetsano 
(sale to one another)
’hlonolofatso
(blessing)

Y-stems: 
Group V.
-wa W
(fall)

-tswa TSW 
(come/go out)

(go)
-lima LIM
(cultivate)

V. V.

mutsu(root)

V.
siwa (epidemic) 
liwa (way a setting 

e.g.pieces in 
game af chess) 

muwa (soot)

mayo(goings) e.g.mayo ki-mabuyo

mulimi timo
Group I. 
ti’ma

(cultivators) (agriculture) (plot e.g.in tilling)

-hlaba
(stab)

HIAB sihlabi
(butcher)

lihlabo lihla’ba
(wooaen needle) (sharp pain)
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Group V.
-eta ST
(travel)
-tawa TAW
(get drunk)

V.
mueti

V.
lie to

I.
sie1ta (doubtful)

-epa
(dig)

SP

-i lwa fLW 
(shunn, taboo)
-bitsa BITS 
(throw,shoot)
-bola BOL 
(rot)

V.

(traveller) (journey) (sho«);
11ta* wa 
(drunkard)

muegi kepo ke*pa/ke*pi
(digger). (digging) (digging instrument)

mui*lwa
(one- who is shunned)

sibitsi pjtso sibi* tsa 
(marksman) (beating) (firearm,etc)

sibo1du 
(rotten'thing)

II. V. V.
-tsamaya TSAMA mutsaPmai mutsamao mutsamai
(travel) (traveller) (gait)
-hlabana HLABAN Emilia*bani tlhabano muhlabani
-tluhelwa TEUKELW 
(let off,leave off)
-damela DUMEL mudutmedl
(believe) * (believer)

Mutlulhelwa (II)

tumelo lidyme*la (I) 
{faith) (echo)

IP

In the following instances the object concord or reflexive
element -i- occurs in the verb-stem, and in the corresponding noun
stem e*g. *»!*tatula (deny oneself)(Y) bui*tatulo (self-denial)(Y)

#

(IV-1). -n*tsamaisa (lead one) (Y) cf muntsamaisl (one who leads
& k )  (Y) -*ri1 awe la (die for us) (X) cf muri * swedl (He who died 
for us) (Y) (II), -i>kalrabela (answer for oneself) (X) cf. 
bui'ka1’rabelo (responsibility). (X or Y) (IV-1). In many noun 
stems of this kind the X-Y grouping is not clear cut, particularly 
where the initial syllable in the stem Is the reflexive element - 
-I-. Consequently when prefixal inflectional elements such as the
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possessive concord are prefixed, the class prefix of these 
words is not always realised as s( high tone syllable, e.g..
*tsarbuifka!rahelo or * tsabu^ka1 rabeio (of responsibility) 
—  where the class prefix bu- is realised as a high tone 
syllable in the example, a low tone syllable in

*CCo*̂»
the fjbP&t example.
4. In the following instances the noun stem has the 
appearance (In morphological features) of a complete word 
of one or other of the kinds of words described in 
different categories.
4*1. bumu1 djnm (godliness) cf noun auMi|iu(god) C.I,
The noun Mu1 dimu as a free form, consists of a class 
prefix mu- and a stem -1 dimu. It has the grammatical 
characteristics of form and behaviour as described for 
nouns (see; pp ft- 76 )• The stem -m^d^rnuaon the other 
hand, only has the appearance of the free form (I.e. the 
noun mu*dimu)> but not its grammatical characteristics.
For instance the noun mu1dimu controls a class 3 ag 
concord agreement in syntax relations with other words

I v(e.g. mu*dimu uteng - there is a god). The noun stem + 
-m^d^mu Is only part of a word. It does not belong to 
concord agreement series. It is as much a stem in the 
noun bumu*dimu as -fdimu is a stem in the noun mu1dimu.

In the following examples the free word form 
corresponding to each fefeon is indicated opposite.
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4.2. bun*na (my person,myself) cf n*na (I,me)(C.II-l

- tburu1na (ourselves) cf rufna (we,us) *
butso^na (themselves) cf tso’na(they,them) *

e.g.kine •ki*iki'si1tse tka-huntna
(I had feone’there; in persory^personally)

4.3. bu1hule(distance) cf 1 hule(far away)C.III
macule (far away places)
buha1 ufi(nearness) cf. ha>u,fi(near) C.III
mahatufi(near pl$aces)
li^feela(vanity) cf.^feela(merely,only,empty)

C.III
ma^feela (vanities) 
bu^feela (emptiness),

•j

ha'* kau* fela(totality,entirety) cf.tkau>fela(altogether.
I entirely) C.III 

lihu* dimu (sky*heaven) cf.hu1dimu(up,above,hi gh)
“ “  - ' C.III

the
bu'kan* tie(outside) cf.* kan* tle(outslde)C.Ill

.4. | ~ma*isau (the future) cf.lsau (next year) C.III
hu*jwalofnature,manner) cf.** jwalo(like that,thus)

  c .iii
In all these examples the stems as such do not possess

, . v  -  (.the peculiar tonal features of the corresponding fj*ee
forms. For example the wo rdf •hule (far) as a free form
of Category III has only one tone pattern, i,e. H.L.
(cf other C.III words of the same tonal group. They
have tone pattern 2 as well). But the noun bu^hule
(distance) has the normal tonal scatter of nouns of its
Tone Croup, even though its stem, -thule, corresponds to m.
•hule which has an irregular tonal scatter.
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These stems are hound forms: they are not words in the 
same sense as the corresponding free forms.
5. COMPOUND STEMS. The noun-s^lSSs in the following 
examples correspond to words and/or parts of word3 linked

a.pto one another in what happens to he a syntax relation.
In many of these compound stems the ha4/3s on which the 
constituent, parts are linked to one another usually has 
some characteristic {tonai eft formal) which distinguishes 
it from regular syntax relations in which corresponding 
free forms occur. In some cases one or more or the consti
tuents differ In the apparent form from corresponding free 
forms.

In the following analysis of compound stems the 
tonal characteristics or the individual constituents are 
compared with those of corresponding free forms in more or 
less equivalent contexts of syntax. The interrelation
ship of the Individual constituents In a compound stem is 
studied on the syntax plane*

On a tonai basis, therefore, compounds are described 
in terms of corresponding syntax relations of equivalent 
words as will be observed from the examples given below.
5.1. In the following examples the constituents correspond 
to nouns in genetivai (possessive) syntax relation with
one another (see p n $ ) e.g. n^ma^jkwata (small three-

(mother of-squattersT legged pot) 
cf. nouns B^me (mother), d^kwata (squatters)

^ra*liu*twana (lame mar/boy)
(father of little leg)
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Th© noun m1]®© (mother) in genetival syntax relation with

a succeeding noun regularly occurs with the possessive
concord -*a - as a part of its final syllable, e.g* n^ma-

mother of
•Lits^e cf ra^kgadi "a*Litsie (where the possessive
Litsie aunt of Litsie concord is not a part of

(-final) the^syllable of the preceding 
word)*

Since the possessive concord element occurs in 
closer conjunction with the succeeding noun '(vsâ  5k £
it stands to reason that the two nouns in such a relation 
are more closely linked together than in ordinary relations 
of the same kind* Furthermore syntax relations of this 
kind are normally characterised *>y an up-step tonai 
transition between the last syllable of the first noun and 
the possessive concord element* In these examples there 
does not seem to be this tonal transition at all*
Examples:
m,ma,,ditsila (a go-between) cf* ditsila (roads, ways) 
m*iiafditaba (gossiping.woman) cf. ditaba (news, etc)
m’mamusi (cannon) cf* mu*si (smoke)
*ramusa (generous person) cf. mu’sa (generosity)
,rali,bitso (a somebody, important person) cf lifbitso (name)
’ran'ku^di'kai (nickname for S.A* Boer farmer) cf* n'ku *di/fcai?

(where are the sheep?)
lra*busa,feling (God eternal)

cf* busa*felin& (eternity)
(a not-ending)

5*2* In the following examples the compound word-forms (given 
in the first column) are compared with regular syntax relations
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consisting of a noun and adjective (C*II-(> ). In some
instances It will be observed that, apart from differences 
in structure ana behaviour, the compound has tonal character
istics which distinguish it from a regular syntax relation.
bupi^Lu-"te*lele cf pi/lu f,e-fte^lele (long/greedy heart)

(greed) . . „
tsIla-tshweVu cf tsila tshweF*u (white road)
(happy journey)
nHfa-pedi cf n*tsa *tse-pe’di (two dogs)
Ctwo dogs I.e.unity)
xfeitso-littbi cf lifcitso "le-li'bi (bad Hame)
Tbab name)
ta*u -tshehla cf ta'u f,e-tshefhla (tawney lion)
tawney lion)- - ’
buma1dj-mabi cf ma'dj. "a-ma'bi (bad blood)
(misfortune)

nftswl* 11 * ling cf rftswi 11 le-* ling (one voice)
(single mindedness)
ma>dl-^matle cf mafdi f,a-matle (good blood)
(lucky)

in the examples n* t&a-pedi, ta^U-tshehla, buma1di-mabi, 
the second constituent has a Tone Pattern low-low in final 
syntax position (see p This Is not the case in
tsila-tshwe1u, *bitso-li,,bi.

0
The normal syntax relation corresponding to the

relation of constituents of these compounds consists of a
relative concord element between the two words (i.e. as
inflectional element of the second word. See p bx). The
absence of this element is the main point of difference
between these examples and corresponding syntax relations.
There are other points of difference which can be observed
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In some of the examples* For instance,
Compound Ut t; Free forms •' 3 *;

(nourTJ (adjective) (C.II-6)
ma'd^-mabi 
ta’y-tshehla 
ma^-^matle

cf.
cf
cf

ma'd}.*
ta’y,
ma'dj,

ma'bi
tshdhla
matle

The free forms, mat bl, tshe1hla> matle, in this form (i*e#f w i e f e  T *  w #  f  J  ® T ? y  e r a l  I  e l  e n ^ i p l e s ,
the basic form of Category II type 6) only occur after the 
verbs -ba (be, become) and -*11 (be). Sven then ma1 bi and x_v?s ru & j, . e mft ry *«wi » \ wv ***"4 > vv? ug. ’*»*
tshehla do not occur In a Tone Pattern L.L. The form matle 
occurs in a Tone Pattern H.M only when It Is preceded by theSl\̂r ^ s/ yT*̂& TpTT̂rtR’Il \ XlitUw «# .T5&V/A& - 0 tt-v.
verb -ba in a Certain tense-forma.
5.3. In the following compounds the constituents correspond 
to the free forme indicated in the opposite column*

'7

Cf.

cf

cf

5#3*A» compound

m >m^letdl-l,tltshere 
* evan̂ .oil et-teacher) *’-*
tshweVu-^thebc 
| warrior / r— *

I tla* dj~nmu thwana n x r
(HgRtning-man;
kraka-n malma 

l^ecieiji^jr v ■? i, *.-•■•_*

x 0
Mttthwana-1hele *le 
{££i|4^ f  JJWrid&e) t 1 fa
kro1
C(»oo-eow) ^ 'n 1

(noun)
Iree forms

(noun;

i l e d l  *(evangelist)

(white)
m
tlardl,

(lightning)
cf "kgaka. 

(guinea fowl)

*tltshere 
(teacher;
• thebe 

(shield) ' 0
" puthwana vlth 
(little person)
mfma**lana ™  
Icolourj v

..(noun) Ideophone/ interJ active
authwana. 'hele*lei
(peracio) ; : - TShoyTJ.
kgo’gu,

' W W P , T O * in

O
I

tshana

a ’mug *■■■■ ■ %(moo ;
(on endi)

•45a*
Id&ephoao* o oiu y on a <to?
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In the compound words In 5*3•! above the constituents
' iA w o u X  j j i  j T h XicI X  c O n X ^ ® A 0^.  C 0 T *C 0 X ,,-<- r o x s i x x o n

correspond to nouns In the basic fonu. In ordinary syntaxo P m t M  on v v T ^ p  "sn up—step tonal transition aoes not
relations between nouns In the basic form an up-atep tonaloccur In I ,: relatione ox a noun with a succeeding
transition does not occur (See p 71 at sea.). The followingIMlfWn thb con3titi
are exainples of syntax relations in which two nouns (underlined) 
occur In Juxtapositions m’raule’dj ftJ.tshejjre fu’kai?
(where Is the evangelist teacher?) cf parallel examples,peculiarity ex & lone rattern nign-Xpw-row on the second
nurena 'Fu'le..(chief Pule), nta'te ’Py'le,, (father Puleconn uXtuenc-*
or Mr Pule), m’raule’dj. ’Pu’le..(evangelist Fule), nta’te ’t^tShe- 
*r©ee(father or Mr teacher).
v,:\ cop* vltuect ;• •• t; . Tne fa, constituent c or re evangelist
flne tifli m’mule’dl ’tltshAre "ena. (this teacher was an * )€■."'vertex un xT. ■ “i’© BdcCTTUT  urre jponas to a nominal word.
url tla’di muthwana ’ya-’pa’la a’ka i’laula ’Jwang?
(Howifc y&u think a mere little person can control lightning})
We*ha %la’dj.> routhv/ona^ye-’otlang "ll’sllenai syntax 
(Thou, 0 lightning, 111 tie man who strikes f,rom a clear sky)relations, assuming fcr the pr«?i that the stem is an
*kga*ka, m ’me/ lana "w&yo’na ha ’ si-hu’ra^teha!(a guinea fowl, how beautiful is Its colour! ) A-d then \ •
kitlo,‘ra ntwa, tshŵ fct, ’ the*be ’lill’rymo ti Lr ;ic i 
(I dream of war, warrior, shield and spear).©♦g. ma ** x̂i»' Sid *• vlou

in all these example, (except the third last) the two )
mKJOiXKilKXSS underlined nouns are down-etep tonal relation with 

one another,'1 In the third lastf example, tla'dj and muthwana 
are in zero syntax relation. In the last two examples zero
syntax relation is a possible alternative to down-step relation.
Forms of %h© verb)* lOBinoiisrlL with tcn^- -...**>* —Th© free word-forms in th© first two examples in 5*3*2
**jja Is th© nearest a>— to 123© n hi , _(i.e. noun and interjectlve) do not occur in normal sentences:
compare th© tonal oh&ric.t©ri Avfiuni^examples as ’hole’lei muthwana! (hall! little man) ~  said in

In th© S I l.ow l a  n&i ysi© fJh>~ r Oi&Ticimri <jy. t«-greeting —  occur, but not with these words In reverse order
(j*siyen in the I *Js.t a -̂? j&tv) i gt d C i m ' A R ^ >v iu^(i.e. muthwana! ’hele’le!). Syntax relation between noun and

I

idpophone, on th© other hand, occurs in ordinary speech, but 
only on a down-step basis* 9*6* itete%i swiii (up / went the h

_ y».Z _ hairl
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Except in syntax contexts of concord relation 

described on pp7^'7^ an uP~steP tonal transition does not 
occur in any syntax relations of a noun with a succeeding 
word* The up-step tonal transition between the constituents 
of the above compounds is therefore a distinctive 
characteristic. The example tla1 dl-ff muthwana has the further
peculiarity of a Tone Pattern high-low-low on the second

\constituent. .
5.4. The stems of the nouns analysed below all consist of
two constituent parts. The first constituent corresponds to
a verbal unit and the second corresponds to a nominal word.
The two constituents are juxtaposed to one another on a
basis which seems to correspond to verb-nominal syntax
relations. Assuming for the present that the stem is an
ordinary syntax relation, the complete noun could then be

*.represented thus! class prefix verb-nominal relation
~ I

e.g. ma - 1rejma - tlou
Cdf nomino-verbal Hu - 1 re'ma - tlou (see pp//^ “/10 )

It is fairly obvious that if the stem in these 
examples is comparable to a syntax relation of a verb with 
a noun (or other nominal word).the first constituent 
corresponds to a vero in the A-form (see pf£ for Tense
Forms of the verb). The nomino-verb, with tense-suffix
-a is the nearest A-Form to use as basis on which to 
compare the tonai characteristics of these examples.

In the following analysis the compound noun—suem 
(given in the first column) is compared with the corresponding

“ 47 - nomino-....
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nomino-verb (i.e. A-Form) in order to establish the tonai 
characteristics of the compound.

5.4.1. In all these examples the second constituent 
of the compound corresponds to a basic noun.
X-stems
(i) TONE GROUP IV-1
nta1 re1 ma-tlpy 
(elephant hunters)
mu1la*la-tlholo 
(species of grass)
li1phu* ra-kfiwahla 
boy initiate

cf
nomino-verb (A-form) 
X-verbs Y-nouns

1 h ^ re^ma 
(to fell

tlou
elephant

hu1 la1 la tlholo
to sleep
hutphut ra 
to - chew

hare
kgwahla 
hard mealies

There is no tonai difference between compounds and the
nomino-verbs. The Tone Pattern of the barbs is high-high- i.e.
the one which occurs in down-step tonal transition. The

\  Y  /  O f i t  v  i * *  * J ■ JF, I J L - w  \ |v V  ^  - A  inouns have no class-prefix,and are of Tofae Group V.
TONS GROUP IV-2 f 1
(ii) mu1kgu1ka-kgwali L- - ~1 -bufkgufka(kind of shruhj ---
mu* laflaf-tau
(species of grass)
li * si1ta-poho 
(kind of plant)
mu>ruta-kgomu 
cattle breeder

to puzzle
hu1la^la 
to sleep
hu1 si * ta 
overcome
hu * ru1a
to - breed

kgwa* 11 7
pheasant

lion
pofho
bull
kgo1mu 
cow.

The Tone Pattern of the verb in all examples is 
high-high - i.e. lha Pattern which regularly occurs in the 
down-step syntax relations (see p /23 )# The nouns have no
class-prefix. Their tonal grouping is V(Y) in (i)|l(Y) in (li)) 
(Note the distinctive Tone Pattern of the compound noun in
(li) -48- X-stems,
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(Hi)
X-stems 
TONS GROUP II X-verbs X-nouns

TONS
GROUP

si*qeta-*beke (III) hu!qe!ta 
(kind of drink) to complete

*beke 
a week

III

li* tshula-”thebe 
(warriorj®®

hu* tshu1 la 
to - carry

1 thebe 
a shield

II

ma*hana-" tshiya 
(fabulous snake)

h^ha^a
to.eat

1tshiya 
-dassie

II

(IV) si* rwala-n"kgwana 
(praying mantis)

hu,'rwa* la 
to.carry

n'kgwana 
a pitcher II

si* fala-bu"hoho hu* fa* la bu1hoho II
(name of a star) to - scrape off crust
mu* aha-mu" ri ti 
(shell builder)

hu*afha 
to-build

mu1 riti 
shade *'

II

si* ja-m"mutla 
(hare eater)

hu1 ja
to eat

m’mutla
hare

II

Y-nouns
(V) si4 tima-f<mullo (I V-l) hultlj_ma mullo V

(fire extinguisher) to extinguish fire
A

si*tShi sa-1 fotlu (III) hu1 tiShi' sa ntlu V
(species or loGust) to "burn house
si1 ja-"mu*nna (ill) HuJ^a-Jui miTnna III(X)
(man-eater) to eat , a man

In the above examples the two constituents of the
oompound give rise to an up-ttap tonai transition, hut
In the corresponding nomino-verbs the transition from the
verb to the noun is a down-step transition.

In all the examples, (i) - (v), it will he observed 
that the kind of transition realised between the two consti
tuents of the compound stem is determined largely by the 
second constituent, thus: When the second constituent

- 49 - corresponds . . .
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aorresponds to a C.l word of Tone G-roup X, without the
class-prefix (e.g. examples in (iii) or with the class-
prkfix (e.g. examples in (iv), an up-step tonal transition
is realised* The class-prefix in such cases has low tone,
e.g. si*fala-bu*hoho [ m ~ ] [ 0 m]  (where the ciass-prefix
hu- has low tone).

When the second constituent corresponds to a noun of
Tone Group Y either a down-step or an up-step tonai
transition is realised, thus: a down-step tonai transition
when there is no class-prefix (e.g. examples in (i): an 

}
up-step tonal transition when there is the class-prefix.
In the latter case the class prefix has high tone, as the 
examples in (v) show.

In normal syntax relation of a verb to a succeeding C.l 
word in the basic form (cf. pp and/#) an up-step tonal 
transition is never realised. The tonal relation of the 
constituents in these compound stems illustrated above is 
therefore a distinguishing feature.

5*4«2. In the following examples the second constituents 
correspond to different kinds of nominal words in basic and 
inflected forms:

muetsa-di^hi l(Y) cf. 
(sinner)‘
mutea-pha^a l(Y)
(trumpeter)
siepa-*pitso III(Y) 
(convener of the assembly)

Y-verbs . • rtOdN

huetsa 
to commit

di* bi 
sins

I(X)

hutea 
to b±ow

pha'la
trumpet

I(Y

huepa TZ (x )
to summon the assembly 
-50- /muhlongwa-*faatshi...
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Amuhlongwa- faatshi huhloma faatshi III(X)

(type of hut) to plant down
makgona-*tsohle hukgona *tsohle III(X)
(panacea.) (to cope with) all
siya-1ii^mutsi III(Y) huya 1ll^mutsi V(Y) inflected
(one who.roams about the to go along the village
village)
mufi ta-1 ka- tsila IV-1 (Y) hufita *ka-tsila M w
(passer-by) to pass .by the way
si* jela-" thuko II (X) hu*.1ela !l thuko
(unsociable person) to,eat aside
si*tsuha-'lipliu-11 ya*mau*bani II(X) of. hu*tsuha "lipi'lu
(descriptive of a . . ŷa * mau1 bani -
sweet-natured person) (to rise with the

heart of yesterday)
In these examples the first constituent corresponds

to a verb of the Y Tone Group* The kind of tonal transition
in these compounds Is therefore not discernable. In the
last two examples the up-step transitions are not peculiar,

1 * i.-f- ; tf U. IL */ S 'In this example sina^angwed^ (glow-worm) IV-2(Y)» the 
second constituent corresponds to a noun (inflected form)
•ka^ngwe^di (with/by moonlight) I (Y), The compound

*

sinatkanp;wed.l has distinative tone,
5*4*3. In the following examples both the constituents

of the compound stem correspond to verbsj
X-s terns X-vorb verb in E-FORM
TONS G-ROUP II
ma1 sa-f<atkotkotmetsi hu1 sa ” a>kolkolmetsi
(strange.thingF) * to "̂ awn while .he7is sitting up
mu* tSha-fluf tShile hu1 tSha <fuf tshlle
(continuous actior/ (to keep on (having burnt out) 

movement) burni ng)

-51- /ma^lala-^ala^tswi, ...
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malala-11 ala* uts wi hu^lala “ala1utswl
(troops called up). (to stay the night) having been ordered
mu* ja-nu^duma (III) "u^duma (c - FORM)
(pig or any noisy eater) to-eat sounding/thundering
Y-stem
sit la-1 sipe1 pllwe (II) hutla 1 ( si jpe1
(llTegitimate*child) to come carried on hack

/
In all the above examples Tone Pattern does not distinguish 
the compound forms from corresponding nornino-verbals.
5*4.4. In the following instances the noun and stegis 

correspond to verbs in various tense-forms, occurring alone 
or in syntax relation with other words* The stem in each 
case is compared with the corresponding verb (and adjunct) 
in the tense-form indicated*
(I), di1 the1 uhe1 lang II(X) cf 1 tse-1 the'uhe1 lang (see p/2/)

(food) I (what-goes down)
dif ngotswing IV-2 (X) cf *tse-’ngotswing M
(literature,written (that which is written)

matter), J
d ^ pa1 tilweng IV-1 (X) cf 1 tse^pa* tilweng 11
(hidden‘things,secrets) (that which Is hidden)
disa* tsiIwing 3tf(Y) cf ^se-sa*tsijwing n

(things which are not known)
(II) si*duts_j III(X) cf 1 ya-'dutsing "

(sitting fashion) (he who is seated)
kgufaa^ela I f  !y) kguma^mela V  ( )

* J-i  ----- ----
(last-stand fight) kneel-for
In a few instances a complete sentence behaves as a 

unit, equivalent to a noun, e*g.
*tQ«»t]3he*la,ta,nli1 tlale (description of a drunkard)
-pour(so* that)i t may be full
fbo-kia*tsiba (Mr Know-all) ( a quack-doctor)

I know
- 52 - 'fco-
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*1)0-11 *kguwa - n*thate (people who curry favour to

Whiteman love me Europeans)
There is no apparent difference In tonal features and

behaviour between these examples as nominal stems and as
free forms*.

To* sum up the lexical role of tone on the word-for
mation, let the symbols X, x represent a syllable of high 
tone, Y, y a syllable of low tone, m a syllable of mid tone, 
(the upper case letters denote a syllable in initial position 
In the common root or in the noun-stern). The noun class- 
pre'fix may be represented by the symbol p.
The tonal correspondence of nouns to the common roots may 
be expressed as follows:-

si tNouns with Primary Stems: 1 .
'

CTommon TONE • VvRoot Noun PATTERN Example Tone Group
X px r_ “] li * tsha 1 (X)

r • . (lake)IjU * X)
! Xx pX m) f ~ 7|r “ ~ ]F  ~ -1 mu*Suthu II (X)yj ~ -* (a-Mosotho)

Yy pYy

Xy pxn r_ “ - V -  " mu^aadl III (X)
(woman 5

Y J p l r - - ] muthu , V (Y)
(person)

T -  3 mulala V (Y)
(neck)

Yx pYx L _ J liaa'ka I (Y)
(kraal)

Where the common root occurs as a monosyllabic noun
stem it always occurs in conjunction with the class-prefix,

- 53 - / The....
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The example in Tone Group II shows that a high

syllable after another high syllable in the common root occirs
as a low, high or mid tone syllable in the noun-stem* The 

/eveLparticular^on which It occurs Is determined by laws of 
syntax* (see pp 7 * ' )

A syllable of low tone preceded by one of high tone im 
the common root is realised in the noun-stern as a syllable 
of mid tone*
Secondary Stems may be considered under three headings:
(a) those which are related to other nominal steins,
(b) those which are related to verbal words, and (c)
compound stems*
(a) Practically all primary noun-stems can be represented

i ' •* * ' * *  i  f  i i '■ • V  ;

by the formulae given above* It stands to reason therefore 
that secondary stems which relate to primary stems can be 
represented as extensions of the primary stems, i*e* they 
can be described as one of the above common roots occurring 
in conjunction with various lexical suffixes,* or they may 
be equivalent to the common root reduplicated*

The commonest noun-stems of this kind are those
described on p3* (flnafil n - 36 ) where suffixes -(a)na,
-nyana, -hadl occur in conjunction with various common 
roots*

The following table illustrates this Interrelation
ship of noun-stems:

-54- /Oommon Root * . 0
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Common • Tone
Root Noun Tone Pattern Sxample Group
X PX

pX-na
r.
C. -i i  -  -i

lilTtsha I (X) 
li'tshana II (X)

pX-nyana L -I lif’tsha^nyana III(X)

Xx pXtjx l ■ X - ] [ .  ■ -i1 mu!,suthu II (X)

pXx-na r.
r - - - ] *1 muf’su%hwana III (X)

pXx-nyana r_ - -] ■ mul;su,'thunyana IV-l(X)

xy pXm
pXy-na

r_
[.

■ - ]
- -  -1

mu"sadi III (X) 
mu'sad&na IV-1 (X)

pXy-nyana L '  - - -1 mu,:sadinyana IV-1 (X)

Y PY r. -1 muthu V (Y)
pY-na Lr> muthwana V (Y)
pY-nyana L

f.
-- - ]  
_ J

muthunyana V (Y)
Yy PYy mulala V (Y)

pYy-na L ____ ] mulalana V (Y)
pYy-nyana f_

r
______J mulalanyana V (Y)

Yx pYx
pYx-na

l

L
_ ]
- ' X . * i j i lisa'ka I (Y)

1 lisa1kana II (Y)
pYx-nyana L lisa1ka^nyana III (Y)

The—&eaonda-ry stems In- these example s--all~oonoiot of JLoxieal
- (-a )na e-r— nyan&■» With thu ouff-he— had̂. -the -G-ommo-n

Roo^-rX-er--jffi-Xx Yx give^-rjr&e—to-̂ r noun- a tern -ô -T̂ one Group II.. 
o«-£-»—-l-jb1 teha-1 had!, -Idrsa J kg1 hadi«— In- all- nth^r oases—4r%
su££ix— hadd—on 1 y occurs in- steme of—Tono Groups-IV or-Yv
(See-pp-29 jfc-54 for ReduplioaMon-jv



The secondary stems illustrated above all consist of
the lexical suffix -(a)ana or -nvana. The suffix -hadi
gives rise to a stem of Tone Group II when in conjunction
with a common root X, or Yx, e.g. liftsha'hadi, lisajka'hadi
In all other cases it gives rise to Tone Group IV or V.
(See pp34--3C section & also pp for reduplication).
(b) The second type of secondary stems are lexically
rela-ted to verbal words, e.g.
verbs common root nouns
lima (Y) LIM mulimi V(Y) timo V(Y) tifma I(Y)

(plough) * (agriculture) (plot, pattern)
1 tshepa (X) 1TSHE1P 1 tshepo II(X.) ll^tshepa III(X)
(hope) (hope) (hope)

All nouns and verbs which are related through the same
root fall into the same Tone Group X or Y but may differ in
their over-all Tone Pattern (i.e. in their grouping I,II,etc)
In any case all nouns of this kind fall in the Tone Groups

above.
(c) Compound noun-stems correspond to syntax relations of 
different word forms. The over-all Tone Pattern is, therefore, 
more comparable to Tone Patterns of syntax relations rather 
than to those of individual words. Since compound stems are 
comparatively longer than the kinds of noun-stems discussed 
above, their varieties of over-all Tone Patterns is conside
rably greater than those given above. But in so far as Tone 
Grouping is based on the initial syllable of the stem for 
X-Y groups and on the last two syllables for the I,II- etc 
grouping, even the very long compound stems fall into one or 
other of the Tone Groups given above.
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The principles of tonal inter relationship of noun-stems 
as illustrated under Reduplication (pp 29 - 34) and under 
Noun-stems corresponding to noun-stem plus suffix -ana, -nyana 
-hadi, (pp 34-36) apply also to other kinds of nominal words:

0

e.g. In Category II: the stems of words of type 6
kgomu Me-ntshu cf <fe-tshwana cf " e-ntshunyana
(black ox/bull) (black cow) (blackish ox or cow)
cf "e-ntshuhadj (large black...), (these words denote colour).
The other stems of this type occur with suffix -nyana or
-hadi, but not with suffix -ana, e.g. -1hulu
- * hulu (big) cf. -1huTlunyana, or -1hulwa* nyana cf.-1hu1lfihadi

(big-ish etc) (rather big) (very big)-
(where -1hulu does not denote colour as in the case of -tshu)
Similarly, the stems of type 7 behave like -!hulu (i.e.
occur with suffix -nyana or -hadi, but not with -ana) e.g.
-'thata cf 1tha^anyana cf 1 thatahadi
(hard) (rather hard) (very harS)

In Category III only a few words occur with suffix
-ana, -nyana, rarely with suffix -had^. e.g.
'hule cf. ' hu ,j ana 1 hulenyana
(farT (rather far)Trather far)
ha1hulu cf ha'hulwa^nyani ha1hu'luhadj -- not with -ana,
(much) "Trather-muchT (very much)
Reduplication: The same types of words in Categories II and 
III which occur with suffixes -ana, -nyana or -hadi also 
occur in reduplicated form. e.g.
1ba-bangata (many) cf 1ba-ban&atangata (very many) (C.II-6)
1 e-1 thata (tough) cf t!e-1 'thata*thata (very tough) (C.II-7)
!'hule (far) cf. 1 hule^hule (far far away) (C.III )
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'kapi* 11 (quickly) cf 'kapi1 lipi fli (very quickly) (C.III ))

Where words are related on either of these principles 
their tonal patterns correspond in the same manner described 
for nouns.



ss

2. GRAMMATICAL ILPLBCTION (NOUNS)
In this section the object is to establish the tonal 

characteristics of the word as a grammatical unit and to 
determineeits tonal behaviour in relation to various 
inflectional elements in conjunction with which it occurs.

The starting point on this plane (the inflectional 
plane) is the basis form of the noun. This consists of two 
elements: the class-prefix and the stem.
The main features of the class-prefix may be summed up thus:

a
(a) JEt is normally/monosyllable which has low tone. The 
prefix fbo- of class 2a is an exception in that it has high 
tone ( see 3'<f ) .
(b) When certain inflectional elements precede the class- 
prefix it is realised as a syllable of high tone. This only 
happens (i) when the initial syllable of the stem (immediately 
after the class-prefix) has low tone, and (ii) if the class- 
prefix is a separate syllable in itself.

The condition in (i) above then excludes the class 
prefixes of all nouns with X-stems since such stems have a 
syllable of high tone initially. Only the class prefixes of 
nouns with Y-stems may be realised as syllables of high tone

bathu (people) f--] cf, 1liA bathu (and people) f "J
But here too the condition mentioned in (ii) above excludes 
the class prefixes of nouns such as mung (owner) j ^

be rig (owners)J
cf 1 libeng (and owners) [ -«3 since these class prefixes
do not occur as separate syllables apart from the stems.

Without ,••,
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Without ignoring other non-tonal criteria of the class 
prefix, it is necessary on this plane (the inflectional plane) 
to exclude from the reference "class-prefix" elements which , 
do not possess these tonal characteristics. For instance the 
prefixal element *bo- of class 2a has the characteristics of 
the inflectional elements (see hi ) but not those of the 
class-prefix as described above. It is, therefore, discussed 
under the heading of inflectional elements. On the same 
basis elements v/hich possess the tonal characteristics of 
class prefixes are included in the reference "class-prefix11 
even if they are not generally recognised as class-prefixes.
For instance the initial syllable in nta1te (father) C - - J 
cf 1 li1 ntate (and father) [ - -J , luti(mountain range)

1li*_luti(and the mountain range) r ;  -j , have the 
tonal characteristic of class-prefixes although they are not 
generally recognised as such. Any references made to tonal 
characteristics of the class-prefix on this plane apply to 
such elements as well.

In the previous section it was shown how widely noun- 
stems vary in their lexical formation. But such differences 
in formation do not determine the behaviour of the noun on 
this plane or on the plane of syntax. The only factors which 
have to be considered here are the significant tones. These 
are: The tone of the initial syllable of the noun-stem, since 
it determines the X-Y Tone group of the noun and thereby the 
behaviour o f  the class-prefix as described above. The tone

levels .•••
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levels of the end syllables which determine the Tone Group 
I,II,etc. This grouping determines the behaviour of nouns 
in conjunction with suffixal inflectional elements as will 
be observed in this section. To some extent the number of 
syllables in the noun-stems is significant in the study of 
inflection. For instance the behaviour of a dissyllabic 
noun is not the same as that of a trisyllabic noun of the 
same Tone Group. Except in so far as lexical formation may 
determine these features it is not a consideration on this 
plane. For instance the nouns mu!se!betsi (work), mu1 .jaTpila 
(mythical snake), li1tsha!hadi( large lake), all of Tone Group 
II(X), are different from one another in their lexical' 
structure, but are identical in their grammatical behaviour. 
Basic form: The large majority of nouns in their basic form
consist of the two elements: class prefix and stem. A small 
number have no class prefix. Some nouns of certain classes 
under certain circumstances occur without the class prefix 
(see p 2 Z ) •

For this description, however, the basic noun is simply 
the minimal word-form which has the grammatical characteristics
of category I (see pp 4’8-ytr )9 Forms without a class prefix

\

or whose class prefix is not a syllable apart from the stem 
(as described above) are not different from nouns with X-stems 
in their behaviour on the inflectional plane.
Inflected form: Each basic form as such may occur in conjun-

i ; V’
ction with one or more of the inflectional elements described

below •••
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below. In the following account the Tone Patterns of the 
basic noun are compared with those of the inflected noun 
(i.e. the basic noun in conjunction with an inflectional 
element). From this comparison the tonal behaviour of the 
noun as an inflected form is established. Furthermore this 
tonal behaviour of the noun provides a basis on which to 
classify the inflectional elements.

2ol Prefixal elements may be classified as follows:
2.1.1

r!Basic form Inflected form
Tone x
Group  n
V(Y) bathu [  J 1 li* bathu L J (and the people) . r

i

11 murena E— ] * li1 murena [ (and the chief)

M taba F._ ] 1 L - - J (and the affair)

I(Y) lisafka ] 1 li1 lisaka [ .-J (and the kraal)

11 tafu [- J ! litau f " - - J  (and the lion)
II(X) mu1suthu -J 1limu1suthu (and the Mosotho)

" 'P.ula I -] 'ii1 pula [ - ] (and the rain)

I(X) li1 tsha F, J 1 lilitsha [ « • ] (and the lake)
The other inflectional elements in the same group as

1li-are: 1hu-(to/from/at) e.g. !hufmurena (to the chief),
ftsa- (the possessive concord) e.g. 1tsa1murena (of the chief),
«bo- (cf class 2a p tftf ) e.g. 1 bo1 murena (the chief and

his associates)•
In •• • o o



In conjunction with any of these inflectional elements 
the class prefix of nouns of Y-stems is realised as a high

I

tone syllable and nouns of Tone Group I behave as nouns of
15)

Tone Group IV-2 though not invariably ). •
* . •-

Basic form Inflected form
mat la [- -J !diA mat la [ “J (they are strong)

mulimo -- fdi!mulimo [ _ (they are good)

lira1 ta (1 - bdi^lira^a [ - ] (they are noisy)

mufnati L -1 1dimu1nati [ - _] (they are nice)

The other inflectional element of this group is: ha- e.g. 
fhamu!nati (nicely) cf mu1nati (nice)5 thatbuhlaswa(carelessly) 

buhlaswa (careless). The element fdi- is the third person 
subject concord (see column ? I1 ? • in Table I).

It will be observed that the tonal behaviour of nouns in
... ■ . - - : conjunction with these elements is exactly as described in 2.1.1

iabove, except that in this case nouns of Tone Group I do not 
behave as nouns of Tone Group IV-2.

2.1.3 _ . - • *.• • ' 1 I
V( Y) mat la i . l  !tse-A matla C l M  (the strong ones)

m mulimo (1 - -J 1 tse-mulimo (the good ones)

me1 tsi [_ J 1 tse-me'tsi [ 1[. ] (the. wet ones)

II 'kgotso [ .] 'ba-'kpotso [ ]f .] {peaceful ones)

2.1.2
Tone Group 
V (Y)

it

i cn

II (X)
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The element 1 tse-« 1 ba- is the relative concord (see
column y in Table I). The other inflectional element of
this group is the 3rd person subject concord preceded by the
negative formative ha- e.g. ha£i.i-me*tsi( they are not wet).*■— r *

As these examples show only a dissyllabic noun of 
Tone Group V(Y) behaves differently in conjunction with these 
elements. It will also be observed that a down-step tonal 
transition occurs bet^reen the inflectional element and the 
initial high syllable of the noun.
2.1.4
V(Y) mat la £. . J 1 ka-matla ( ][am] (with force)

I (Y) lira1 ta . "1 1 ka-liraf ta I ][_„"] (with noise)

II(X) ,kgotso ["-] 1 ka-!kgotso [ ]P *»] ^in/with peace)

III(X)A hlooho F  "] !ka-*_hlooho "] (with the head)
Other inflectional elements of this group are:

1 ki- (it is) e.g. * ki-* pula (it is rain) cf !pula (rain) 
ha* si- (it is not) e.g. ha!si-!uula (it is not rain) 
ha*ri (we are not) - where -ri- denotes any 1st or 2nd person 
subject concord as realised after the negative particle ha- , 
e,g. hafu-*Eule (you are not Pule).

There is no difference in the Tone patterns of the nouns 
occurring with or without these inflectional elements.

A down-step tonal transition occurs between the 
inflectional element and an initial syllable of high tone in 
the noun. 2.1.5 •••
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2.1.5. <Any noun may alsa occur in conjunction with the subject
t  ̂ ** f * ».? i i -iconcords of the 1st and 2nd person as given in column 8(1) j of

fable I .  e.g. muthu [___] cf, umuthu F ] (you are a person)
The same word may occur with more than one inflectional element* thus :

Basic form: murena (chief)
iJl *  ii^  ^  g -i'ft h. ' J l  5 ^  i - i ®  *■ • /  , ' » 5  " j  ' i' • • •  ^  y ^ _  - •  1  ^

1st inflection: ‘hu^murena (to the chief)
2nd inflection: 1tse-'hu1murena (those(things) with the chief)
3rd inflection: >ka*tse-*hutmurena (about those with the chief)* i o r u c x. v tiieiir 4-̂
4th inflection: •ki’ka*tse-^hu* murena (it is about those with tthe chief)(Some of these elements close the word to any further prefixal Inflection).
2* 2. aufflxal Inflections Nouns also occur in conjunction witfo 
various suffixal elements of inflection as follows:- 
2.2.1. Inflection by suffix -ng: The following examples show
the Tone Pattern of Context 2 of the basic word and Its corres
ponding Tone Pattern when it occurs In conjunction with suffix -ng. 
(In all cases words with this suffix express a locative notion, 
thus: llBafka (kraal) Ilsa^eng (to/Iron/at/in the kraal) :
Tone Basic form Tone Pattern 2 
groupii1tsha (lake)

Inflected form

II* li1 bafla (open space) 
III* ba^nana (girls) 

*hlooho (head)

L “ i 
L " “ i 
L  ~  -] 
i '  -1

li * tsheng j 
ll>batlenf; 
ba1 nanenp; 
rhloohonp; f ' - -  1

IV-1 ba*rwetsana (maidens) 

*) See page59.

ba*rwetsanen£ ~ ̂



iIV-2 ba>Simani (boys) i- - ] ba1 Meaning 1- - ^ j
V. bathu (people) I _ _ 1 bathung J-]

murena (chief) [ ___ 1 mureneng I--- J
sidiba (fountain) I. _ _ 1 sedi!beng
This comparison shows that suffix -ng is essentially a 

syllable of low tone, In conjunction with this suffix C.I. 
words have the following features:
Words capable of more than one Tone pattern suffix -ng to 
; Tone pattern 2. In other words it is suffixed to the word as 
it stands. In Tone Group III the syllable before this suffix 
has low tone instead of mid tone. In certain words of Tone 
Group V the syllable before this suffix has high tone.

C.I. words which have a tonal‘scatter of more than one 
Tone Pattern occur in only one essential Tone Pattern in 
conjunction with this suffix.
Enclitics.

In certain situations words occur in conjunction with
enclitics, as follows:

Enclitics -we1e, -na may be suffixed to nominal words
in situations where such words denote the addressee, e.g.
fPul le-wef e, ^v^le-na. (where Pule is the name of the person

being addressed.) Pule has Pattern 2.
The enclitics -!hle and -bo also denote address but are not
suffixed to the word denoting the addressee in these examples:
1ki-'Pu1le-*hle, 1ki-*pufle-bo (Of course it is Pule).

In . »o.
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(In the examples u'Pu'Ie *hle or "hie u'Pule "You are
Pule, are'nt you"* cf. u'Pu'Ie $ fnaa or 'naa u'Pule ?
"Are you Pula?". the enclitics 'hie and 'naa have a long 
vowel and "behave like separate units rather than like 
enclitics or proclitics).

In all the examples given above the enclitics are 
suffixed to the word 'PuTle in Tone Pattern 2* i.,e. the
junction between the word and the enclitic corresponds to a 
down-step tonal transition*

In tne following examples tha an up-step tonal 
transition occurs at the junction between the word and tne 
enclitic: e.g* mu1 'sima1 ni-"tuwe. (boy!') baf sima' ni-fltjng
(boys!)*

* Pule-" Me, 'a- 'kunthusa or 'Pule, fa-f kun* thuse^"tole
• 9 9 •

(Oh Pule, do help me.).
In this cas®, -'hie denotes the addressee but may be 
affixed to another word. (Cf. previous page).

The enclitics -'hie and -bo (and 'naa occasionally) 
behave as if they are part of the sentence as a whole ratheri
than of an individual word in the sentence.



The occurrence of a tone-step is regarded as an 
Indication of a £kk junction between two distinct words (as 
may be seen in the sections on syntax relation). This 
fact is made use of on the plane of inflection in grouping 
inflectional elements* There are two kinds of inflectional 
elements: (i) those which do not give rise to a tone-step. 
Such elements occur as integral partsor tne word, ana the 
Tone Pattern of̂  such a word in conjunction with one of these 
elements differs fundamentally from that of the basic word, 
(cf. p p ( i l )  The second kind or inflectional element 
gives rise to a tone-step. This means that such elements 
do not occur as integral parts of the word; rather, they 
occur as distinct units related with the word on a syntax 
basis. For Instance the Tone Patterns of a noun in various 
syntax relations are not significantly different from its 
Tone Patterns wnen it occurs in conjunction with inflectional 
elements of this kind. In the orthography used here the 
device of linking such elements to the main word by means 
or a hyphen is intended to show that the relation is on a 
syntax basis as between two free word forms, but that for 
various reasons' the inflectional element cannot be regarded' 
as a free word form.



3. SYNTAX RELATION (NOUNS): Syntax relations of words
in a sentence is indicated in various ways, such as: the 
order of words in a sentence, the concord agreement between 
words, the kind of inflectional elements occurring in words, 
the occurrence of Length, the Tone Patterns in which words 
occur and the kind of tonal transition from one word to 
another. Any of these factors can be the determining factor 
of a syntax relation.. The relative importance of each factor 
varies from one situation to another. In many situations 
more than one of these factors are involved.

In this section the tonal characteristics of nouns 
as they occur in various syntactical contexts are analysed.

Tone Groups: In discussing tone on the lexical plane (pp 21-
57) it was observed that certain nouns occurred in more than
one Tone Pattern -- i.e. tney had a scatter of two or
three Tone Patterns. Nouns with three Tone Patterns, for
instance, appear in Tone Group II, and those with two

as
Tone Patterns appear in a sub-section of Tone Group IV.

On the Inflectional plane (pp 58- ŷ )it was further 
observed that in certain Tone Groups the nature or the 
inflectional element determined the Tone Pattern of the 
noun in conjunction with which it occurred.

If the same word occurs in different Tone Patterns in 
various situations, and such differences are not determined 
by lexical or inflectional factors, it seems reasonable to 
conclude that such differences in Tone Pattern are determined



t>y syntactic factors. (Speech realisation as a determining 
factor is ruled out here for the simple reason that each 
Tone Pattern in a tonal scatter varies from one speech 
context to another).

Assuming then that syntax relation determines the 
incidence of the various Tone Patterns in the tonal scatter 
of words, the next to step is to classify syntactical 
contexts.. Nouns of Tone G-roup II are used as a “basis since 
they have tne largest number of Tone Patterns.

There are three kinds of syntactical contexts altogether, 
each requiring a distinctive Tone Pattern in nouns of 
Tone Group II* Thus:
Context 1: 'Tba'a’hl^le li sa1 kana

(they have built a kraal)
Context 2: llsa'ka1na 1liwile

(the kraal has fallen)
Context 3: lisa*kana ,fleu 'liwile

(that^kraal has fallen)

It will be observed in these examples that tne Tone 
Patterns of lisa'kana differ in respect of the tonal level

s

of the final syllable only. This syllable has low tone in 
Context 1, high tone in Context 2, mid tone in Context 3. 
Similarly, another noun, 11'rako (wall) in place of lisa*kana 
occurs in a Tone Pattern L.H.L in Context 1, L.K.H in 
Context 2, L.H.M in Context 3* i.e. the final syllable of 
lif rako has a tonal level low, high, and mid in Contexts 
1, 2, and 3 respectively.. On this basis then, any noun 
whfose final syllable has low, high or mid tone according



to the Context in which tne noun occurs, is grouped in
Tone Group II irrespective of its over-all Tone Pattern*
For instance the following examples of nouns differ among
themselves in over-all Tone Pattern, "but ail have a high
tone on the penultimate syllable, and the tone on the
final syllable is low, high, or mid, depending on the
particular context in which the word occurs: e.g.
With X-sterns Tone Pattern: Context 1. Context 2. Context 3.
si1 fate (tree) L.H.L L..H.H L.H.M
fci^rwala-n'kgwana (mantis) L.H.M-L.H.L L..H.M-L.H.H L.H.M-

L.K.M
"P^di (goat) H.L H.H H.M
f!phool folo (animal) H.L.H.L HL.H.K HL.H.M

With Y-sterns
mutlho'rgmo (grasshopper) L.L.H.L L.L.H.H L.L.H.M
likulwa1nyani (boy after L.L.L.H.L L.L.L.H.H L.L.L.H.M

initiation)
pef’tsana (foal) L.H.L L.H.H L.H.M
ts£eba!cl4mu (kind of L.L.L.H.L L.L.L.H.H L.L.L.H.M

locust)
On the basis of the end Pattern (fe.g.all these nouns 

end H.L, H.H, H.M in Contexts 1, 2, 3 respectively) words 
are grouped in the Tone Groups I, II, III, etc.

Nouns of Tone Group IV-2 have an end Pattern H.L.L in 
Context 1, H.L.H in Contexts 2 and 3 (Cf. Tone Group IV-1 
where there la only one Tone Pattern for all Contexts).

All the Tone Groups which have only one Tone Pattern 
repeat the same Tone Pattern in each Context.

From this and from the sections&H on lexical and
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inflectional tone it will be seen that in order to establish 
the tonal behaviour of nouns the following facts must be 
known: XfcK (a) The major tonal grouping X or Y to which
the word belongs. This grouping indicates the behaviour of 
the noun xh&Hxiixa&Kixrx on the inflectional plane (i.e. 
wnen it occurs in conjunction with various inflectional 
elements. (b) The sub-grouping I, II, etc., described 
above and an in previous sections. This grouping indicates 
the tonal behaviour of words in their syntax relations with 
other words in the sentence.

Kinds of Syntax Relations: A second fact that may be
noted about the three, kinds of syntax Contexts illustrated 

at
above is thatĵ the junction between the noun (lisa,;kana) 
and the following word a tonal transition occurs. It Is 
a down-step tonal transition In Context 2, an up-step 
tonal transition in Context 3. There is no tonal transition 
in Context 1. (Cf. pp 13 - 14 for Tonal Transition).
This feature* is made use of in distinguishing kinds of 
contexts when the noun under consideration has only one 
Tone Pattern for all contexts, e.g. the noun lisa1ka 
(kraal) which has only one Tone Pattern L.L.H does not 
show kind of Context by its Tone Pattern; but if the next 
word consists of a high tone syllable initially kind of 
Context can be determined from the tonal transition which 
occurs between the last syllable of lisa'ka and the first 
syllable of the next word.



From the tonal point of view syntax relations in 
which nouns occur may be classified as follows:
Syntax Relation with succeeding words:

gero Relation: In positions of zero syntax relation
nouns occur in Tone Pattern 1 (i.e. the Tone Pattern of 
Context 1 as illustrated above ). e.g.
(a) !kgotso. !pyila. (II) (Peace!: Rain!) —  said in greeting.

’ki^t^la? 'ki-'pyila (is it rain? It Is rain)
(The noun in these examples has an end Pattern H.L. Cf Tone 
Group II).
(b) mu1simani, nta’te ’ua’u^bitsa (Boy, father calls you)

kia^tsiba mu1 simani huri ha!'udu*mell (I know, boy, that
you do not agree)

nta1te 'ua!u^batla mu1simani (father wants you boy)
(In all these examples the noun mu1,simani has a Tone Pattern
L.H.LL cf Tone Patterns 2 and 3 L.H.L.H in Tone Group IV-2)

The examples in (a) are one word acts of speech.. In
(b) the noun mu1simani is, as it were, parenthetically 
thrown Into the sentence. In these examples there is no 
tone-step between the noun and the next word e.g. between 
mu1simani and the next word.

Up-step relation: (i.e. a syntax relation in which an 
dewn up-step tonal transition occurs). Nouns occur in 
Tone Pattern ̂  3 and the succeeding word occurs in a higher 
key. Thus:
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Sdt(i) ba^suthu -̂ "bau (those Basotho) (fbau Is a word of
Category II type 5)

(ii) ba'na "baka (my children) (’baka C.II. type 4)
(Hi) mu^fyta u"fi? (what kind?) ' w0 ! (u1 fl? C.II. type 5)
(It ) ba'ra "ba-bane (four sons) ('ba-bane C.II type 6)
(▼):1- pi*ln "e-'nolo (tender heart) ('a-'rtolo C.II type 7)
(vl) matsa'tsj ''a-ay’pj'leng ^("a-su'pHIeng see p 121)(seven days)

JU3U 1 \>i, V .1 wWv K/JJi* JLZiSlX W vPu.0 / JL Ti►, :Iri S fS 31XCii
In all these examples the two words giving rise to thea tonal s u—h are. axw&y$ direct concordt agreement*

up-step tonal transition are In direct concord agreement with.action (1*4. a syntax relation Tn wrucn
one anothere That Is to say, the noun (the first word in eacha dBwh-stat r:r,v:.‘ raasitiT *i; .-ursjs All the remaining
case) controls the concord agreement of the succeeding word.

Lr4 n ' t  x r% i *•. iv‘* '• ‘ V * Dr>p /  r  * Vv d i ] r | rvf l ^ ,T w O aX W  V  A ■» s- r, qt i'-i, > -*T'-MT-r; V V* *••««*. ».**« >:*f. • 3 *T<Kv W* * W  V  J.. *T V/ .4, SJk- k*J

For instance compare the following examples*'
bafna "baba^suthu "ba-’ry* te'hjleng; (children of educated Basotho) 
(children of-Basotho who-are-educated)
baf na "baba* su'thu *ba-f,ru1 te1 hlleng (educated Basotho children)

InriAVn""In the first example "ba-1 ru1 te^lenp; is in direct concord 
agreement with 1 baba^eutjhu, not with ba*nai hence the up-step 
tonal transition from 1baba^suthu to * ba-1 fru1 te * hileng. In

i'P>0 >■ • > • •-<- hnrwe- “* a shao. a. \ -v*!/?'i a \this the phrase is translated as, "children of educated Basotho. "
In the second example the concord agreement of ’ba-^ru1te*-* _ —*

1 h^lenp; idz is with ba'na, not with 1 baba* su,rthu* the apparentt u x.ah. or • • i m e  wtt;o si_v„ ,r-i uo <; a s. ■vTq.
agreement with 1 baba1 su'thu is merely accident. Hence the 
down-step t̂ onal transition from *baba'su>Tthu to "ha-1 rytte^’hjlang.

The phrase , In . the second example would be

translated .lULi I Jl i.*
r * - -1
L- J i -- 74-

/s®
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translated as "educated children of trie Basotho..." i.e. 
"educated Easotho children..."

In the categories of nominal words (categories I-III) 
syntax relations involving an up-step tonal transition occur 
only between a word of category I (noun) and a succeeding 
word of one of the types specified in the examples above.
And furthermore, the two nominal words giving rise to such 
a tonal transition are always in direct concord agreement 

Down-step relation (i.e. a syntax relation in_ which
Senw
a dowh-step tonal transition occurs): All the remaining
kinds of syntax relations of nouns with succeeding words 
are down-step relations. That is to say, the noun occurs 
in Tone Pattern 2 of its tonal scatter and the following 
word occurs on a lower key. e.g.

(Pule has bought a horse, a saddle and a bridle).

Syntax relation with a preceding word:
Basic forms of Category I relate with any preceding word 
on a down-step basis, e.g.
1uhla*b{1le fpudi (he has slaughtered a goat)

"Pu^le fulre'ki *le
!pef’re

mo

imi'ry't}. 'Pule (minister Pule — i.e. Reverend Pule)
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Inflected forms of Category X consisting ef a possessive 
concord (see p.61 section 2.1*1.) or a relative concord (see p. 62
section 2* 1*2), as their Initial element relate with a preceding
; eight tToes oz* $ub—c&t:er;or3 ̂  ♦ .E b c x i of these ^ypes n3.s
word of Category I on an up-step "basis under conditions ofcertain disliketiv ohierved in the
direct concord agreement as described on pp 72 - 74. e.g.

1st word is nouiy nomino-verbal (C.I)
2nd word is inflected noun with '
possessive concord initially

th&n that eacnwBrd has
ounj therefore j take part in a 

2nd word is inflected noun with 
relative concord as initial element*

d i W .  mu "tsa^jaurena 
cattle7 - of the chief
hu^hlulwa : ?,,hattnui enac o. 
defeat of the chief
ciVif* of th@iT‘ c oiSDonents i 

dikgo^u " tse-ll * sume 
cattle., which are teiiccr<
hu^hlulwa ^ho-bufhluku xy 
defeat which is tragic
(2) None of these wordsIn all other cases syiySt&x relation of an Inflected

SO&-*u*fc0l̂e J|8V6r '*** 2ui* 3 is 9.X ^
k&kx word of Category I with a preceding nominal word is on a
as£oc.xt€ i i f" " s.-cp  ̂ !*co..

down-step basis, e.g. ba* slma1nl 1llba^nana (boys and-girls)
\ *•*( i IX J | V T ^ T I  s"'- jT ) ,<? ? ' |  O  ^ V S  O  - t  . • i  • r? C lip? v>- JL W *  ®  w  t l v  v  v  V w  **£2

tso'na *tsa'murena (the very ones of the chief) (tsona — C.II-1)
rin a n bain .WO* Vl CiA <? V -i c-* Uv'niA**»> W - wJ .A «

Ifhen the preceding word is a verb (Category IV) an
Tvr̂ r iif ' of j >'■ > solute Pro no o ,* *inflected word consisting of the possessive concord or the

tl.
invariable element *hu- (see p 61) as its initial element
a 1 -j 2yxit&X relations of this form with a preceding word are relates with the preceding verb on a down-step basis* e#g.

. A 1 "V" | \  ^ **" ^ ^  if i ’ * tr.?""'- o  ^  cjj

| ;o1 mu k^re’kj'le JL fttsali>'pisi kltrefkitIe - D-Form verb,
as Ifor cows, I have bought milking ones Ttsa- possessive concord

x  ? li rblsi (noun)
(I usr 3pe.

kl M j1 re1 kl’le >hulmurena 
I have bought them from the chief

in j

isOtherwise, syntax relations of Inflected word-forms with a
*2i.qaa (* i1 tpon/they)preceding verb are usually up-step relations, e.g.

*djre*kflwe ,Tki-murena (they have been bought by the chief)
kl'Veka ”tse-ll1sume (I am buying ten), klfreka "ka-'ponto 
(See p 123. last paragraph, for oxcepti^fiB^111 ,QUyin6 or a Pound)
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C A T E G O R Y  II,

Words of category II are further sub-divided into 
eight types or sub-categories. Each of these types has
certain distinctive features as will be observed in the
following analysis of each type. All these word types 
have the following characteristics in common:
(1) All words in category II consist of a concord element as
one of their components. This means then that each word has
a full series of concords and can, therefore, take part in a 
concord relation in any class.
(2) None of these words have more than two patterns in their

£>cci*ir ]„
tonal scatter. They never teke pattern 3 which is regularly 
associated with up-step syntax relation.
(3) All syntax relations of these words with a succeeding 
word are onna down-step basis.

Type i. (cf. Absolute Pronoun):

All syntax relations ofthis form with a preceding word are 
on a down-step basis, e.g. baf suthu bo1 na haf ba!u‘tlwisisi 
(the Basotho themselves do not agree)•

Basic form: bofna (they, them) (class 2)

kirefcLJLe tso1 na *tsasi1 kguwa (I have bought the proper
English type)

Inflected form: *kibo^na L - - J (it is they)
1libona
* hubo^ha

(and them/they)
(to/from/at/them)

kaboha
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'kabo'na
‘tsabo^na

f * J (by/about them)
(of them) (tsa- is possessive concord)

bobo^na (those of their group) (bo- class prefix 2a)
tJLx t<rw_ X ^  I ---"3 le-r̂ kr *- *In the above inflected forms bona is in

final syntax position.
ribo*na J (we are they)
ha,ribo*na (we are not them)
ha!sibo!na (it is not them)

QiuO-r^^Lve.
Tvne ,2. (cf. 3 Pronouns):

\/
,r

Basic form: A bohle (all) (class 2)
In this form syntax relation with a preceding verb is normally 
on an up-step basis. With a preceding nominal word it is 
normally down-step.
Inflected form: 111-* bohle {

Type_,J,

*huA bohle 
*kaA bohle 
1kiA bohle 
!tsaA bohle

Aha*si-bohle 
(cf. Demonstratives):

"J (and/with all)
(to/from all)
(by/about all)
(it is all/ by all)
(of all) (tsa- poss.conc.) 
(it is not all)

Basic form:
Tone Group
I. ba*a
II. *bau 

•bale

(these) 
(those)

NnrfftaaL
patterns
*  L  •>

Bxtga-jaormaA
patterns

t .
(those yonder) J f  M

h i ...
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III. * bana (these) V -j
fl * banu (those) r -]
ft * bani (those yonder) r -j
t» * 'bahini (those yonder) 

* 'bahunu r m m

. or-v
Syntax relations of these Y/ords in the basic form is normally 
on an up-step basis with preceding verbs, and down-step basis 
with preceding nominal words* Y/hen the preceding nominal word 
is of category I and the relation is one of direct concord 
agreement as described on pages £6 awl xy an up-step relation 
is formed, (see p /3S for relation with a verbs).

Inflected form:
*li1bau (and those) ha!si-fbau (it is not those)
kifbau (it is those) ha*ri-bau (we are not those)
^t^bau (to/from/among those)
;kafbau (by/about those)
*tsafbau (of those) 
rifbau (we are those)
'bo’yeu (that one and his associates)

Words of this type have some of the features which
are characteristic of ideophones and interjectives
(described in Part III).
The ideophonic tone patterns, while not differing essentially 
from the ordinary tone patterns, are accompanied by 
ideophonic length and are usually pitched in a key which is 
well above the key of ordinary speech. Length which is nor
mally on the penultimate syllable, is usually on the ultimate

syllable.••



syllable and occurs In non-final position as well. These 
ideophonic Tone Patterns occur more frequently than the other 
Tone Patterns. Quite often even the non-ideophonic Tone* A. * C
patterns are accompanied by a certain amount of ultimateIT . , ;v. % # / ’ /■ r 4.

length, feeac -word a w w iimti nf
The following illustrations show the variety of speech 
patterns a word of this type can have.

bathu *bale (those people yonder)

■ f " \ )

bathu A bani (those people yonder)
C - )  f-v ( \ i

I !
bathu * banini (those people yonder)

(V')
r |riJt ^ i ‘*.>-5 -x .„ ,

#

It is difficult to knov/ where to draw the dividing line 
between non-ideophonic and ideophonic Tone Patterns
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Type 4. (cf. Possessive Construction): 
Basic form:
Tone 
Group:

fbahef su 
* bahe1nu 
fbahafbo
1bafhae!su 
1ba1hae!nu 
fbafhaha1bo

f . “J
C " ' . M

(of my kin/country) 
(of your kin/country) 
(of his kin/countryQ

II. *baka 
fbasu 
*benu 
*babo
1ba1hai
^ a^au

(of my kin/country) 
(of your kin/country) 
(of his kin/country)

f  *1 i  ]  (my, mine)
(of my family)
(of your family)
(of his family)

£ *.} L i (his, her, hers)
L -] •' (your, yours)

III. * bame I fci (my, mine)
The initial element in the above words is the possessive 
concord. Syntax relation of these forms with a word of 
category Jke give rise to an up-step transition when the 
two words are direct concord agreement (cf. pp 7^ ).
All other syntax relations with a preceding word give rise 
to a down-step transition.

The stems *haefsu (at my home/in my country), !hae!nu 
(at your home/in your country), 1haha1bo (at his ^ome, in his 
country) correspond to locative words (-see p Jl*.
(Note that the stems -he1 su, -he1nu, -ha1 bo in the above 
forms have a different tonal pattern from the locative words 
1hesu (at my home), ^enu (at your home), fhabo (at his home).

Inflected forms...
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Inflected forms:
1 li1baka (and mine)
1hu!baka (to/from/among mine)1tsa*baka (of mine)
r^ba’hau (we are yours)
!ki-baka (they are mine)
1haisi-baka (they are not mine) fha!ri-ba*hau (we are not yours)

Tyne 5# (cf. Enumerative Qualificatives):
. • « A* ~9 I* ^

Basic form:(a) ba1 fi?(which?) (b)mu!ng? (v/hat sex?what nationality?
ba*fing? (which?) 
ba»sili (other, different)

Syntax relation with a preceding C.I word in direct concord 
agreement are on an up-step basis (cf, pp snad /? ). With
. . . »  x *  V . * • '

all other preceding words syntax relation is on a down-step 
basis.

Inflected form: *libaffi? (and/with which?)*hubaffi? (to/from/among which?)
!kaba!fi? (about which?) 
ftsaba!fi? (of which?) fkiba!fi? (which are they?)

1 riba!sili (we are different ones)ha1riba1sill (we are not different ones) ha!siba!sili (it is not a different (lot))

Type 6..o.



Type 6. (cf. Adjective):
Basic form:
Tone
Group

I.(X) ba»bi (Bad)(Y) baswe*u (white)
IIo (X) ba1 hulu (big, old)

(y) base!hlana (light coloured)
III (X) ba~A hlanu (five)

(50 basefhlaA nyana (lightish) ba ̂ t 
IV-1 (X) baf tShi* tSanyana (roundish) ^

V (Y) bane (four)bangata (many, much)
cIn the basis form, as in these examples, words of this 

type consist of a concord element (cf. adjective concord, 
given in column of Table I), followed by a stem. The 
concord element has low tone. In conjunction with a Y-stem 
it is realised as a high tone syllable v/hen preceded by 
certain kinds of subject concords of high tone, as 
illustrated below.

These basic forms only occur in syntax relation with
the verbs -ba (become, be), -li (be, being) in various
tense forms, e.g. Iba1 tla «ba 1 bangata (they will be many)

fbaye ba!bi 1bangata (they are usually many) 
fbane fba*li bangata (they were many)
fbane fba*si bangata (they were not many)

(After the verb -ba in some of its tense forms the adjective 
concord in Y-wor&s is sometimes realised as a high tone syllabi

First.....



(a)
First inflection:/*ba-bangata (many) (class 2)

*tse-nngata (many) (class 8/10)
*tse-*tharu (three) (class 8/10)

(b) *ba*bangata (they are many) (class 2)
*di,nngata (they are many) (class 8/10) 
*di*tharu (they are three) (class 8/10)
ha*ba-bangata (they are not many)
ha*di-*tharu (they are not three)

In (a) inflection is by prefixing the relative concord, (see
column 1 of Table I). When inflected in this way, these
words relate with a preceding verb on an up-step basis, (see
p for syntax relations of the verb). With a preceding
word of category I these words relate on an up-step basis
under the condition of direct concord agreement (cf.pp Jl3&d7t

). In the inflected forms under (b) the initial element
is the subject concord. In this form these words always
relate on a down-step basis with any preceding word.

Any further inflections are made on the form given in
(a), thus: *ba-bangata (many) (as in (a) above)

1li*ba-bangata (and many) ha*si-*ba-bangata (it is no 
1ka*ba-bangata (about many) many)

etc exactly as in C.II type 3.
The stem of these ?/ords (i.e. the basic form without the

prefixal adjective concord) occur as stems in category I words.
Their morphological features are, therefore, covered by the
description of the stem of C.I words, given on pp 2̂ + ̂  V’ y •

Type 7........



Type 7. (cf. Relative constructions):
Basic form:
Tone Group
I.(Y) su*tu (unlucky) 

sefdi (alert) 
baftsi (vrldey. broad)

II. (X) 1thata (tough, difficult)
fkgopo (crooked, wicked)
*nolo (gentle, soft)

V. (Y) ntShotSho (sharp, pointed)
The description given for words of type 6 above

applies equally to words of this type, with just this
difference that in words of this type (tyjke 7) there is no
concord element corresponding to the adjective concord of
words of type 60 Therefore any remarks relating to this
concord element do not apply to words of-type 7®

Type 8. (cf. Relative Construction): (See pp <x) in part III)

Category III.



C A T E G O R Y  III.

This category consists of a variety of words differing 
to some extent in form and tonal behaviour, but which all 
have the feature of not coming under the regular class or 
concord agreement system. They are further sub-divided into 
the following typest 
BASIC FORMS I 
1# Tone Group

I. (Y) ha'ri (in the middle) 
mtle (outside) 
hwi'tla (in autumn)

T. *1
II. (X) •ifo (on the hearth) •> 

*fkgutla (at/in court)
r a C" J

(Y). hlafbula (in summer) — 
hufdimu (up, above) ^

L‘.l
III. (X) A faatshi (on the ground) 

-A tlaasi (down, below)
A hae (at home)

r -j
PV - -

17. (X) *isau (next year) r  ~.i
7. (Y) pili (in front) 

teng (there) !. .1
All the above forms correspond to stems of words of category
I, as in: lihafri (middle), li *ifo( hearth), li fkgutla( court),
lihufdimu (sky) (heaven), li&aatshi (the earth), mai^sau

(future).
In all syntax relations of basic forms of this type 

with preceding and succeeding words, a down-step transition 
is realised.



2. The following type consists of an element -ha- followed 
by a stem of the type found in category II type 6, e0g*
1habe*di (twice) haAhianu (five times)
ha!raru (three times) !hangata (many times,often)
In conjunction with a polysyllabic stem the element has 
a tone level opposite to that of the initial syllable of the 
stem. This element rarely occurs in conjunction with 
monosyllabic stems. The examples*hang (once) (cf.stem
-*ng) andAliane (four times) f’J  (cf, stem -ng) indicate

' a -
that the element ha- in conjunction with a monosyllable of a
high or low tone gives rise to a pattern high-mid,

Y/ords of this type normally relate with a preceding verb
i* v -LC4- I. lOJ . * > * O ' ' j yIlT/•
on an up-step basis, and with a preceding nominal word on a 
down-step basis,

3, The following types of words correspond in shape and in 
some of their tonal features to words in category II, except 
that the initial element in these words is not a concord
element as in equivalent types in category II,
(i) ^ ae^u (at my home) fhaka (at my place)

fhaefnu (at your home) fhesu (at my home)1 haha1 bo (at his home) fhenu (at your home)
fhabo (at his home) 
fhafhau (at your place) 
fhafhai (at his place)

(cf. Coll, type 4, p $0 ),
(ii) hofna (as in ho*na fhoo (at that very time), ho*na'hoo

right there )♦
(cf.C.II. type 1. p 76) 

hufsili (elsewhere) (cf, C.II, type P Zl )
(iii),...
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(iii)
ho*o (now)
fhola (then) 
*hoo (then)
hona (now)

mofo (here)
‘mola (there) 
•moo (there)

kwa*a (that wajr) t5e'e(like this) 
( AtSena (thus)
kwanu(this way) "jwang? (how?) 
koo (that way)

'hwani (then)
kwana (that way)~jwalo(thus)

/'jwale(now)
 ̂jwana( like 

this)
^jwanana (like this)

r̂aona (here) 
lmahi (there)

'hwanini (then) 'manini (there)
(cf. C.II. type 3 'p 777®

All words of this type (i-iii) have the same tonal 
behaviour as that of equivalent types in category II, in 
their syntax relations with other words. Words of category III 
are classless, and therefore do not take part in syntax 
relations on a basis of concord agreement. In this respect 
they are different from their equivalents in category II.

4. This group consists of miscellaneous words which, while 
differing among themselves in morphological features, have 
the same tonal behaviour in contexto

Gr.III. feela (only, empty)
1 phatla±atsa (openly)

Group II. thuko (aside)
*kai? (where)
'ning? (when?) t r
nfcioho (together) ;kgalekgale (long ago)
'hule (far away) kâ jenu (today)

Group II.*pili (before) Group I. !kapi!li (quickly) 
lkgale (long ago) 
lhape (again) 
hdufj. (near)
fkauffela (altogether, entirely)

Some of the words in group II have only the first pattern
f t iin their tonal scatter, e.g. hule, pili, kgale, which have 

only the pattern [. - ]
Words of this type normally relate on an up-step basis

it
with a preceding verb: on a down-step basis with a preceding^
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P A R T  III.
CATEGORY IV (VERBS),

In studying nominal words it was necessary to consider 
tone on the lexical, Inflectional, and syntactical planes.
In the case of verbs yet another plane has to be considered. 
This pertains to the tonal and formal variation of the verb 
according to circumstances of grammatical Time, Mood,
Aspect, Implication, Negation and Affirmation. Whereas
On thia plane -- the plane of Conjugation, as ic may be
called -- the verb Tense-Forms are examined.

Lexical features of the verb.
A convenient form of the verb from which to examine 

its lexical features is the stem as it occurs in the 
A-Form (see pp ). (Tne form or the verb generally known 
as the Infinitive mood belongs to this Tense-Form. Cf. )

The stem of A-Forms consists of a radical and a suffix
-a. e.g.-'rek- a (buy), -bal- a (read, count) -- where
the final vowel -a is the tense suffix..

All verb-stems with high tone on tne initial syllable
of the radical are grouped as X-verbs. Those with low tone

beon this syllable are grouped as Y-verbs. It has to borne 
in mind that verbs vary tonally to a much greater extent 
than other words. For instance, a verb-stern which has a 
low tone on tne initial syllable in one Tense-Form may 
occur with a high tone on this syllable in another Tense-
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form, or even in the aame Tense-Form when cettain prefixal 
elements added. In some contexts a kk verb with a Y-stem 
may have occur in the same Tone Pattern as air verb with an 
X-stem (cf. monosyllabic stems).. The Tone Grouping, 
however, is made on the basis of the Tone Pattern of verbs 
in the context selected here as the norm, and the
tonal distinction between X-stems and Y-stems described I
above applies in this particular context.

The tonal grouping of tne verb then is only a two-way 
grouping; into Tone Group X and Tone Group Y. Within each 
of these two g Tone Groups verbs may be further divided 
according to the number of syllables in the stem. As will 
be seen from the table below, this sub-divi/ision need not 
be carried beyond four syllabled-sterns In Tone Group X, or 
three syllabled-stems in Tone Group Y, since Tone Patterns 
of larger stems do not snow any further significant 
difference. The next step is to determine the Tonal 
Scatter for each of these sub-divisions In each Tense-Form.

The following table shows the major Tone Groups (X, Y) jj 
oi the verb, and the sub-divisions of each (indidated in 
Roman figures):

Verbs with X-stems

I. — 1 (eat)
II. -1jisa (feed)

(graze, etc)
IV. Ire!kisetsa (sell to/for)

"1se1besebetsa (work a
a l i t t t l e )
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Xsrfexwjc Verbs with Y-stems
V*. (-tla -tlj.sa -tlisetsa -tsamaisa -tsamatsamaya 

(come) (bring) (bring for) (lead,' drive) (walk a little)

In this particular Tense-Form (4-Form) verbs have a 
Tonal Scatter which is almost identical with that of Category I 
words of corresponding Tone Groups. For instance, the verb 
-1 jisa has, a Tonal Scatter H.L, H.H, H.M . (cf. noun 'pula (ilOX) 
Monosyllabic stems would compare with Nominal words of 
corresponding Tone Groups only if they (verbs) occur with 
a prefixal concord element of low tone*

The verb-radical ana its extensions: (The verb-radical is t
the verb-stern without the tense-suffix). As in the case
of nominal stems, the verb-radical may be divided into 
Primary radicals and Secondary radicals on the same basis as 
described for noun-sterns (See p #/• -).
Primary radicals: Primary radicals or the verb are dissyllabic
in the majority of instances* e.g*
Tone Group X: -f'rek- (buy), -1 tfeib- (know), -’bon- (see)

-’em- (stand), -T ot- (be thin), - * om- (be dry)

Tone Group Y: -fit- (pass), -bits- (beat), -kwal- (close)
-et- (travel), -ok- (nurse), -qiq- (shake)

A small number of radicals are monosyllabic.* e.g.
Tone Group X: -*f- (give), -'j- (eat), -fhlw- (climb)
Tone Group Y: -y- (go), -tl- (come), -n- (rain), -w- (fall)

Secondary radicals: Thest* correspond to other words or parts



of words on more or less the same principles described for 
neuns secondary noun-stems. The following examples 
illustrate some of these principles.
Verbal-radicals corresponding to nominal words or stems;
In the following instances the verbal radical is equivalent
to a nominal word or stem plus a lexical suffix -f- or -fal-. 
e.g.
Nominal Common root Verb Nominal Common root Verb
Tone X 
Group
-1 bi (bad) |!EI

mu1nati 1NA1 TI 
(nice)

bif-(get
angry)

-1 clqS tl f - 
(be nice) 
-rna* tifal-

bufhlali ^ LA1!! -'hlalif- 
(wi sdom)

r.

lif^fl 
(darkness)
ntshu 
(black)

bufofu

FI

Y.

-fifal- 
(get dark)

NTSHU -ntshufal- 
(get black)

   FOFU -foufal-
(grow wise) (blindness) * (go blind)

rTniti 'OT'TI -'nl'tlfal- -se'hla SE'HLA -sehlafal-
(truth) (become true) (yellow) (become yellow)
-'le^lele !,LE’LE -'le'lefal- matla MATLA -matlafal-
(long,tall) (lengthen) (strength) (strengthen)

It will be observed from these examples that the
syllable in the nominal word which corresponds to the initial
syllable of the verb-radical determines the Tone Group of tire
verb. Where such syllable has low tune in the nominal word,
the corresponding vei'b falls under Tone Group Y. e.g.

(Y)
-se'hla (yellow) cf verb -sehlafal- (become yellow) (Y)
Where such syllable has high tone in the nominal, the 
corresponding verb is invariably one of Tone Group X. e..g 
bu'hlali (wisdom)(X) cf. verb -1hia^lif- (grow wise) (X)

(Ki | r. uni'll -t|l.nhfifnT~7Tf.=saa
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Thus a nominal word ox* stem and the? verb-stem corresponding 
to it on the basis illustrated here could belong to different 
Tone Groups (X or Y)..

In the following examples, although there seems to be 
a lexical relation between the nominal and verbal words, it 
is not regular or systematic, e.g.
Noun Common Root Verb
I V  fV (X) 
(death)
mu!’futhu (X) 
(warmth)
lisa'nu (Y) 
(lieT~
muhu1hu (Y) 
(envy)
libone (Y) 
(light)

f'FUf,THU

Sa ' nu

HU'NIT

EONE

-!sw- (die)(X)

- >Tfu1 thumal - (X ) 
(become warm)

-sanuts- (Y) 
"(belie)
-hunuhel- (Y) 
(envy)

-bonis- (Y)
(light)

As these exgjiples show, the suffixal formatives »: 
in conjunction with which the common root occurs in the verb 
do not constitute a regular series (cf. lexical suffix -f- or 
-fal- above). The basis of correspondence which these 
words illustrate here is very much like the one on which 
Ideophones and verbs correspond (See
Verbal radicals corresponding to other verbal radicals:

In the following instances the secondary verbal radical 
corresponds to a verb-radical plus one or more suffixes of 
the kind illustrated below.
Suffix Secondary verb
—w—, -uw-, -'ratw- (be loved) cf. ®rat- (love)
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Suffix Secondary radical
-it-, -1 ra"tuw- (be loved) (X) cf. -!rat- (love)
-uw-

-balw- (be read/counted} Y)cf -bal- (read, count) 
-eh- -1 râ teh- (be lovable) (X)

-batleh- (be required) (Y) cf. -batl- (require) 
-ahal- -fbo 1nahal-(be visible) (X) cf. -1 bon- (see)
-el- - * re^kel- (buy for) (X) cf. -f rek- (buy)

-limel- (plough for) (Y) cf. -lim- (plough) 
-isj.s- -tut tlwjsis- (understand) (X) cf. -f,ytlw- (hear)

-b&.tlf sis- (investigate) (Y) cf.. -batl- (search) 
-is- -^emis- (cause to stop) (X) cf. -'em- (stop)

-mathisa- (chase, ) (Y) cf.. -math- (run)
-an- -'rattan- (love, one another) (X) cf. - * rat- (love)

There are other suffixes of this series, but these
examples fully illustrate the correspondence.
Reduplication: In the following examples the secondary
verb-radical corresponds & to a verb-radical which is,
as it were, extended by doubling its ve*1 first two syllables.
thus: -tsamais- (drive,) (Y) cf. -tsamatsamajs- (Y)

(drive on a little further,)
X-radicals

-1se^bets- 
(worEJ
-* bu-a 
(speak)
-* bylis-
(speak to)

-1se* besebets- 
(work a little)
-1buf abu- 
(talk much)

-ekets- 
(add)
-bal-a 
(read)

Y-radicals
-ekeekets- 
(add a little)
-balabal- 
(read a little)
-raharah-) -1 s- -rah-

(chat a little) (kick) (kick feebly)

In a reduplicated radical which corresponds to the radical
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or a dissyllabic stem there is a vowel -a- at the end 01 the
second syllable, e.g. -''ke'naken- cf. -1 ken-

(go in and out) (enter)
Radicals of monosyllabic verb-stems do not generally
correspond to reduplicated radicals. There,are, however, a
few examples such as: 1 fba*ntse 'ba'i*yalya

" i •

(they are getting on in a way), cf. monosyllabic stem 
-ya (go), which may have an extra syllable in certain 
Tense-Forma. Also, katswatswa tkirikirl kia'ba^lifaa (I 
tired tried in vain to run away... ) cf. verb -tswa (go/come/^ 
out).
Verbal radicals corresponding to Ideophones : The
following are examples of verbal radicals and Ideophones 
which are regularly associated with each other in meaning 
and usage; that is, the verb may be used along with the 
corresponding Ideophone or the latter may be used instead 
of the verb, .e.g nftho 'yaphatsjma 1 yari phatsj!;
(something flared up, went flash!) or n'tho 1yari phatsjl 
(something went flash!') (In the examples below only the 
verb is translated into English since Ideophones often defy 
attempts at translation^ The general meaning of the 
Ideophone, however, corresponds to that of the verb more or 
less as hush! corresponds to the verb hush up or xi silence). 
(Note that Ideophones have tonal characteristics, as well 
as other features, which do not occur in ether nominal and 
verbal words. It is necessary to study the detailed 
description of these features (pp/j£-) in order to 
interprets the tone marks).



Ideophone Verb Ideophone Verb
Tone
Group Y Y Y X.
tsipa -tsipama 

(be erect) ko* du -,rko* dumela 
(slope down)

tshithi - tfehi thima ( j ump) tlu*le -’tlu^lela (jump in)
tseke -tsekema (glitter) di1 ke -'di/'kela (disappear)
phapha -phaphama (wake up) po1 te -’po^tela (turn a corner)
hlwiphi
hwala

-hlwiphitsa(sniffle) 
-hwalatsa (shower)

tsho1 be 
thy

-'tsho^bela (dive into
a hole) 

-!th^nya (shoot)
hwesehwese -hwesetsa(whisper) qhi'le -fqhi~letsa (limp)
twatla -twatlatsa (snap) go'pe -’qo^petsa (dip)
k£iri -kgiritsa (scrape, 

stall)
kobokobo -'ko^bola (peck)

rau
kgwaphu

-rauha (get up
suddenly) 

-kgwaphuha (start
X.

"hlwli
X.

^-hlwi^bila (snatch)
hili -hiliha (tumble down) 1thi -’thitsa (touch)
minu -minuha (unfold) "n£a -'ngata (strike, hit)
tsiki -tsikila (reel, 1 tftjCHX -

be dizzy)
X. Y.

1 thing fthin;/a (dodge)

In all tnese examples (except 1 thing! -- -thin.ya) the
verbal radical is equivalent to ideophone plus suffix.
The variety or suffixes is large. (Cf. verb-nominal

is
correspondence where the suffix -f- or -fal-,with very few 
exceptions ).

It will be noticed here tnat the verb and the 
corresponding ideophone belong to the same major Tone Group
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in the majority or cases. One gx&HE of examples, however, 
show a regular correspondence between X-verbs and
Y-ideophones. e.g. tlu*le -- tlu^lela (jump in), etc.
as in the last two columns. 54 is mens- The ideophone in 
this case corresponds to the first two syllables of the 
verbal radical.. In some instances, where an ideophone 
corresponds to a dissyllabic verb, such ideophone Is 
equivalent to trie verb radical plus suffixal formative -i. 
e.g. verb -1 kerr-a (enter) cf. ideophone ke1 ni (enter 
sudderytly), verb -* em-a (stand up, stop) cf. ideophone 
w&k e'mi (stand up suddenly), etc. In correspondences of 
this kind the ideophone usually has a Tone & Pattern 
low-high.

It is interesting to note that most ad hoc formations 
of ideophones from verbs are on the basis illustrated by 
these examples, tlu1le —  -'tlu^lela, and e!mi —  -'ema.

In the next section it will be observed that verbs 
are grouped., in only two main Tone Groups, X and Y. In 
each Tone Group verbs differ in their lexical structure, 
as the foregoing analysis shows, but have the same tonal 
cnaracteristies and behaviour.
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TENSE - FORKS OF THE VERB.

Verbs vary in form according to the circumstances of
A l J L  Q W  V ^ ' r  ’■*? w  j  .. “p r  4 V U v  M  -1  V/*-. ■ft.W W  J

grammatical Time, Mood, Aspect, Implication, Negation and 
Affirmation. Such variation gives rise to Tense-Forms which 
are generally described in grammar books under the heading 
Conjugation of the Verb* In this study the classification 
of verb constructions into Tense-Forms (referred to here 
as A-Forms, B-Forms, etc) is based mainly on the tonal 
features and tonal behaviour of tne verb. At the same time 
other non-tonal characteristics such as the nature of the 
tease-suffix, the kind or grammatical elements employed, 
ana the nature of the construction of the verb as a whole, 
are taken into account.

In the following analysis each Tense-Form is studied 
in two parts: The Tone Patterns of the verb in the
particular Tense-Form. The variety of construction under 
each Tense-Form.
Tone Patterns: In each Tense-Form tne Tone Patterns are
given in separate columns for X-verbs and for Y-verbs. In 
the first two columns the Tone Patterns are given for the 
verb-stem alone. In the second two columns the Tone 
Patterns are given for the verb-stem in conjunction with 
the object prefixal concord or the reflexive prefixal 
element -J.-. In all four columns the tonal level of the 
subject concord (or other element which imny&ediately 
precedes the stem or object concord) is shown by the tone
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mark(s) just before the brackets; (in some Tense-Forms it 
ia necessary to distinguish between subject concords with 
high tone (represented by *ba) and those with low tone 
represented by ri or ra). ). In Tense-Forms where verbs 
have a tonal scatter of more than one Tone Pattern, these 
are shown vertically for each of the syntactical positions 
described as Con^text 1., Context 2., Context 3. (See p und&r 
A-Forms below).

A-FORM
Verbs in the A-Form have tne following Tonal Patterns

e.g. fbaJ*le "ba1reka
riifle rafreka • —■■■ 1    ■ ■■■

1 hai1 le f,baf refka phufu 
ri%11e ra1re'ka phufu

'bai'Ie 11 ba*reka f’hape 
rii*le rafreka "hape

) r  -i
- r  J

T  "J
. r  -j

T - ]  
-f -J

they bought) 
we bought) '

Context 1.

they bought meal 
we bought meal)

ontext 2.

they bought again)
b ontext 3. 

we bought again), j
(In the chart below the Tone Patterns of each verb are given 
in the same order, as illustrated for the verb -heka above) 
Tone

5 i

*ba
ra

1 ba 
ra

"ba

ra

<4 t *• tswa
[-] ‘ f-J
fj . U
l-i - N
L -) . [J

[-)
[‘I

- H  
_ f J

X.
muja
f  ii - i

Y.
mutswa

1i - 1

n

I 1

i - i

I -I 

[‘ -1

1i" "ii " i" "1 *L «
L  "J

1 i
. ir "]

r- r - i

. 1
I -J
r - 3 :

L "J
r - l



, / t *rcka bala djreka dj.bala

"'.•I* " I" -I ‘ [--I ' (- ’ -1 "I-"-]
i »  -i - . i  - i - - ]  . L - . i

3

j ’toa - r  -j -
f — — T

' i  j
f

- f. " I
A — — 1 t _ n

ra - M  - L  J . L 1 - 1 -J

P • / • - j  •

r  -]

f . - i

i i

' ( - ' - I  

f ' - I

- [ - ' - I  

r " -ira -I J

Z/<^se betsa
- r - i -

i — — i

tsamaya

L- J

i1 se^betsa- r - - *\

- i - i

i^samaya
j1 ba [.■ -j L - J [- "I I- --1
( ra j - - - ] . L . . I . I. ■" -]

ba

ra

- [ . - - I  - L- . i  ’ i . -■- ]  - i - • . -i
- 1" * -J - 1— J - I . ' - . ]
^se^bedi sa tsamaisa di*se!bedisa di^tsamaisa• • • • «

- L - . . 1  1 - i . - - . - 1  - [ . ' . . . I

.I 1 . i. - - . .1 . [ . - . . j

In this chart, as in all the otners, the verb-stem (or 
the stem with the object concord) is written in the Tone

PAxtiC C* Li i BrtSZ- Foy>~
Pattern of the 'Baa-ic form (A* Form-) as it occurs in Context 1.

In the A-Form it is not necessary to give the Tone 
Patterns for all three. Contexts for verb-stems of more than 
two syllables, since they have the same Patterns in a11 Contexts.
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Excepb "before monosyllabic stems, the relative level 
or the object concord or Reflexive element is not 
constant, particularly when tne preceding subject concord 
is of low tone. e.g. rijP'le ra'bl' se"bedlsa or rlj'le 
raajrsefbedjsa (we used them).

Variety of Constructions in tne A-Form: In the following 
examples, where a construction consists of more than one 
verb the particular verb which has the A-Form is shown by 
underlining.
4-1: (a) hufbona (to see) e.g. ki''rata hu1 bo!'na murena

(I whish to see the chief)
(b) ha'ba'tlo 1 bona (they will not see)

'batli'lo 'bona (they have come to see)
(c) 'ba'tia 'bona (they will see)

A-2. (a) *tsatluhal' (they're off!) e.g. horses in a race. 
*batla 'bamatha (how tney ran!1)

(b) 'bana 'batluha (they left)  i.e. remote past
(c) 'bâ .'le "batluha (they left) 

ha’ria'&a ratluha (we did not leave)

A-3. 'bane 'ba^a tluha (they could have left)
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E-Forms:
"’baa'^reka (they are by "buying)(they buy). (Context 1)

N/
*baf re'ka tfehufu (they are buying meal) (Context 2)
’ba^reka ha"hulu (they buy much) (Context 3)

*baa
- i

i k*
, 

p 
' Y.

tswa
■ ■  l-l

X,
muja

' -I'-)

Y.
mutswa

ria - - ["] -A'-] - - I" -J
1 ba

- r  ] - [’J - [:-] ■ i : ‘j

ri - r i . [. 1 . r _i . r "i
* ba

—M • I- 1 " l ’ - i ■ C-)
ri - r i - I .  ] . r-i . r-i
ii
!baa

- freka. r -] baia"‘[.J fdi*reka
" -I1 '" -1 ^di ̂ bala •

■ X’ -3
ria --f-J - _r - -j . .I" " -1
1 ba

-
f ] " r-) ■ i---] " I- ■ -i

ri - [• -i _ LJ . [-■■] - L ' -]

1 ba
- r-] ‘ I’ -] • I.--]

ri r - i . [-J . I.;-] -[-•-]
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'baa
^  ser betsa
- j  -  _]

Y.
tsâ iaya 
[.. .1

1se^betsa i^tsamaya
_\- - .  j

ria

•t. - r - -i ■ r - -1 ' t-
rt _ L - - -1 . t— 1 .1.

-1

-1

1 baa 

ria - - (

/be^bedisa tsamaisa ^i^se^bedisa ^iftsamaisa
. -i" -i - i ■ _ r . j

. -l ..(______

T - . J  ‘ I.

n  - [' '--I- I___ 1 J  A . ' . .  .\i

Variety of Constructions; (B-Form)
B-l ria*reka (we are. buying), ri'ra'ka dlphahlo (we are

buying goods)
B-2. (a) ri'sa^reka (we are still buying)

(b) rine 1risa*reka (we were still buying)
w/

B-3. ri1ka*reka (we can buy, we may buy)

The stett subject concords of E-Forms are as given in 
column of Table I. When the subject concord immediately 
precedes the verb-stem the Tone Patterns of Y-verbs vary 
according to the tonal level of the subject concords
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e.g. the verb-stem -bala S{ ] has a Tone Pattern H.M in
conjunction with a subject concord of high tone, as 
rba*bala d^taba (they are reading the news) cf. ribala dtbat 
ditaba (we are reading the news) —  where tne subject 
concord has low tone the stem -bala has a Tone Pattern L.L

The element -a- in B-X (immediately after the. subject 
concord) only occurs when the syntax relation of the verb 
to succeeding words is zero.. This element always occurs on 
the same tonal level as the subject concord, except where 
the subject concord has and the initial syllable of the verb 
stem are both high; in such a case the element -a- occurs 
on a lower tonal level.e.g. rba-a-1reka (they are buying) 
(never f' ba1 a* reka ).

The element -sa- in B-2 (a) is alwaya on the tonal 
level opposite to that of the subject concord, except where 
the subject concord has high tone and the verb-stem has low 
tone on the initial syllable; in such a case the. element -a- 
occurs on a high tone level, e.g. 1ba1sabala (they are still 
reading), (never 1basabala).

In B-2(b) the tonal level of the subject concord (Cf 
Table I col. 8(ii) ) Is always high and that of the element 
-sa- alwgfs low.

In B-3 the subject concord (cf 8(ii) Table I) is alway® 
low in tonal level and the element fka is always high.
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C - F O R M .

e.g. rine rfdjreka (we were baying)

X. Y. X. Y.
Ja

_ i tswa ^muja fnutswa
rba
’ri i - ) " [ • _ ]  - t .) '['A

' ba 
’ri [ ] T 1 " [ ' 7 ' [ "  ]

/reka ^bala di'freka• dj.'̂ bala
' ba 
‘ri [. -V - r  -i “ f- -1

1 ba
'ri [ J [- J [- -]

re^kisa- r — *1 ^tsamaya— T — mm
di ̂relsi sa • di^tsamaya

1 ba 
“ri [-^ "I t - J f- -I '[-*■ - J

s ê bedj. sa
mm r mm *1 ^tsamaisa •mm *> mm "1 w

mu^se,/bedisa•r — — di^tsamajsa
1 ba 
1 ri

[_ t _ . .1 f. . j ~ C ' - - -]

Monosyllabic stems in this Tense-Form arepreceded byat
a vowel (-i~) in the 1st Context, except when they occur with 
the object concord or reflexive element. Even in 2nd Contexts 
this pre-stem vowel occurs, although not invariably, e.g. 
rine “ri1 i.ja (we were eating), rine t f'riif,.1a nama (we were 
eating meat) or 1 ri1 ja nama (eating meat).,

Verbs in this Tense-Form never occur in up-step syntax 
relation with a succeeding word. There, atra is , therefore, 
no 3rd Context. /©n€



The subject concord in this Tense-Form always occurs in a 
high tone (See column# (itf in Table I).

There is only the one kind of construction (as 
illustrated) in the C-Form. It is a subordinate Tense-Form 
and is normally governed or supported by various verb-forms 
and conjunctives,. In the following illustrations the 
G-Form 1ri1reka is syntactically related with various 
verb-forms and conjunctives:
rine iireka

buying 
1ri1reka 
buying

we were
rise
we pi CD

ri1 ntse
we are busy
rine 'ri'ntse 
we were busy
ri1kabe 
we would be
ritla*be
we shall be
ri1mpa
we are merely

1 ha
when
while
if

f,ri l;reka
buying

f,lifha
although
tho ja 
-while

1 'bari 'fu^mani 
they found us
rine "ri^fe'la 
we were actually

X“s tern
A C-Form dissyllabic stem in Context 1. xx generally 

has a gliding tang an tone on the penultimate syllable —  
i.e. a low/*rising to high tone, v
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D - F 0 R M.

B.g. ri're^klle (we have bought)
1barobetsi (they are asleep)

The tense-suffix -il©> -itse (and other variants) is 
normally dissyllabic* In conjunction with a monosyllabic 
verbal radical a dissyllabic verb-stem is realised*. 
Consequently there are no monosyllabic verbs in this 
Tense-Form. In some cases this tense-suffix in conjunction 
with a dissyllabic radical gives rise to a dissyllabic verb 
stem either as the only form or, in a few instances, as 
an alternative to a trisyllabic stem. e.g. -batl- (seek) cf. 
-batlile (has sought) (D-Form), but -1 bon- (see) cf*
-*boni (has seen) (D-Form); -jar- (carry) cf. )-jeri (has 
carried, is carrying). Similarly with trisyllabic and 
other polysyllabic radicals the C-Fcrm may occur with the 
same number of syllables as thoae of the radical, e.g.
-!pa"lam- (ride) cf. -Tpa"lami or -lpallamile (is riding, 
has ridden), -1 fy1thymal- (get warm) cf -f fu* thumetsi (be warm). 
In the D-Form verbs with an equal number of syllables (and 
of the same Tone G-roup) have the same tonal scatter, even 
if their radicals are unequal in the number of syllables.
For instance -tdile and -jeri or -* jile and -"bonM have

j
the same, tonal scatter.
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D—Form
X. Y. X. Y-

Jttle
~boni

tljle
jeri

mu^jile di^jeri

1 ba 
ri : r - i • [--] •

*ba _ r - -i r -l - r ~ ~ i r - - -i
ri . 1 I • L - J . L - i •» I - j

’ba - r  _7 r “i " 1 “ 7 _ r- ■ iri . I 1 • I - i . u  1 • I - J
re^kjle batlile f) di/re^kile• ft di^batij.le

1 ba 

ri

■ [-- -1 t. _'_1

f. - J

■ [ . • ■ ' - I [ > - - 1  

- J

’’ba
ri : t— j • [-' "J : t- ■ " j • [ ' - " ' I

’ba - r - - i _ r “ 1 r - - i
ri . L J • -I - J • I - “ J

* ba
se^beditse

- [. -. J *
tsamai-ie

t . .. j
di^se^bedi tsej  ■

i^tsamaile
T-

ri - r  - - -i L  . .  .1 -i .]

It will be observed here that the object concord (or 
reflexive element ) is always on the opposite tonal level to 
that of the initial syllable of tne verb-stem-

Variety of Constructions in D-Form: There are two main
constructions in this Tense-Form5
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D-l. ri^boni (we have seen)

D-2. (a) ri *sarobetsi (we are still asleep)
(b) rine fl ri sarobetsi (we were still asleep).

In 2(a) the element -sa- generally occurs on a tonal 
level opposite to ("that of the initial syllable of the 
subject concord, except when the initial syllable of the 
verb-stem has low tone, in which case -sa- occurs on a high 
tone. Before the object concord or reflexive element -J-, 
the element -sa- generally occurs on a high tone- (In 
conjunction with tnis element the object concord or reflexive 
-i- is usually realised as a high tone)-

In 2 (b) above, where the subject concord before -sa
ls. always of a high tone, the tonal level of -sa- is always 
low.

/S-Form....
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E - F O R *
9.6. rine fri!rekile (we had bought) (cf. D-Form)

X. Y. X, Y.
b̂oni.— i — t — ije^rir — ̂ _ ufboni *dj. j e*ri 

mm ^
'ba 
1 ri l -3 1[. 3 [. .1

"ba
'ri •[--] '1 ' I - ~ ' J

r'
r̂ef k̂ile batljle dj^re^kile ^dj.batiiie

*ba 
r ri 1 -3 r . " .1 .

•"ba
fri ■ [ ■ “ I ' [ - " '] • [ . • ‘ 'I

'̂ sê bê dj.tse. tsa'̂ mâ ile — — 1 dif s e^be^di ts e t s abnaT̂ i 1©• -s • •
•ba 
* ri

- [ - - - - i  -ii- J
1 ba
1 ri

• [ — ] -i[ - J "L. j - v . - - - :

The object concord, or reflexive element always occur 
on the opposite tone level to that of the initial syllable 
of the verb-stem. The subject concord (cf. col..8(ii) Tablel) 
always has high tone.

There are no other varieties of constructions other 
than the one illustrated above. Like the C-Form, this Tense 
Form is also a subordinate Form which may occur in similar 
circumstances to those illustrated fox- C-Form. (i.e. It 
may be substituted for the C-Form in: most situations).
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F - F C R M 
e.g. ha' ria1 reka (we have not “bought)
The negative element ha- and the subject concord (fri-) are 
always in a tone pattern low-high. The tone level of the 
element -a- varies as shown by the mark before each bracket.

(X. ( j ,

^ja ^tswa
-[-] J A

-I"]

o X.
^muja

A " A

Y.
^mutswa

-P-]
A '

*reka
- P I

- [ ' A

/s o^betsa 

^se^be^disa
4“' ‘ -1
. r  - -

ba^tla ^di^reka

[ . ‘ i _i i

^djba^tla
- r  -
A~ --]

tsa/f may a

t . - ' j  .[

'^di^se^etsa ^itsa^maya
. - -i . r : • j

j . r . • -]
t sa^ma*! sa Pii ̂s e^be^di sa & di t sâ inâ J. sa[.--.I -I1"'-]

] " f . ] A ] -L )

It will be opserved that the element -a- is always opposite 
in tonal level to the next syllable.
The above example is the only kind of construction in F-Form. 
(The subject concords are as in col. 8(ii) of Table I)

/ G-Form,
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5 - F 0 R M
6* ha*ri^reki (we are not buying)
X. Y. X. Y.

/JI
■ [ - ]

^tswi
T - l

^mutswi
"1"-]

"[■] ■ f  1 " I - ‘ I " J
^reki

• t r - i
ba-^tli

‘ [ - " J
d^reki

■ [J~ -)
^diba^tli

T ' l -[-'J
f se^betsi

T ’ - l
tsa^mayi

- L--1
i^setetsi ^itsa^mayi

- r i  - ^

- ( - - - I - [ . - - J - [ • - • • j

^sefbe*clisi
• r  •

tsa^ma^lsi
7 . - - 1 ]

i^se^be^disi 
- - ---■]

î tsa^ma^lsi
- [ " . ‘ - - I

' 1 i "I- ‘ ’ 1 • [ .— i T  _ - - ^

The subject concord (Cf* Col.£(ii) of Table I) Is 
always on the high tone level*

There are no otner varieties of constructions in this 
Tense-Form*.

/H-Form
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©•g* riye ri^reki (we usually buy)
s/

(The subject concord always occurs on a low tone, except 
before -sa- (see H-2fbe±ow).

X. Y. X. Y„

fn
[ i

\ - 1

■^tswi

I " )

[ ' ]

r i

m ujir - ]  
r  " i  

r  - 1

^ u ts w ir - i
I Jn i j r - 3
^rek i

I ’ - ]

b a ^ li

[-']
d i^ re k i 

[ . ' •  - ]

/& ib a r/l i

I'*-']
r  ■ ]  

r - i

[ -  ' J  

t . - l  1 I " - " ]

/'se^b ets i

L " - l

tsa^mayi

L  ’  - 1

s e ^ e ts i ^ itsa^m ayi 
t -  1 Contexts
L -  J 1 & 3

I ' - - ) I . " L ' • ‘ 3
p  -  ~j Context

^se^be^djs i

i -  -  " ' - i

tsa^m a^isi

I---'1!
di^s e d i s ir: -  -  - 4 ^dj. tsa^maifsi 

r -  “ Contexts  
I  -  J 1 & 3

— i I.'-'] [ .  -  ■ " "3
r -  -  -  - tCo n text 
I  -  J 2

Monosyllabic stems in conjunction with object concords have 
an alternate Tone Pattern low-high: in Contexts 2 and 3. 
Variety of Constructions: riye
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Constructions in the E-Form:
H-l. riye ri^reki (we usually buy)

rine ri^reki (we bought -- on that particular occasion)
\j

H-2 rine 1 rie1 so '"reki (we had not yet bought)
ha1 ria1 so ^reki (we have not bought yet)

H—3. rine 1 risa^boni (we did not sea)
•»/

rine 1 risa^reki (we were not buying)
V/

H-4. 'tasî reki (you must not buy)

ft-5. sl^reki (do not buy) (singular) 
si1 re1king (do not buy) (plural)

I — F O R M  
e*g. rine 1 risa* reka (we had not bought)

rine 1 r&sarefeefceSr 1 risaro* bala (we were not afcleep) 
(The subject concord has high tone. The element -sa- has
low tone).

X. Y.
^ja ^tswa

[ - ) [‘1
n l" ]
n PI

X. Y*
r di j a • ^mutswa

r  -i L" -1
r " 3 L " 3
r-i r - i



J/q

. X.
^reka

r - i

jr.bar tla
L ']

X.
di ̂r eka •

L “ .1
^diba^tla
I-*-"]

IT'1 L '] [ - - ' I I " - - ]

l - * i 1 . - - 1 r - ~ i
/'\se^betsa
f . i

tsa^maya
L “ .1

di^se^etsam

I. - ■ -i
^itsa^maya

r - ’ -i

r " i  

r "

U  J 

[ . ' - I

i-

u " - i

r  - '  "j 

r  - ■ -i
^se^be^disa tsa^ma^isa

i. ■ ■ n
di v3 e^be^d^sa
tl - - ; .1

l:dltsa!'ma! isa » •
r  . ■ ■

L------ 1 I . - - - ] i . ------ 1 r  - ‘ ■ "i

I - - - - ] l . -J

There are no other varieties of constructions in this 
Tense-Form. As in tne case wi of C-Forms and E-Forras, 
verbs in the I-Form occur in.subordinate clauses and «re 
governed or supported by various verb-Forms and conjunctives 
e.g. riye rimu’fu^mani "asaro’bala (we usually find him 
not asleep). !ha !asaro!bala ... (ir he is not asleep...)

/ J-Form
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e.g. ! reka (buy) 1 re1 kang (buy) (plural)
111 reke (buy it) f,i !,re!keng (buy it) (plural)

This Tense-Form has no prefixal element corresponding 
to the subject concord. The part ef the ve^h In 
conjunction with the plural suffix -ng the basic verb is 
realised in the Tone Pattern of the second Context, (i.e. 
the suffix -ng occurs after the verb in Tone Pattern 2). 
This suffix has low tone in all contexts.

Monosyllabic verbs occur with an extra syllable 
whenever there is no object concord or reflexive -i-.
The extra syllable feither occurs feefere- the vei?fe. 
initially, e.g.. i* ja (oat), i1 ya (go), or finally. e*g* 
j a1 a (eat), ya1a (go).

X . Y. X. Y.
j a ^ a

I .  " 1
t s w a ^ a  

{-'1
^ d i  j e

1 "  " l  - 
['-]

^ m u t s w e
r

I -  J _

L  "]

L -  J -
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There are no other varieties of construction in this
Tense-Form.
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e.g. f'ufbone (you must see/look out)
X Y. X. Y.
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A variant of the K-Form illustrated above consists 
of an element ’a- or '’ha- fbefere (high tone) before the 
e±as& prefix subject concord, e.g. 'a-'ri'tsama'ye (let us go) 
In this Foim a suffix -ng also occurs ►e.g.,
* a-'ri'tsama'yeng (let us go) (plural). There are therefore 
three numbers in the K-Form: *a-'kitsama'ye (let me go ) 
singular, 'a-l!ri' tsama'ye (let us go -- you and I) dual, 
and 'a-'ri' tsama'yens (let us go) plural- (The suffix -ng 
has low tone, and is suffixed to the basic verb in Tone Pattern 
of the second Context.. Cf. d-Form).



ijjOMIIIP-VERBALS ARE verb-forms with a nominal class prefix hu- 
(class 1J) e.g. hu-bala (to read, to count), hu-siba«li (not to 
read/count)•
As a word unit the nomino-verbal has characteristics of words of 
category I in belonging to a nominal class or agreement series, 
in the kind of syntax relations in which it occurs.
At the same time the nomino-verbals are peculiar in that their 
stems (i.e. the verbal element) have the characteristic of verbs of 
forming syntax relations with other words independently and apart 
from the syntax relations formed by the nomino-verbal as a whole. «
(i) hufhluf lwa tka-mithla 1 hubufhluku (to be defeated is always

painful)
(defeat always is painful)

(ii) huAhlulwa "ka-mjthla 1 hubu1hluku (to be always defeated
is painful)

In the first example the nomino-verbal hu1 hlu1 lwa as a unit relates 
with the following word ^ka-mi^la on a down-step pattern - i.e. 
the regular pattern of relation between a C.I word and any 
succeeding word which has formative 1 ka- initially. In this 
example the verbal element -hlulwa is simply an inactive stem, 4 
In the second example the verbal element -Ahlulwa relates with 
the word Hka-mihla on an up-step pattern - i.e. the normal pattern 
of relation between a verb in the A-form and a following adjunct 
which commences in formative 1ka-. The whole sequence -Ahlulwa - 
Hka-mi1hla constitutes the stem of the nomino-verbal.
THE STEM? of a nomino-verbal is a verb in the A-form or in the 
Hvform. In either case it may be (a) the simple verb, (b) the verb 
with object prefixal concord or reflexive prefix -i-, (c) the verb 
followed by various adjuncts, (d) the verb with prefixal extensions 
as well as following adjuncts. The....



//?
(The meaning of the H-form is the negative of the one given 
for the A-form in each case, e.g. hu'ja (to eat) - husi'ji

(not to eat)
A-forms 
X-division 
ftu* ja (to eat) 
hu*butsa (to ask) 
hufse*betsa (to work) 
hu*se*bedisa (to use) 
Y-division 
hutswa (to go out) 
hubala (to read) 
hutsamaya (to travel) 
Nomincr»verbal 
hutsamaisa (to drive)

H-forms

husi1ji 
husi* but si 
husi1se*betsi 
husi1se!be^disi

husi1tswi 
husiba*li 
husitsa* mayi

husitsainaisi 
hutsamaisetsa (to drive for) husitsamaisetsi
(b) In the following examples the verbal element (the stem) 
occurs with the object concord or the reflexive prefix -i- t 
X-division
hufdija (to eat them)
humfmutsa (to ask them)

husi^diji
husi,mAmutsi

hudi!seAbetsa (to work them) husidi1se*betsi
Y-division
hum1ma11a (to read to him)
huyiftsamaisa (to drive)

itself)

husi1 mma*lli 
husilitsatmaAisi

(c) & (d) In these examples the stem is extended by prefixal 
elements as well as by various succeeding adjuncts and clauses*

The••••



The pattern of relation between the verb and the following
adjunct is as described under syntax of the verb.
hu1 ja t!liyena . Ihu'.ja M.jwalo 1 hur.ia ftsafhaij hdmu1 .ja JLfkyot- 
to eat with himLtfco eat like thanfto eat his ownj (to fine him

' dlkgo i mu cattle j
f 'a .huAmu.ia tfAj7/alo . humu1 amuha din1 tho tttsathati k*i^^eu

( to fine him like that) k̂at̂ fela (to* deprive him of all his
belongings)

hutsamaya 1lin1tse rliAtshwenya bathu husi1ra1ti bathu 
to go about bothering people to dislike people
husi1 maAme li 1 li1 ha 1 uAhlo la ,fukga1 lime lwa 
TO DISOBEY even when constantly reprimanded

These examples are sufficient to illustrate the 
possibilities of extension of the stems of nomino-verbals.
No attempt is made here of classifying these extended stems 
into tonal groups. The over-all tonal pattern of each 
nomino-verbal has to be arrived at by analysing each word 
independently and applying the rules of tonal syntax which 
are fully described for each category and type of words.
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Relative verb-forms (Cf. Category II type 8):
Relative verb-forms are sub-variants of the Tense-Forms 
described below. The relative verb occurs with a suffix -ng 
which normally) has low tone.. The.'part of the verb preceding 
this suf^Tx^is in Tone Pattern 2 but the final syllable of 
this part of the verb plus the suffix -ng often constitute 
one syllable* When this Is the case the final syllable of 

\\ the verb occurs on a low tone.
f | \Ngwana "yeu 1 ki' bu' ang *liyena / 1 ki1 buang "liyena 

(child to whom I am speaking)
*yeu 1 ki1 qoqang "liyena.

(one with whomjb I am chatting)
Cf. C-Form: kine 1 ki1 bu1 a 'liyena (I was talking to him)

kine 'ki^qoqa 'liyena (I was chatting with him)

me muthu "yeu 1 ki1 bu1 jleng 'liyena (the person with whom I epoke 
'yeu 1kifi't}leng 'liyena (one with whom I went past 

Cf. E-Form: kine-iki1teuIa-1liyeR&-'(-i-waa-talking-%e-him-) 
kine 'ki' bu11* le 'liyena (I had spoken to him) 
kina 'kifi' ti'le 'liyena (I had gone past with him)

muthu "yeu 'kisa'bu1 ing 'liyena (person to whom I do not speak) 
'kisaqo"qing 'liyena (one with whom I do not chat)

Cf. H-Form: kine 'klsa' but di tabs/ "Kisa^buj 'liyena
'kisaqo'qi

muthu 11 yeu 'kisa' buang 'liyena /’"kisa qo'qang liyena 
(person with whom I have not spoken/not chatted)
Cf. I-Form: rine ' risa* bu'a ditaba / "risa'bua ' liyena/risaqo'qa

(we had not, spoken.. not spoken with him/not cihatted
Where the relative concord (e.g. "yeu) and subject concord (e„g 
ki would agree in concord, only the r.gWke occurs. ;7-?J

1 COnpŷ  rr-  -
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The anal/ysis of Tense-Forms as given above deals with 
tone on the lexieai and inflectional plane as well as on the 
plane of syntax. Taking the plain stem In the 4-Form as 
basic, then the stem in conjunction with the object concords 
or reflexive element -J.-, (and in some instances with 
suffix -ng) could be regarded as an inflected form.

The subject concords vary in tonal level from one
Tense-Form to another, and in some cases they vary within
the same Sn&xa Tense-Form, as for instance when 1st and 2nd 

subject concords 
personĵ occ.ur in low tone where the other class subject
concords occur in high tone. Sometimes other elements
(other than the ouject concord or reflexive element) occur
immediately before the stem of the verb. Any of these
elements are in a sense inflectional elements an*a often
determine the Tone Pattern of the verb-stern.

Apart from differences in tone which are dfeee 
determined by the occurrence of such elements as these, 
there are also differences which are determined on syntax 
grounds. In the next section the circumstances which 
determine tone on the syntax plane are described.

Syntax relations of the verb.
As in the case of nominal words the same principles 

of acggiyxng distinguishing kinds of syntax relations are 
applied to verbal words. In their basic form (4-Form)
X-verbs witn dissyllabic stems consist of three distinct 
Tone Patterns, and this feature is made use of in classifying
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kind3 of syntax contexts (cf. same method in the case of 
nominal words, p ). The same kinds of tonal transition 
found in nominal syntax relations are also x found here.
In the B-Tense-Form zero syntax relation is further indicated 
by the occurrence of an element -a- immediately after the 
class prefix.

On the basis of these tonal (as well as formal) criteria 
syntax relations of verbs with succeeding words may be 
classified into three kinds: Zero relation: these are
indicated by the absence of the tone-step, and also by the 
occurrence of the verb in Tone Pattern 1. The occurrence 
of certain elements in some Tense-Forms are also indicative 
of zero relation (cf. element -a- in B-Form, and the pre-stem 
vowel in C-Form). Down-step relations which occur under 
certain specified conditions, (cf nominal syntax relations 
where down-step relations are the commonest). In these 
relations the verb occurs in Tone Pattern 2, and a 
down-step tonal transition occurs. Up-step relations in 
which the verb occurs in Tone Pattern 3 and relates with the 
succeeding word on an up-step basis.

In some Tense-Forms verbs do not give rise to 
up-step tonal transitions with succeeding words. (Cf C-Form, 
G-Forms). In this respect they behave like xsr nominal^ 
words of Categories II and ill.



Verb - verb Sequences:

B.-B Sequence (i*e* a B*Form followed by another B-Form of
the verb)

VuaAhana ^alatula (he flatly refuses)
(he refuses he denies)
ria^hula riailitsa riAsala t!riAuina koma 1kadiAhlooho.
(we grow we age we remain nodding the song with'the heads)
kiaAkgolwa fbaAatla 
(I believe they are coming

B-D:
kiaAutlwa 
(I understand
kiaAkgolwa 
(i think

tbafihlile 
they* have' arrived)
lbalathlehile 
they are lost)

B-F*
kia*tsiba 
(i know

ha! kia1 ii € irvva cf kiaAtsiba huri ha1kia * mengwa 
I am not invited) "JY know that I am not invited

(i)ki1tsi!ba huri ha1kia* mengwa
kiaAkgolwa ha1ua!utlwa
(i believe you hatfe not understood)

B-G:
kiaAbona ha1!!1 tshafbi bathu cf kiaAbona huri ha!u! tsha"bi 
(i see you do not respect bathu

people I see that you do not respect
people;

kitbofna huri haHi'tsha^i bathu ^  
kiaAtsiba ha!U*mpaf tli(I see that you do not respect people)
(i know you do not want me)

(i) The verbal clause introduced by huri is the direct object 
of the preceding verb, the first verb takes Tone Pattern 2, 
thus showing syntax relation to the following clause*

B-J....
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B-J t
*uAatla "mu1e!mele
(he is coming wait for him)
uaAbitswa 1 a1rafbela 
Tyou'are called answer)

B-K:
kiaArata 1 atle (I desire (it) (that) he may come)
(I wish he should comeu)

D-D sequence:
ki1liAkile kiAhlutswi 
(i have’tried I have failed)
ki1 liAkile kibi1 le kiAhlutsv/i 
Cl have‘tried and * even failed)
u^boni ^ubi1 le û̂ ltKotswi (you have seen and been
(you have seen’ you even are convinced) satisfied)
*baAdutsi 1banamme (they have setteld down (and)spread 
(they‘are settled they are spread out) themselves)
*uA.iile 1 uAkgutshi
(i kjievt- he is satisfied)

Vet, Iwb}

D-B ?
ki* tsiAbile fu*tla *hana cf ki! tsiAMle huri*u* tla 1 hana 
(I knew * he will refuse) (I knew (it) that he will refuse]

ki* tsi!bi!le huri 1u1tla fhana
kiAboni fufalwana (I saw that he meant to put up a fight)
(I saw he is fighting)

D-F:
kiAboni ha*ua! .ja cf kiAboni huri hafuaf .1a
(I saw you have not eaten) (I saw that you have not eaten)

ki!bo!ni huri ha1 ua! .ja
1 ibif le ha* ua* .ja (moreover you 
(it'has been you have not eaten)

have not eaten)
D-G N



kiAboni haAu.ii cf kiAboni huri haAu;li
(I have noticed you do not eat) (I have noticed that you do

not eat)
C ki1 bo1 ni huri haAu.ii

* bauAtv/ile haAkitli
(they have heard I am not coming)
D-K:
«*baif tse 1 li1 erne
(they said you must wait)
'ui1tse 1ki1udu1mefdise

said I should greet you)

F-F sequence:
hatdila no!na ha1 di1 ano1 na (they are very fat indeed)
(they are not fat they are not fat)
ha!diaAota ha!diaAota (they are fearfully lean)
(they are not lean they are not lean)
F-Ds
ha'ri1 alafpa riA5wile (we are dying of hunger)
(v;e are not hungry we are dead)

F-B:
ha!difano!na 1 di1 atshwehla (they are very fat)
(thejr are not fat thly are greasy)

G-G sequence:
haf aAtShisi ha1aAbati
(he is not hot he is not cold)
G-At
ha!baAqeti tbatsamaya? (why don* t they finish and go av/ay?) 
(they do not finish and go)



ha1 bambini 1 ba1 ahlomula (they sing so well that one’s 
(they d6 not sing they stir feelings stirred)

the feelings)
hafaAqeli !u’atseka
(he is not asking, he is demanding)

G-D:
ha1aAbui 1uaAhlami Afeela
(he does not speak he is just gaping)

J-J sequence:
1 ema tsafmaya
Tstand up walk/go)
J-B:
n1 tshware kia1 m! mfr*laya 
(restrain me I am killing him)
xbona uaf tSha
(look out you are catching fire)
pha1kisa kitla^u* ̂nela 
(hurr^ I shall wait for you)
n*ke1mele kiatla
(wait for me I am coming)
J-D:
baf tshwa1rele 1bafositse
Xforgibe them they have erred)
jbua !bamaAmetsi 
fspeak they are listening)
« ema kise tf kitli1 le (wait I am already coming)
(wait I have already I have come)
J-F:
’ ema ha! riaAcieta
(wait we have not finished)
*bua ha1 ua1 thi^belwa (speak there is no one stopping you)
~fsi3eak you are not prevented)
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J-G s

1 tiya hafbau*boni
they do not see you)

* ema 1ri*butse
(stop (that) we may inquire)
tlo1o *ri1bue
Tcome let us speak)
i! ri * ki!bone
Tlet me see)

K-K sequence:
»uf tshware !uf tii1se (hold fast)
(you must hold you'must grip fast)
u! tsama1 ye !uhe lu1 kgutle (you must go and even come back) 
(you must go you must even you must come back)
!u!buele 1 ufkgutle (you must come back again)
(you must repeat ’you must come back)
*ufnne turilhlwele (you must look us up occasionally)
(you must keep on you must call on us)
1 uke !uri! thusd (you must please help us)
(you must please you must help us)
fbafmpe 1ba!tsama1ye (they had better leave/go)
K-B:
*umu! .jwetse tuf abatleha
(you must tell him he is needed)
*uterne fbaftlau1bitsa 
(you wait they will*call you)
K-D:
u 1bone 1bau!soketsi
(̂ you must look out they are after your blood)
1 a1phaki1se fu*tshwa1rel*le* tsi bathu 
(he must hurry he is holding everybody up)

K-F.........

J-K :



Iba!d,ule ha1baa1mengwa
Tthey must stay away they have not been invited) 
u1 bue ha!ua* thi1 belwa
’("you should speak*. you are not prevented)

Verb-verb relation 
bP STEP* 1?E LATJ OH :
A-form C.
^ a 1 tlaAbona ,friAfihla (they will see us arriving)

C.
1 ba1 tlaAtsiba urisafihla (they will know as soon as we

arrive)
(we still arriving)

E.
rij1 le raAbona Hba! du! tsi -Afatshi (we saw them sitting down)

(we saw) (they having sat down)
H.

1 baj1 le lfbaAbona tfrisafj.!hli (they noticed our not arriving)
(they noticed) (we not arriving)

I.
fba!tla f.ja lfbasahlaT-pa? (will they eat without washing

their hands?)
B-forms C.
!baAbt̂ a MbaAswaswa (they speak joking - they speak

in jest)
E.

fbaA bua Mbafemi (they speak standing)
H.

lbaAbua Mbasat tshabi (they speak nit fearing)
I.

!baAkena “basa*mengwa (they enter uninvited)

D-form....
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D-form C.
1babaAtlile 
fbaAletsi

kimu1fuAmani

1ba^keni

unyaAflie

ritlu*hile

H-forms

"bari'bona (they nearly saw us)
<fbahaAtsela (they passed the night freezing)

E.
>farofbetsi (I found him asleep) 

li.
tfris<0fi!hli (they entered before we came)

(you arrived in the nick of time)
K.

•hi1 fihle
I.

tfrisaf .ja (we left without having had a meal)

C.
ha1kie1soAboni MaseAbetsa (I have not yet seen him working)

E.
kiye kiAboni fla!du! tsiAfeela (I usually see him just

sitting)
siAbui >fufdu! tsi Afatshi (do not speak sitting down)

(I usually feel disinclined)
H.

kiye kiAutlwi 1kisaArati
X.

ha1 kie1 so fi!hli ffkisa! li'be1 llwa (I have not yet arrived
unexpected)

I-form* C.
rine 1 risaAutlwa lfhuthwi ••• (we had not heard it said) •••

E.
1 li1 ha 1 usaAtshwarwa tfudi!ntkile«. • (although you were not

caught with them on 
your person) ..•

J-forms
*sala

Asala
tsoAong

C.
MuA 11a

E.
ttu! emi
11 li1 emi

(remain crying)

(remain standing)
(be standing in the meantime)

J-form (contd.) .....
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J-form (contd):
1 dula H.

Musatsi1 tsi^nyehi

1 dula I.
Ifttsanalma

K-form: 
fu!sale C.

ffu*hleka

1 uf dyle
E.

,fui1 ti*betsi

!uf dule
H.

"usatsi1 tsi^nyehi
• I.

1 "usana1 ma

(sit without stretching 
your legs)

(you remain tidying up) 

(stay on your guard)

(sit without stretching 
your legs)

Verb-¥erb Relation:
D Q t / l i - S T E Pt i?£ L-A TIO^:

F-forms C.
haf ria1la1la 1ri1bjna
(we did not sleep singing)

A.
hatba* atlufha 1 ba1 sinya (and then they went and spoilt

(v/e did not spend the night 
singing)

(did they not then go spoil) everything)
E.

ha1ria1la*la trirotbetsi (we did not spend the night 
(we did not pass the night asleep) sleeping)

H.
ha’ria^u1 si!sa 1 risa1bu! iAsani
(did we not spend the night*not speaking to one another)

ha!ri* aro^a* la
I.

!risa! .ja (we did not go to sleep without 
having taken a meal).

G-form..•.
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G-forms
C.

ha!kitbo>nl 'hu'li te'ng phoso (I do not find any mistake) 
(I do not see there being a mistake)

ha1ki1bu1i

ha1ki!bo!ni 

ha* kibo1ni 

hafkifrafti

So
'ki'dutsi

H.
1lisa^bui

I.
1lisaro!bala

(I do not speak sitting 
down)

(don't I see you speaking) 

(don!t I see you not asleep)

\' am1 nhuAmanefmona (I do not wish him to
find me here)

In each of the above examples the first verb is self
standing and the second verb is subordinate to it.

In the following examples the subordinate verbs are 
supported by the same verb or conjunctive.

A « g
'bai'le "baf e*ma

'bane

'bane

fbane

tune

'bane

C.
"babu* a

E.
"ba'bu1 a

■■■■—•• r a

Bo
"ba'bu1a

C.
"a'bu1a

mmmmmmmrn ^  mmmmm

E
flba* e'mi

A.
'batadima (they stopped (and) Looked 

on)
C* (i)1 bao*mana (they were speaking and

rowing)
5 they were speaking 
heatedly)

E.
'ba'ha'liAfile (they were speaking

angrily)
H.

'basa^rati (they were speaking
reluctantlyy

I.'asa'i'ma'mela (he was speaking
without having thought)

E.
'bama'ketsi (they were standing

dumbfounded)
(i) Even where the second subordinate is supported by the 

first subordinate verb, the relation is as if both 
subordinate verbs were supported by a common verb or 
conjunctive. Thus Sane 'babifc *baoWna: baomana is either 
subordinate to ̂ baWa. or to 'bane. bane...
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E. C.
'bane "ba'du'tsi 'ba'ngola (they were seated (and)

writing)
E. H.

!bane "ba'du1tsi !basa'tso1teAlli (they were sitting,
not caring)

E. I.
'bane "ba'du'tsi 'basa'ma'mele (they were sitting

inattentively)

Verb - Nominal Relation:
Syntax relations between a verb and a succeeding 

nominal are as follows:
DOWN-STEP relation: When the verb is immediately folloy-red

by any of the following types of words, 
the verb occurs in Tone Pattern 2 of its tonal scatter, and 
the following word takes a lower key. 

i *u i
(a) nta*te/1 re1ki^le 'pere ('pere - a basic word-form of 

(father has Bought a horse)category I.)
i(b) fu're'ki*le yo'na 'yamadj, (yo'na - C.II type 1.)

(he has4bought it of the blood)
(he has bought a proper breed)

(c) 'u're'ki'le 'ya'hau (' ya'hau - C.II. type 4)
( he has "bought yours)

(d) 'u're'ki'le hla'bula (hla'bula - C.III. (a))
(he bought it in summer)

(e) li'tso'ho 'liro'be'hi'le suhle/ (suhlel- C.V. (Y)
(the arm is broken * completely)
Any type of word commencing in one of the following

formatives will relate to a preceding verb in a down-step
pattern (cf. inflected forms in each Category) :
'hu- (to, from, at, into, etc)

e.g. kimu*li'bi*si*tse 'hu'murena (I have directed him to
the chief)

ftsa- (of), i.e. concord element denoting possessive relation.
e.g. ki're'ki*si1 tse 'tsa1murena (I have sold the chief's

ones) n
where ' hu' murena ajid ' tsa' murena represent any word of
whatever category.which takes the formative hu— or tse— ^cur5

 ̂ initially. —
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Verb - nominal relation?
UP-STSPs The basic forms df Categories II, III, and V of the 
types not specified above normally follow verbs on the up-step 
pattern, e.g. e
liAtsiba Hsohle (Atsohle C II type 2)
(you know everything) *ba*tsibaAtsohle
'butsa Ubau (*bau C II type 3)
(ask those ones)
u»reAkile »tseka*i? (’tsekai! C II type 6)
(you have bought how many?
ki*ruAmile lf9mu*hulu Qemuhulu CII type 6)
(I have*sent the elder oniy
* ban* thuAmetsi ’’eXthata (‘eihata C II type 7)
(they have sent me a tough one)
* ban* thuAmetsi neno1 n* neng Oenonneng CII type 8)
(they have sent me a fat one)
*batsa*maAile ha1*hulu (hahulu C III)
(they have’travelled much)
kifiAhlile »pili ('pili C III)
(I arrived first)'

(All words in Category III, except those listed under 
(1) a«d normally relate to a preceding verb on an up-step 
basis. Ideophones (Category V) relate to a preceding verb 
on the up-step basis only when they (ideophones) consist of 
an initial syllable of high tone^MO .

Any words commencing in any of the regular inflectional 
formatives other than'hu- (to/from/at) or *tsa- (of) (the 
possessive concord) normally relate to a preceding verb on 
an up-step basis, e.g.
*uAbua flkabathu (fka-+ C.l word)
(she‘talks about people)
*utsa*maAile >fliruna (̂ Li-+ C II type 1 word)
(he travelled with us)
*uroAbetsi Mhabu!hluku (fha-+ C I word)
(he slept badly)
*u*reAkile tttse-li*kp:ulu (̂ fcse-+ C I word)
(he has*bought a hundred ones)
«uhlaAbilwe Mki-kr:o 1 mu (fki-+ C I word)
(he has been gored by a cow)



N«B. Some verb-forms do not enter relations with succeeding 
words on an up-step basis. Such words have no pattern 3 
in their tonal scatter. They are the following forms:
C., E., F., G.

PART IV...
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P a r  t iv.
Ideophones and Interjectives (Categories V and VI) 
Ideophones and Interjectives have a‘ir-ftyR--n«s>âJ features 

of sound, tone, duration and stress, which set them apart 
from normal words. For example: they have extra-normal
sounds« e.g. whispered, voiceless words, as in nkhul ( __ )
(sigh of relief).
Extra-normal pitch: many Ideophones and Interjectives are
said in a pitch which is much higher than the highest pitch
the individual speaker reaches in normal speech, e.g.
!iui ( ^) (said to starting a race cf. English Get set1. Sol)* ’ ■ 1
This v/ord may he pitched as high as a major seventh above the 
highest pitch the individual normally reaches.
Extra-normal durations There are very short syllables, e.g. 
the first syllable in tp§ang./ (said of people running into 
each other). The second syllable in this example is very 
long.

On account of these extra-normal features, Ideophones 
and Interjectives are v/ritten and tone-marked as other words, 
but the exclamation mark I is regularly added to indicate 
that the symbols and letters should not be taken at face value. 
Tonal Grouping: Many Ideophones and Interjectives are
monosyllabic units. It is therefore difficult to classify 
them as high or low in tone since tone is relative. In the 
case of Ideophones it is possible to classify them tonally 
by comparing their tonal level with that of other words to 
which they are syntactically related in a sentence.

Interjectives....
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Interjectives, however, do not form syntax relations 
with other words. In the examples given below a graphic 
representation of the tonal Pattern is given since the 
other methods of tone-marking used here are dependent on 
speech laws which do not apply to Ideophones and 
Interjectives.

Ideophones (Category V).
Ideophones may be grouped in two main Tone Groups X and 

Y on the basis of the tonal level of the initial syllable 
and also on the basis of the kind of tonal transition to 
which they give rise in syntax relation with other words.

X - Tone Group
poi (cold) " ) 1twai (white) ( A  )
tu (quiet) “  ) *bjaa (white) (■\ 5
ngo (empty) "  ) •hlwii (snatch) c \  )
pSang (clash) ~  ) 15wii (fast asleep) ( N  )
thing (swerve) ~  ) 1thuwee (forgotten)
kgere (dry) ~  ) ftleree (red) (' V
nyê Le (silent) / ~  ) \
tlekeiê Le i

Generally, though not without exception, Ideophones 
of this Tone Group give rise to an up-step tonal transition 
in syntax relation with a preceding verb, e.g. kiliAbetsi 
,fthuwee! (I have completely forgotten) or (I quite forgot).

Y - Tone Group.
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jk/~ Y-Tone Group
("be even) ( _ )

fi (lights out) (_ )
la£ (flash) ( _ )
lore (burnt out) (_ _ )
suhle (broken) ( _____)
lwaqu (Jump)_____(__ )

tlu'ie (jump) ( _ )
ke!,nj. (enter) ( _ )
pho*'sy (plunge) (_ ~j 
kge'lu (turn off) (_ )
saa.(scatter) ( ^ )
kokololo (calm down) (- - - -)

Ideophones of this Tone G-roup relate with preceding
verbs on a down-step tonal transition, e.g.
li^tsQ^ho |!liro !ba!hifie syhlel (the arm is completely

broken i.e.. the bone)
In grouping Ideophones (as well as Interjectives) no

attempt is made to distinguish sub-groups within the major
Tone Groups X and Y. In the first place Ideophones do not
xstr; tsra&iiy consist of more than one essential Tone Pattern
although the speech tones vary so widely from one speech
context to another. For instance, the tonal level of the
last syllable of an ideophone such as tlu1le is not
significant since ideophones do not give rise to tonal
transitions with succeeding words. But since they occur
in syntax relations with preceding words, it is necessary
to group them tonally in order to be able to determine
the kind of tone*step which occurs in such syntax relations.
In the second place Ideophones have such extreme features of
of length, tone, etc so that it is often difficult to decide 
the number of syllables, the tonal levels, etc. e.g. psangl 
(clashl).

(Where the tone level of a monosyllabic ideophone is 
is uncertain, it is usually tested in syntax relation
with a preceding verb. The occurrence of an up- or down- tone st
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CATEGORY V (Ideophones’)
Syntax;
IDEOPHONES IN RELATION TO SUCCEEDING WORDS:
l#(a) ^^uswe1!! 1 twa/ 1 twa/ ftwa[

(he is white, very white)
* dife Adile 11tu' 11 tu£11 tu /
(they are finishedcompletely)
^an^a fyaifba fnhuf tsê .1 phu1 tsej 1 phutse/
(they went ' jump jump jump) e.g. sheep

jumping through an opening in 
the hedge*

phafkwe fyari tsui 1 hlwibi^ii, 1 tshiba 1tsa«ba *tsahaAsanj 
(the hav/k ¥/ent divei snatch! and left’feathers flying) e.g.

a hawk sy/o oping down and taking a 
bird.

flali*tuna !ha fli*tsamaya 1 liri twai I twai.̂  twai /
(when the big one walks he goes, slumph, slumphT’

(Wb) ̂ bari rau^1kautela 
(they all, upi
a*muri 1 qhaul fkaliu*fcu 
(he grabbed him by the leg)
!hari Afeela !fnye1 le I fha !ki,kena
(there were just hush v/hen I entered)
fyari tshobei fka-mukofting 
(it flivecl into the hole)
ari uof te/1kapi1li Anyana
(he suddenly turned round the bend)
(he disappeared round the corner rather hurriedly)
^ii’tse vha fhuthwi i u ! ’tsatluha 
(when the signal* off I v/as given, they started)

U^ikuri ffthi ha1 nyinya*ni 
(please shift a little)

The examples in (a) show sequences of ideophones; the first
two examples shov* repetition - usually the final ideophone
has slightly more length than the preceding ones*

In.....
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In the third example the ideophones are often said with 
varying length, so as to imitate the action - for instance 
two may be said in rapid succession while one is lengthened 
or shortened, to give the picture of the irregular way in which 
sheep Yfould jump through a gap in the hedge* In the fourth 
example the ideophone tsujhas extra length illustrative of 
the swoop of an eagle or hawk from great height. The 
ideophones twai( twai! are said slowly and deliberately, 
illustrating the slow, heavy, majestic gait of the big or 
great one.
Similarly in (b) the tone and length of the ideophones are 
imitative of the idea described, and this is in no way 
determined by any following words.
Strictly speaking then, in its tonetic and duretic features 
the ideophone does not show syntax relation with following 
words,

V-̂IDEOP&OEBSj
S Y M D iiX S /2>SOF>tjO*/£S //V /Pf^T/o/y T o  Tfesctt /V o fcP S  ;

Ideophones are normally used in three ways: (1) As 
part of a verbal clause, with the verb-ri in various tense 
forms. (2) After words of categories I, II, III and IV in 
their basic or inflected form, (3) Alone in an act of speech, 
(?-> Practically any ideophone may be employed along with the 
verb ri as follows:

(a) si*thunya Msari thu/(tla gun 
the gun went bang)
•huri ,fpo/
(it is cold) .fhune *huri "po,,.



!hune !huri Mpo/
(it was cold)
^ui1 tse Mtu •
(it has become silent)
afmuri 1tlere /
(he struck him bashI )

(b) siAthunya "salla 1 sari thu /
(the gun barked, went bangi)
fhune whufbafta *huri ,fpo/

(it was cold, was freezing)

(c) ‘̂ muswe1!! furi ,ftwa!
(he is white, is white)
ma1 s 11 mu ,a|ma$,afla fari tafla /
(the fields are green, are green)

(d) mu thu 11 ya-mutshu fya-!ring tshu /
(a black person, who is pitch-black)
muthu l,ya-fring tshu/
(a person who is pitch-black)

In all cases of the above type the ideophone is 
syntactically related to the verb ri in one of its various 
tense-forms, and the rules governing the relation as to 
tonal pattern are as stated for verb-ideophone syntax 
relations (see

The verb ri in this usage does not convey any indepen
dent meaning - its sole function is to support the ideophone 
and to relate it to the rest of the sentence. Sometimes 
another word occurs between the verb ri and the ideophone, 
e.g. fhuif tse**feela *nye!le cf. fhui! tse ftnyet le^ Afeela 
(both meaning it is .just silent)» In such cases the tonal 
relation of the ideophone is to the intervening word rather 
than to the verb.
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Category V (Ideophones)
Syntax:
2. In the following instances the ideophone is directly
related to preceding words of various categories, without
the verb ri to support it in a separate clause as in I above0

(a) lu,muswelu ftwa /
(he is white, white)
muthu ,,e-mulfu!befdu ltlere./
(a red person* ’ red)
fbabaliratru *qha /
(they are three only)
rba^ema 1 kau* f e1 la ri /
(they halted simultaneously)
alia mitoIkgo qhi /
(he cried tears,’dripi)

(b) aftlufla lwaqu /
(he jumped hopi)
ntlu ti,tShille lore/
(the house .is burnt to ashes)
lifsafpo 1lirofbefhi1le suhle / 
(the bone is broken’completely)

(c) *difeAdile ntu/
(they are finished completely)
ba1tla-Athula ntu/
(they will be silent completely)
pa*tsi lio4mime ,fkgefre /
(the wood is dry completely)
kili*betsi 11 thue/
(I have forgotten completely)

In the examples in (a) and (b) the ideophone and the 
preceding word form a down-step transition: this is invariably

the.•o o•
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the pattern in a non-verbal and ideophone relation;
verbs, however, form down-step transitions only when the

Yfollowing ideophone is of the K-tone group, and also
where the verb is of a tense-form incapable of up-step
transitions. The examples in (c) are all up-step transition
between the verb and ideophone - (the latter is of the X-tone
group, and the verb is not in a tense-form incapable of
up-step transitions). The ideophone, however, is capable

<?£in many instances of upsetting the pattern relation by
going into tonal levels which are outside the normal range.
3o Ideophones may be used alone in an act of speech, e.g.

laj,/( descriptive of a streak of light, e.g. a javelin
hurled into space)

tsipa/(e.g. a javelin landing upright)
Or a sequence of ideophones may be used, e.g.

laii twatlal (flashi detonationl said of lightning and
thunder)

. y/ . / f i fkgwasu-kgwasu, BhjkgLfl, naka-naka, tShobe •
(rustling, appear trot-trot, dive-in (hole))



ke!ni ( enterLxf 
pho*su (nl^mge) (

■s in this Tone Group relate with a pieced 
step basis, e.g. liftsofho 1liro!befhifle

Tone Group 
ri (be
fi (lights of 
lai (flash) 
lore (burnt out) 
suhle (broken) 
lwaqu (jump) 

Ideopho 
verb on ^down

(turning to (_ )Xcorner)

eceding

Inter .jectives:
The tonal patterns of Interjectives vary to some extent. 

The variation, however, is not governed by any regular 
grammatical rules; it is largely determined by subjective 
factors such as feelings of excitement, surprise, pleasure, 
anger, etc. Consequently a syllable of high tone may be heard 
as one of low tone on another occasion e.g. 1ei el (yes? yes). 
The following examples are shown with their Tone Pattern 
which is more common than the others: 
t5he!e (no) (^ ) t5hefe-bo (no) (__̂  _ )
e*u (is that so?) ( ~ ) A , e-!e(no, don* t) ( -)
ee (yes) ( ) or ( ^  ) fhele!le (oh) ( ^  ~ ) or (~- )

In Ideophones and Interjectives length is generally on 
the final syllable; rarely on the penultimate syllable.



I t will have been observed in the body of this thesis 
that the role of tone is studied on different planes, as 
followst1. The Lexical role of tone? 1*1 Tone determines the 
lexical inter relationship of words, 1.2. Tone distinguishes 
compound words from syntax relations consisting of corres
ponding constituents. 1.3* Tone may be regarded as a third
dimension in distinguishing one word from another the
other two dimensions being consonants and vowels.

2. The Inflectional role of tone.
3* The Syntactical role of tones 3.1. Tone indicates 

the xy junction between words in syntax relation; it can 
therefore be used in determining the extent or size of 
the individual word in a sentence. 3.2. Tone distinguished 
kinds of syntax relation.

This method of handling tone does not mean that it is 
possible to distinguish tones into lexical tones, inflectional 
or syntactical tones. Rather, it means that the same tones 
are examined on different planes and their role on each 
plane described separately in so far as that can be done,

1. On the Lexical plane tone plays a part in the following

1.1. It indicates the lexical inter relationship of 
words of various categories on a basis such as the one 
illustrated here? The following series of words are compared,

ways:



*131 gsa (call), "bj^letsa (Invite, appeal to), 'i'pl^letsa 
(to appBal), boj’pl^letso (an appeal), lftytso (name),
"pjtso (wta assembly), nTmjtsa (attraction), * bitso (namesak®) 
By abstracting the root fB}fL and using it as a common 
reference these words can be compared and their tonal inter 
relationship established. In th^c such a comparison it is 
found that all words In which the common root ,BJ*L occurs 
as the Initial part of the stem fall into the same X-Y tone 
group — - the tone group of the common root. Thus ,B}TSa 
1 BI^Letsa, ’fPI^Letsa, li'BITSo, "PITSo, m^MTSa, 'BITSo 
(where the part corresponding to the common root is shown in 
upper case letters, and the stem as a whole is shown by 
underlining) all fall under tone group X. The initial 
element -i- in *J/PJ^Letsa is the reflexive prefix; not 
part of the stem, I,e, this is an instance of the verb-stem 
"’Bj^Letaa occurring in conjunction with a prefixal element. 
In the noun boj. fP^Latso where the stem -iT l^Letso 
commences In an element -1- (which does not correspond to 
the common root ‘BJ*!) the iNflf X-Y tonal grouping Is 
determined by the tonal level of this element -i-, not by 
the common root

As these examples show, words related in this way vary 
within certain limits In their over-all tonal patterns.
5uch variation is unpredictable -—  there is no apparent 
reason why kSkt *B{TSo and ^PJT3o should differ in their 
tonal patterns. The inference that can be drawn from this



comparison is that lexically related words, as Illustrated 
above, fall Into the same X-Y tonal grouping provided that 
the common root occurs inti initially in their stems*

1*2* The second observation which may be made about the 
role of tone on this plane is that in many cases itHmmpvMr •* •* .*« ' "■ * * * *' ■ • ' ••,7* v'" ,
distinguishes compounds from corresponding syntax relations* 
For instance, compare the compound noun tla* dj. - ” muthwana

The up-step tonal transition between the two constituents 
of the compound and the tonal pattern of the second consti
tuent distinguish the compound word-unlt sharply from the 
syntax relation consisting of the two nouns tla *11 and 
muthwana*• In most instances, however, there are usually 
other features apart from tone by which compounds are 
distinguished from corresponding syntax relations (see pp 42-51).

1*3* The third observation on this plane is that tone
!*■ •. \ V  w t e f

plays a part In distinguishing words* It Is a third 
dimension, the other two dimensions being consonants and 
vowels* For Instance the nouns tlhafku (hoof) and ftlhaku 
(grain) do not only differ phonologically (in respect of the 
final vowel) but also differ in their tonal patterns. In 
a few instances tone is the only distinguishing factor (apart 
from meaning). e*g* mata*ta (haste), ma^tata (skin blankets), 
matata (wild ducks)* fbyLa (speak), bua (flay), etc.

In examples such as these where the phonological

(llghtnlng-man) [ _  ] with the xyx&tx syntax
relation tla1 mu thwana (lightning, man) _]
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difference is either very slight (as between tlha'ku and 
'tlhaku) or does hot occur at all, the tonal difference 
naturally stands out more strikingly. (The tendency on 
the part of many grammarians is to regard tone in such 
cases as "significant" and to regard it as merely

^  fa. yi > Ajjltni '• *«A • * ■ iii"' * -‘N'le-itii j - ,$* **• ' 2k l  »• ft a u** a '  • • • V’’characteristic11 if not ignore it altogether in other 
cases where it is not the only distinguishing factor.
This tendency is misleading and inconsistent. It would he 
more consistent if the same classification were made of 
consonants and vowels under similar circumstances).

But even where words differ widely in their 
phonological shape, as mu thu and mu’fo, or murena and 
mu’suthu, tone is also a distinguishing characteristic 
which should not he ignored.

In regarding tone as a third dimension more or less 
on a par with consonants and vowels, it is essential to 
consider the complete tonal scatter of a word. This point

otstis more fully brought^ later on in this summary, hut may he 
summed up here as follows: When comparing the tonal features
of words (e*g* ’hitso and *pjtsoj the comparison must he made 
on all planes (lexical, inflectional and syntactical planes) 
and in all kinds of kkxJkbb contexts (Cf. p 69 and p 98) If 
the comparison were confined to one particular context 
some words would occur in identical tonal patterns whereas 
the same words would he quite different in their tone patterns 
or tonal behaviour in other situations.



(at the fountain)

2. On the Inflectional plane two kinds of inflectional
elements are considered: (a) those which occur as integral
parts of a word, (b) those which relate with words on a
■more oi» leuu syntactical basis. The comparison below shows

betweenthe differences ka the tonal pattern of the basic word
(in the 1st column) and the tonal patterns of the same word
in conjunction with inflectional elements of the first
kind (2nd column) and the second kind (3rd column)..
Basic word with element as in (a) with element as ln(b)
aldltaa [____ 1 ‘li'sldjba ~ [ “ ___ ] "kl-sldiba]~1( _](fountain; J (and the fountain) (it is d| fountain"!

tfi
sidjMoeng [ j _ 1 kl-sidlba- * hie

-  - i n .
(it is a fountain)

I "~J 1 ll^pltso [ * kl-*pltso I j|r~ -j
(and the assembly) (it is the assembly)
l£$tsong [ _] _ 'kl-^pltso-' hien  -] [-]

(it is an assembly)
The tonal patterns of sidiba and ^p^tso as they occur in 
the second column are appreciably different from those of 
the corresponding basic forms (in the first column)* The 
inflectional elements in this 2nd column determine the 
tonal pattern of the words wife* which they occur. In the 
3rd column the tonal patterns of sldlba and *pltso do not 
differ from those of the corresponding basic forms* There 
is also the occurrence of the tone-step which clearly marks

"pjitso 
(assembly)



the Junction between the noun and the Inflectional elements. 
The tonal pattern of the noun and the tonal transition 
between it and the inflectional elements are as they normally 
occur in ed ordinary syntax relations in most cases. The
reasons why instances such as these are treated as inflections 
rather than as ordinary syntax relations are as follows:
First, for various reasons the inflectional elements cannot 
be regarded as self-standing words or free forms. Secondly, 
there are a few instances where words in conjunction with 
these inflectional elements occur in tone patterns which 
belong to Inflectional situations rather than to syntax
situations.* (Cf# the examples under 2.1.3 on pp 62-63)#
3. On the plane of Syntax tone plays a part in two ways:

3.1. It determines kinds of syntax relation. The tonal 
pattern of Individual words in some cases, and the kind of 
tonal transition which occurs at the Junction between words 
In a sentence Indicate the kind of syntax relation* For 
instance, compare the sentences fkl-balna "baba1su*thu fbau?
(Are those children of Basotho? i.e. are those Basotho children?) 
xito and tM~ba*na "baba^suthu f1bau? (Are they children of

of tho reasens-why Such inflectional elements are 
not treated as free word-forms they are monosyllables
consisting of one tone only. Except in the realm of Ideophones and InterJectives, there are no instances in speech 
of free word-forms occurring In tone patterns to of less thana 
two tones or the equivalent of two tones. Even monosyllabic 
verbs in situations where verbs nomally occur alone either 
occur with an extra syllable -I- initially, e.g. I1 Ja ( ~)
(eat), or with a long--vowel finally, ».g. Ja'a 
an extra vowel finally, e.g. ,1a'a ( “) (eat), both J-Form.
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those Basotho?). In the first example the tonal pattern 
of >babal’Btlthu ends as H.^ and sex a down-step tonal transition 
occurs "between it and the next word 1 bau. This shows that 
kkxx the concord agreement of *bau is with hatna . The 
relation of 1 baba1su* thu and >hau therefore is not on a 
basis of direct, concord agreement. Cf. *ki-kKolmu "tsaba+su’lfchu 
* tseu? (Are those the cattle of the Basotho?). In the 
second example the tone pattern of *baba suthu ends H.My |
and an up-atap tonal transition occurs between it and the 
following word, >bau. This indicates direct concord agree
ment between * baba** au thu and rbau. Cf.
'kl-kfio’nxu ,ftsaha"suthu "bau? (Are they cattle of those Basotho?)

3.2. This feature of tonal transition is made use of in 
determining the extent of individual words in sentences.
In any sentence, therefore, the part occurring between two
tone-steps corresponds to a word unit (except where, forin/ vL. Ovv, j» / fo
va-rlouo roaoono such unit cannot be treated as a word

4. Verbs, unlike nominal words, have to be considered on 
yet another plane.. This concerns the part tone plays in 
determining various Tense-Forms. The classification of 
v£rbs Into Tense-Fora (see pp 97 - 117) is mainly based 
on tone. s{

Ideophones and InterJectives, as may be seen from the 
body of this thesis, do not belong to the same tonal system 
to which other words belong. It has been found convenient 
therefore, to treat them separately.



The following aompagioon of nouns ta k e n  a t  random

B a s ic
form s I:t s a

fpotT
infLecizdl
6»y>hs: »ljpltsa

(and' a p o t )

' f i U i a s a s  v
( i n  th e  p o t )

B a s ic :

C o n te x t  1 .

u - i

r__]

C o n te x t  2 # C o n te x t  3

si * fate
( t r e e ) 

I n f l e c t e d :
•11  s i *  f a t e  

(a n d  th e  t r e e )

s i 1 f a 1 te n g
(o n  th e  t r e e )

L  “ _] 

L ~ - - j

B a s ic :
z\bT tata 

( s k i n s , . 7 )

I n f l e c t e d :

1 l i m a * ta ta  
(a n d  s k in s . . . )

m a* t a t e n r  
(o n  th e  s k in s )

I---]

B a s ic :
m a ta ta  < 
(d u c k s)[ 

.l a  as id lh a  a  w e l l ) 
I n f l e c t e d t

• l l h a t a t a * )  f ~  
( and' d u c k s ) I *

* 1 1 * s id ih a )  aata^efi~^ 
( among d u c k s )

s id jp h e n g [  _  
( I n  t h e * w e l l )

[ ]

- ‘I

1

_  _ . _ J

L i  

X' - ~ 1  

[ - - - I

I-'-]

r - " - j

-•-J r _ “ -j
L‘.J L  “  _  _  J

--__j r-.-j
 j i i



This table shows the tonal patterns of each basic and 
inflected noun, for each of the three kinds of contexts 
described on page 69. The following comparisons may be 
made from this table:
Lexical: A lexical comparison is made by comparing the tonal
patterns of the basic forms in each context (read vertically), 
e.g. the tonal difference between si1 fate and ma^tata is 
Indicated by the difference between the tonal patterns of 
these words In each context. (It is not enough to select 
one of the m  three contexts and compare the words in that 
context only. For Instance in context 3 these two words 
halpe identical tonal patterns, and yet when the tonal 
patterns are considered in all contexts it is obvious that 
these two words are tonally distinct).

Inflectional: On the inflectional plane the tonal behaviour
of each noun is shown by comparing the tonal patterns of the 
basic form (e.g. maAtataI with those of its inflected forms 
(e.g. *lima"tata, ma1tateng). Here too the comparison is 
made in each context. Similarly, the tonal difference 
between % words (e.g. si1 fate and ma^tata) on this plane is 
shown by comparing their Inflected forms in each context (e.g. 
compare 1 lisl1 fate with 1 lima*tata, and si * fa1teng with 
ma1tateng in each context).

Syntactical: Tonal comparisons on the plane of syntax are
made by comparing the complete scatter of tonal patterns
(shown horizontally against each word form) of one word with 
that of the other. For instance, in comparing si* fate and



and ma*tata on this plane, their tonal patterns are set out 
as follows: Context 1+ Context 2.

si * fate [_ ~ ] ]_ J
m a * t a t a  [ _  ~  - J  [ _  ~  - J

In the same way the inflected forms are compared,
'lisl* fate with 1 lima*tata, si^fa* teng with majtateng.

(Her* too, although one horizontal series of tonal 
patterns is compared with another, it is essential that the 
tonal patterns in each vertical column should belong to the
same context)*.

■j •’ **

! It may be inferred from the illustration above that 
before any two words can be described as tonally identical 
their tonal patterns would have to be identical on all planes 
and in every context* The nouns matata and sidiba in the 
table above are an example of two words which are tonally 
identical on all three planes and in all contexts, except 
in one instance on the inflectional plane; i#et when they 
occur in conjunction with the inflectional suffix -ng*
(Cf* section 2*2*1. on pp 64-65)* Such instances show 
that in making a complete tonal comparison of words it may 
be necessary to consider the tonal behaviour of words as 
they occur In conjunction with each Individual elementA *
within the same plane* (For most purposes, however, the
various inflectional elements are classified into groups;
and the tonal reaction of a given giggg word is usually the 
same with all elements in the same group* Cf. pp 61--66)*

Context 5*
1 - - - J
I---]
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A P P E N D I X  I.
(Orthography, (See p 5)

The special orthography adopted in this thesis is 
based on the one suggested by Dr, A*N. Tucker in MSotho-Nguni 
Orthography and T one-Mar king1* (1949)* As this publication 
fully indicates the main features of the suggested 
orthography, it will be necessary to indicate here only the 
points in which the orthography of this thesis differs from 
Dr Tuckerfs suggested orthography.
Vowelsi The close vowels for which symbols i or i*; u or ft5 ? j
are suggested (by Dr, Tucker) are regularly written in this
thesis as i and u.• •

Consonants and semi-vowelsI Since SS does not make any
significant distinction between the affricate, suggested as
up, kgh, and the fricative, suggested as g, the digraph
kg is used here for both the affricate and the fricative
sounds (i.e. velar affricate and velar fricative).

In tone-marking, however, there is one major difference
between the method of this thesis and the one used by Dr
Tucker in uSotho-Nguni Orthography and Tone-Marking11.
In the latter1 s method a sequence consisting of a high-falling
tone followed by a low tone is distinguished by the grave
accent15, . Otherwise a high tone is marked by a vertical 

/

stroke 1 • Unmarked syllables are taken as having mid tone 
which may be realised as a low tone according to specific laws.

APPENDIX I I ___



A P P E N D I X  II.

The first real attempts to analyse Sotho tones were 
made by Professor Daniel Jones in conjunction with Mr Sol.
T. Plaatje. In ”A Secwana Reader” Professor Jones was able 
to mark tones in the written texts in such a way that a reader 
with average knowledge of phonetic and tonetic symbols could 
read the language with accuracy.

He recognises six essential tones: 1. A high level tone.
2. A lowered variety of the high-level tone. 3. A mid level 
tone. 4. A low-level tone. 5« A high-falling tone.
6. A low-falling tone.

In the book ”A Secwana Reader” and in ’’Tones of Sechuana 
Nouns’1 both the high-falling tone and the low-falling tone 
occur on syllables that are also marked as long. This fact 
seems to suggest that falling tones are not essentially 
different from the equivalent level tones.

Dr Tucker in MA Comparative Phonetics of the Suto-Chuana
Group of Bantu Languages” follows more or less the same
method: he recognises three level tones, namely, high level,
mid level and low level; two falling tones, high and mid,
and two circumflex tones, high and mid. Dr Tucker went a step
further and was able to state the general principles which
are known today regarding the tonal rules of Sotho.
(Cf’’Suggested Sotho-Nguni Orthography and Tone Marking” where 
some of these principles have been applied.).

Both Professor Jones and Dr Tucker, as well as others, 
seem to feel that there should be a simpler method of 
describing tone other than on a basis of three or more tone 
levels.
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M O T i z S  a /s/x ) Co m m e n t s

<̂ f £& **-vo

<̂ . ĉrytJBL - ^  ŷcrffco /<Jo-ir&r ,

JJ - SC&.

q) M &  £*$*-/<2
<3̂1 Sc^c f̂jjr-PuT̂JLo aû cA J/\jL£̂cst<Âr o-> ̂-**Jl- ̂
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. t̂ OTES A /WT) CoMMErj'rS (.Co** fancied) t
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